THE FINAL BEGINNING . . .

September 1988 represented the final beginning, the last time we would look forward to the upcoming year at East. But this year's expectations were different, for the experiences and privileges we turned over in our hearts and minds were those of seniors. The twin feelings of tradition and self-confidence transformed once-common events into chances to leave a final, collective signature upon what had become much more than simply our school.

Now we can look back upon our handiwork, and what a proud, florid signature we have printed upon East! We have established new traditions and new standards of honor and responsibility. Joining together from a diversity of backgrounds, we have learned from and added to each other's experiences. Our class has truly discovered the essence of being East's seniors, and have added another glorious chapter to her ever-growing history. We hope to forever be remembered within the confines of her halls, for East will always hold a special place within the confines of our hearts.
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President Ronald Reagan gave Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev a red-carpet welcome. The two world leaders met in Washington, D.C., for a three-day summit meeting on arms control and other superpower concerns.

Death and destruction followed in the wake of the December 1988 earthquake that devastated the country of Armenia and killed tens of thousands.

The world watched as three California gray whales spent more than two weeks trapped in the icy waters of the Arctic Ocean in Alaska. American and Soviet efforts finally freed the whales.

Waving his arms in victory, George Bush won the 1988 race for the presidency, promising Americans a "kinder, gentler nation."

"ALE" the lovable Alien Life-Form, starred in his own NBC hit series. America's favorite alien also appeared on various merchandise.

"Rain Man" received eight Academy Award nominations, including Best Picture. Dustin Hoffman earned a nomination for Best Actor for his role as an autistic man being eased out of his inheritance by his brother, Tom Cruise.
The Irish rock group U2 won a 1988 Grammy Award for Album of the Year for "The Joshua Tree," which sold 12 million copies. Album hits included "With or Without You" and "I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For."

Michael Jackson's "Bad" sold more than 19 million copies worldwide. The chart-breaking album was the first album in history to generate five number one singles, including "The Way You Make Me Feel."


Panama's embattled strongman Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega waved to supporters in the presidential palace in Panama City.

With the launch of the space shuttle Discovery, America re-entered space after the 1986 Challenger disaster. The successful launch took place at Kennedy Space Center in September 1988.

Los Angeles Dodgers winning pitcher and World Series MVP Orel Hershiser helped the Dodgers defeat the Oakland As 5-2 in the final game.
Awareness, education and prevention were the watchwords in fighting acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Alarming statistics urged a bioscience company to develop an AIDS test that shows results in as little as five minutes.

Roseanne Barr and John Goodman starred in one of the 1989 season's top-rated new comedy series, "Roseanne," airing on ABC.

The 1988 drought damaged crops and slowed barge traffic all across the nation. Record-high temperatures and little rainfall also threatened wildlife and livestock.

Plastic explosives were blamed for the crash of the New York-bound PanAm Flight 103 in Lockerbie, Scotland, Dec. 21, 1988, which killed all 258 people on board, plus about a dozen people on the ground.

A national smoking ban went into effect on all domestic flights under two hours, raising smokers' ire and non-smokers' satisfaction.

It was a never-ending adventure in "Toontown" in the 1988 hit "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?", which cleverly combined delightful animation with a comedy-adventure.
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The nation commemorated the 25th anniversary of John F. Kennedy's death. Kennedy was shot as he rode in a caravan with his wife, Jackie, and Texas governor John Connally in Dallas, Texas, Nov. 22, 1963.

It's a bird! It's a plane! It's Superman's birthday! The grandaddy of comic book heroes celebrated his 50th anniversary in style in 1988.

Hurricane Gilbert crossed the island of Jamaica, leaving thousands homeless. The hurricane also spawned tornadoes in Texas.

Rock stars Tracy Chapman, Sting and Bruce Springsteen sang for the "Human Rights Now!" concert for Amnesty International during a six-week tour of 20 cities on five continents.

Brian Boitano of Sunnyvale, Calif., won the men's Olympic figure skating competition in Calgary. Boitano was the first American to capture the gold at the XV Winter Olympics.

The San Francisco 49ers beat the Cincinnati Bengals 20-16 in the last few minutes of Super Bowl XXIII in Miami.
Upscale Tastes

International Banquet - Not Just A Free Meal

Cherry Hill East educates students not only in American society, but teaches world cultures as well. The new International Relations, Non-Western Cultures, and World History programs, the flourishing language department, and a diverse student body all represent this ongoing effort. Unlike these academic subjects, the International Banquet presents the unique opportunity to sample the world's diverse cultures in one room.

The foreign language clubs provide an innovative comparison of different ways of life through the representation of a variety of countries. China, France, Germany, India, Korea, Mexico, and Spain are just a handful of the exhibiting nationalities. Delicious food, beautiful decorations, and exciting entertainment are native to the International Banquet, further emphasizing the large cultural diversity. With the attendance of both French and German exchange students, participants had a first hand account of the different customs of other societies. This added realism, combined with the “cultural party booths” and the vivacious demonstrations of ethnic pride, contributed to the enormous success of the program.

The International Banquet provides an additional way for students to taste the different cultures of the world through activity and experience, rather than with formal guidelines.

1988 graduate, Romene Molavi helps out during the banquet.

The German Club offers their sign of approval.
BELOW: Fred and Andy Dole prepare behind the scenes for the Banquet.

LEFT: Marina Cravitz, Archana Panda, Sandy Wu, Patty Lee, Cindy Cho, and Janice Kam show off their pinata.

Karl Moehlmann, adviser to the German Club, introduces the entertainment.

The German and French exchange students gather for a group shot.
With the recent Reagan-Gorbachev summits and the institution of the glasnost policies in the U.S.S.R., the two superpowers' relations have improved dramatically. The INF Treaty and the Warsaw Pact's reduction of conventional arms seem to be steps in the direction of a lasting peace. These agreements have not only affected the political relations between these two nations but it also has influenced the cultural exchange between the United States and the Soviet Union.

This opening of the Soviet society has allowed students at Cherry Hill East to learn about the Soviet Union and its people in an unique and exciting way. Under the aegis of the "People to People Friendship Caravan," five Soviet mayors visited our school on November 28th. School Superintendent, Dr. Philip Esbrandt introduced the mayors in the Auditorium. Mark Newcomb called each of the spokesmen to the podium — Georgy Onischuck of Donetsk, Nikolai Golovin of Kursk, Anatoly Khmelevsky of Novgorod, Ivan Onoprienko of Poltava, and Vladimir Pantukhin of Voroshilovgrad. Each then spoke about the cities they represent, relaying important information about the geography and location of the Soviet Union.

During the program, each of the mayors expressed a feeling of optimism about future Soviet-American relations. Onischuck said that "the future of our two countries is in the hands of the young people," and commented that "the mayors have seen many positive things we want to implant." Other mayors such as Pantukhin also noted, "there is no difference between the young people of the United States and those of the Soviet Union, all people have joy and sadness; in this we are alike. All have a desire for happiness, friendship and peace."

Following these brief statements the mayors then consented to a question-and-answer period. The mayors responded to questions dealing with issues such as nuclear disarmament, "Star Wars" and mutual stereotypes. Although the leaders were restricted from fully commenting on political issues, they expressed true feelings of hope for further reconciliations between the two countries.

After this period ended, Howard Fichman presented the mayors with gifts from the students and the administration of Cherry Hill East. The mayors responded with gifts in the form of 45 rpm records, souvenirs and biographies of famous Russians. As the students left the auditorium, the mayors moved to the faculty cafeteria for lunch and a tour of the school.

During their walking tour, the visiting statesman seemed very interested in the Family Living program, the photography courses, and the computer classes. Interestingly, the mayors also wondered if American students had access to the great Russian writers, such as Tolstoy. This meeting with the Russian mayors is only a precursor to a program with which Cherry Hill East is currently involved.
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To the Class of 1989,

It was a pleasure for me to serve as your principal during your first three years at Cherry Hill East. I have watched you grow from uncertain freshmen to mature and confident seniors and I have taken great delight in your many accomplishments. You have left a legacy of success in the classroom, a heritage of victory on the athletic field, and you have actively participated in all facets of school life. You have done your part to maintain the standard of excellence you found at East when you entered.

It was twenty-one years ago that I entered East. And just as you did as students I set out to become involved and make my mark on a school that was to certainly make its mark on me. As a result I have many pleasant memories to look back upon. I have had the privilege of working with many dedicated and hard-working teachers and many interested and supportive parents. But my greatest source of joy has been my association with the students of Cherry Hill East and their accomplishments have been my greatest source of pride.

I look back at my more than two decades at East as a very rich and rewarding experience that has enabled me to grow both personally and professionally. My guess is that East has had that same kind of influence on you. It is not easy to leave a place that has been such an important part of your life but as we leave we can do so with the confidence that we are prepared to face the challenges that lie ahead. I shall miss Cherry Hill East and the people in it. My guess is that you probably feel the same way.

I congratulate you upon your graduation from Cherry Hill High School East. May your future be happy, healthy, and prosperous and may each of you achieve the fulfillment of all your hopes and dreams.

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Cost
For one enchanted evening, cars, jeans and sweaters were transformed into limousines, tuxedos and gowns, as we finally experienced the most highly anticipated night of the year - THE PROM. From dancing under the swirling lights to posing for pictures, we were swept up in the magical atmosphere. Forgotten were all our previous worries, the panic-stricken weeks of searching for dates and the proper attire. Now all was perfect. It was our night to shine. It was our night to be "Forever Young."

Jay Young, Amy Berringer, Mark Newcomb, Dina Davis, Mike Glagorski, Amy Claffie, Cave Dvorin, and Wendy Nardi.

Karen Hirschman, Lisa Reedich, Cindy Barr, Jen Wydra.
Junior Miss

Each year, Cherry Hill East proudly names one well-deserving young lady as its Junior Miss. Although at times hailed as a beauty pageant, the contest is actually based upon a diverse series of categories. First, approximately thirty students are evaluated through their preliminary applications and high school transcripts. The judges then have the unenviable task of narrowing this honorable field to twelve girls, who must then display their ideas, goals, and personalities through comprehensive interviews. Six students are selected to advance, and these fortunate contestants must next display their physical fitness, stamina, and coordination by performing a rigorous dance routine. Afterwards, they gracefully stroll down the auditorium stage in evening dresses, being judged for poise, appearance, and posture. Finally, the young ladies have the opportunity to reveal their creative abilities and talents by performing a variety of individual routines, which range from musical recitals to ethnic dance demonstrations. After totalling the scores from all the categories, the judges are able to crown the new Cherry Hill East Junior Miss. She will then have the honor of advancing to the county competition, and if once again successful, to the state competition, held here at Cherry Hill East.

Angela Lin - Winner
Nidhi Kapoor - First Runner-up
Alison Bell
Jin Lee
Lisa Kain
Hannah Kim

TOP: Left to Right: Hanna Kim, Angela Lin, Lisa Kain, Nidhi Kapoor, Alison Bell, Jin Lee
MIDDLE: Lisa Kain showcases her musical talents.
ABOVE: The Junior Miss contestants pose for a group photo.
**TRENDS: a memory potpourri**

Here's a list of what we'll miss:
- Remembered best are INXS
- What had happened When
- Tracy Chapman
- Sting and Bruce
- Poured on the juice, HUMAN RIGHTS NOW!
- Whales in ice - how? Def Leppard
- See "Die Hard"
- Morning Zoo
- With you know who! "A Fish Called Wanda"
- Or "Phantom of the Opera",
- Hugo's "Les Mis" A hit it is
- Oprah Winfrey
- Bon Jovi 'MMR
- VCR's CD's, three sizes
- Turner colorizes For Network
- Don't be irked By Downey,
- Junior What's his future? NBC

Did you see "21 Jump Street" -
- Walk on South Street
- Olympic Gold Is never old
- Avoid the Noids Don't use steroids Lewis and Johnson
- Givens and Tyson Greg
- Louganis Mike Dukakis What
- the heck, Watch "Star Trek" "The New Generation" Or "Alien Nation"
- Nielson Fools
- Gastineau
- Nancy Reagan says, "Just say No" Multiples
- Clothes are full Of bright colors
- But cost lots of dollars - Orel Hershieser
- Spandex Fiber Wear wet suits
- Or semi-high boots College
- sweatshirts Love mini-skirts
- What is in? Is it Skinz? Could be plaid Not too

bad! Call waiting Guys'
- earring Permed
- hair in place,
- And on our face
- Animal noses
- To smell red roses Blue
- Moon don't shine Call the party line Don't be mean To the answering machine Calvin and Hobbes,
- Convertible Saabs Renegade
- Jeep Has a Heartbeat Of America
- "Hystera" To "Big" and Hanks Many thanks - Pictionary? Our tastes vary
- "Wonder Years"
- Removed our fears College unfurled "It's a Different World" Double dutch Just our luck Turned our back On hackie-sac Courtyard play Lunchtime,

okay! "Bull Durham"
- "Rattle and Hum" "Remote Control" From us stole Our attention '88 election
- Mudslinging No singing Who will lose Better not to choose
- Reagan on Main Street Political beat Bush and Quayle Scarves to veil
- Undeniable Disposable
- Society Sobriety
- East students
- Are prudent Not a trend But in the end All remember As September
- Marks the start Of a broken heart Farewell to school Seems so cruel Here's a sigh To East "good-bye" No more to give, But memories live!

- written by Chrysalis Bañas
To the Class of 1989 -

I find myself in a unique position, having worked with your class as an assistant principal and now writing a yearbook message as Acting Principal of Cherry Hill East. Because of the close ties I feel for each and everyone of you, this year’s commencement ceremony will indeed be something special for me. I have watched you grow and mature during these past four years and I have derived great satisfaction from your accomplishments. The manner in which you have conducted yourselves as scholars, as athletes and as students have been a credit to you, your parents, your school and your community. Your achievements and contributions will become part of the proud history of Cherry Hill High School East.

And now as you once again embark upon a new and exciting phase of your life, I hope that you will look back upon these past four years as challenging, rewarding and wonderful years. On behalf of the entire staff I congratulate you upon your graduation from Cherry Hill High School East. May your future years bring success, happiness and the best that life has to offer.

Sincerely,

James J. Gallagher
Acting Principal
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The Best Public High School

An Inside Look at the Top
Plus Two Dozen Contenders

Cherry Hill East

In view of the expression "You can't be all things to all people," Cherry Hill East, the state's third-largest high school, ought to be in the Guinness Book of World Records for disproving it. If your child wants to be a rocket scientist, let him choose from fourteen offerings in the "physical" science department. Future doctors have eighteen biology electives; horticulturists, a greenhouse. Hairdressers have an entire salon. Car mechanics have two lifts. This year, the school wind ensemble traveled to the Soviet Union to perform.

Program diversity must be a catalyst to academic performance. In 1987, out of 690 graduates, 75 percent went on to four-year colleges; 10.7 percent competed in the NMSP; mean SAT scores were 468 verbal and 530 math; and 6.2 percent of the students went on to a BMCC. About half the faculty members have degrees beyond a master's. Of the school's 236 courses, there are four APs and four foreign languages.

Cherry Hill generously funds education. Although the community is not among the state's wealthiest, spending here is nonetheless strong, a testament to the community's belief in learning. Teacher salaries range from $21,190 to $48,655, with an average of $40,000—figures comparable to, and even better than, many Northern districts that theoretically are capable of spending much more. The district is fifth in spending in Camden County; per-pupil costs for 1986-87 were $5,330.
On September 30, 1988 Cherry Hill East was forced to give up the “Father” of the Cougar den. Mr. Anthony Cost, East principal for eight years, was promoted to Deputy Superintendent of the Cherry Hill Public Schools. Although Mr. Cost’s smiling face and kind words are sorely missed, East remembers with pride, his accomplishments as an outstanding administrator and friend.

Still, another silver lining enhances this situation. Mr. James Gallagher, last year the vice-Principal of the Class of 1989 has been promoted to the role of “Acting Principal” until the BOE decides on the person for the permanent position. (We’re rootin’ for Mr. G.) while the transition from being responsible for a class of six hundred and seventy students to a student body and staff of over 3000 seems a near impossible task, Mr. Gallagher has adapted quickly and effectively. His day-to-day responsibilities include overseeing curriculum and instruction, co-curricular activities and personnel. He loves to interact with both the students and the staff as he maintains a very visible profile.

With the advancement of Mr. Gallagher, Dr. John O’Breza skillfully took the helm of the Senior Class in the role of vice-Principal, moving up from assistant department chairman of English. Mr. Edward Collins heads the Junior Class, Mr. Charles Fleischman leads the Sophomore Class, and Mr. Leonard Terranova, the “big man at the bottom of the totem pole” oversees the Freshman Class.

The tasks of these four fine vice- Principals include arranging class schedules, coordinating bus routes, dealing with parking problems, supervising specific educational departments, dealing with discipline problems, overseeing the athletic programs, and getting out the grades for Interims and report cards. And maybe the most important task of all is providing that sympathetic, understanding ear to the voices of the students. Rounding out our troupe of exceptional leaders is Mr. Richard Lacovara, the assistant Principal in charge of building and grounds administration and the supervisor of the budget and purchases for Cherry Hill East.

These gentlemen provide the constant energy and knowledge required to keep East where she so proudly stands - at the top. For this alone, they are the true “Men of East.”

"Leadership is action, not position - Donald McGannon"
"Corrections does much, but encouragement does more."
- Goethe
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"Just as there are no little people or unimportant lives, there is no insignificant work."

- Elena Bonner
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Media

Someday we shall look back at the technology of the eighties and smile at its lack of sophistication; however, for this moment in time, we are the proud recipients of an excellent media department and system.

A full service library boasts of every service and use of the printed word encompassing research to fiction. A non-print room offers us everything in visuals and video tapes. A film crew trained in video, records our memories for posterity and three energetic and helpful ladies run a duplication system that gives us every realm of the print and reproduction media for information both in the classroom and for the purpose of keeping the school personnel well informed.

Media, the plural of medium - it certainly is!

"The medium is the message"
- H. Marshall McLuhan
Biology - the study of life. The Biology Department teaches students the physical and chemical concepts of this field. A variety of courses such as Cellular Physiology, Field Biology, and Analysis of Athletic Injury are offered at East. These classes prepare students with interests for either further studies at the college level or merely to insure a well-rounded education.

**Biology**

"Biology proves that we are all cousins if not brothers."

- Edwin G. Conklin
Physical Science

Linus Pauling, the great Nobel chemist, once said, "Science is the search for truth." Nowhere is this search better realized than in the Physical Science Department at Cherry Hill East. With a variety of courses, ranging from Earth Science to Physics II, students are offered an array of scientific information at all levels of ability. The courses also develop important logic skills used not only in the laboratory and in class, but, more importantly, in the decisions of everyday life.

"That is the idea that we all hope you have learned in studying science in school - we never explicitly say what this is, but just hope that you catch on by all the examples of scientific investigation. It's a kind of scientific integrity, a principle of scientific thought that corresponds to a kind of utter honesty."

- Richard P. Feynman
Mathematics

The date is April 14 and parents are desperately trying to put together what remains of the tax form they attempted to do themselves. Perhaps it seems as though you will never need mathematics again, but as time passes, the value of a strong mathematics background proves itself. The Mathematics Department at East offers courses ranging from Algebra I to Calculus to PASCAL, teaching not only basic concepts, but also the process of thinking logically and analytically. Regardless of course, the knowledge that the Mathematics Department shares with the students confirms our need to understand.

"Mathematics possesses not only truth, but supreme beauty."
- Bertrand Russell
Social Studies

The Social Studies Department has the great responsibility of analyzing the past and the present, linking them to the world of today, and using them to guide students in their future decisions. All students take two years of American History, and enrollment in subjects such as Psychology, American Law and World Civilizations is increasing all the time. The department touches the lives of all the students at East, shaping their historical perceptions and preparing them for entrance into the world around them.

"The historian is a prophet looking backwards."

- August Schlegel

Fred Butter Howard Boulde
Dennis Smyth
Chairperson
Michael Caputi David Chamberlain

John Clowar

David Cole

Keith Haines John Heisler
Ronald Hillman
"Human history is in essence a history of ideas." - H. G. Wells
The English Department is not only the largest, but also the most diverse department at East. Offering courses that range from Public Speaking and Great Books to Creative Writing and Individualized English, these faculty members enable students of all abilities to improve their skills self-expression. The curriculum of vocabulary, literature, and grammar taught in English I, II, III, and IV provides and broadens techniques such as oral and theatrical expression. Furthermore, for those students who have recently moved to the United States, English as a Second Language (ESL) accelerates their learning of the English language and adds to their knowledge. By offering diverse classes which supply life-long skills, the English Department exerts a lasting influence on every Cherry Hill East student.

"The pen is the tongue of the mind" - Miguel Cervantes

English
A book is the only immortality.
Rufus Choate
Miss Peggy Beck's 5th period Junior Honors class contributes their enthusiasm to Literary Character Day.

Seventh period struts their stuff in an equally inspirational living creation of literature.

Miss Peggy Beck, originator of the program vividly portrays the character of Hester Prynne from The Scarlet Letter.

"Literary Character Day has evolved from a dedicated teacher's belief that literature must be experienced to be truly understood. This popular event has spread throughout the department and many of the other English teachers have followed suit with similar types of learning experiences. This special activity certainly provides the forum in which literature is experienced in a realistic and valuable fashion."

"Literature is the immortality of speech."
- August Schlegel
Mindy Ellis as Moby Dick, Nidhi Kapoor as Queequeg, Neal Gerstein as Rossasharon, Jen Rahn as Brett and Amy Morrison as Roger Chillingworth, join the literary world as they come together in spirit and mind.

Josh Mintz, the King and Raul Geel as Huck Finn plot to swindle the Mississippi River.

Lauren Brandt practices her feminine wiles as the sexy Daisy Buchanan.

Ali Prin is Captain Ahab, complete with "wooden" leg.

Larry Zazzo shares the culture of the planet Gethen as Genly Ai.

John Ko contemplates his purpose in life as Jay Gatsby.
All the known world, excepting only savage nations, is governed by books.

Voltaire
Communication and Culture are only two elements that the Foreign Language Department teaches. Offering Latin, German, French and Spanish, this diverse area of East's curriculum enables us to glimpse the past, the present and the people of different countries. However, this department does not teach only concepts. Trips organized by the faculty allow a first-hand experience of the many customs and cultures that textbooks merely describe. Without the Foreign Language Department, few students would ever get the chance to see, speak or understand the nations that share our world.

**Foreign Language**

“*A man who is ignorant of foreign languages is ignorant of his own.* - Johann Goethe”
"There is no tracing the connection of ancient nations but by language, for languages are the pedigree of nations."
- Samuel Johnson
Music

With widely diversified instrumental and vocal classes, the East music department offers theory and performance to meet the musical talents of the East student. Offering music lessons on a rotating basis, dedicated musicians learn not only how to play within a group, but actually get the opportunity to perform both in school and in many instances, perform concerts outside of the confines of school. Through the dedicated music faculty, the students are offered the opportunity to expand their creativity, develop their own individual techniques and taste the professionalism that is stressed throughout the course work. Though many of the student involved take these courses for enjoyment alone, we boast of many that pursue careers in the world of music.

"Music is well said to be the speech of angels." - Carlyle
Art does not have to encompass the talented. It is a discipline which concerns itself with the creative training of the mind as it coordinates the eye and the hand. Art and beauty are all around us and the art department is committed to exposing the student to an awareness of all aspects of the art world, as it prepares and trains - not merely for the career oriented student but also for the polish which so richly rounds out the cultural heritage of the educated.

Visual Arts

"Art is the tool that binds civilizations together.

unknown"
the Kennedy administration mandated a physical fitness program for America's students, Cherry Hill East was ready. Not only do the physical education teachers handle fitness and physical coordination but they help keep pace with a health conscious society. Whether on the gym floor or in the classroom, the total student is physically prepared in mind and body.

Cherry Hill East's program offers the student diversified sports and health endeavors from courses in Family Living to a weight room designed to build and tone the body. There are sports trainers to professionally handle the athlete's needs and specialized sport training is developed right out of the basic gym class.

Individual sports practices are taught; not only to instruct in the gym class but to teach rules and field strategy so that a sports-minded spectator can get the maximum form a leisure-time activity.

Physical Education

"Reading is to the mind, what exercise is to the body."
- Addison
Mr. Robert Adelizzi, director of East's Developmental Physical Education program has helped to rehabilitate many injured or handicapped students.
The Industrial Arts program at Cherry Hill East is one of the finest in the South Jersey area. Courses range from Mechanical Drawing to Woodworking to Fluid Power. The equipment available for student use rivals that of some small corporations. The curriculum includes instruction concerning the use of these machines. These courses work in tandem with the Cooperative Industrial Education program, providing valuable work experience for students who are still attending high school. The Industrial Arts program plays a key role in providing a well-rounded education for all students.

"No Matter what your lot in life - build on it!" - Anonymous

Gerald Feidt
Department Chairperson

John O'Neil

William Wagner

Ernest Mayo

Robert Foster

Ralph Ipri

Thomas Kelly

John Hoffner
Business Education

For the East student contemplating a career in the business field, the Business Education department has all the answers. The business majors at East can boast of a complete, solid foundation in all of the courses designed to survey the world of business.

Courses such as Typing, Stenography, Keyboarding, Accounting, Computer Technology and Retailing deal with the most important tangible aspects of the business world, while other elements such as Advertising, Merchandising, Buying and Consumer Affairs are woven into the curriculum to round out the program and the student, thus offering the most comprehensive business background possible to the well-prepared graduate.

"Chance favors the prepared mind!" - unknown
The East Guidance department directs every student through their four years of high school. The director, Mr. James Sabin, the counselors and the secretaries all coordinate their efforts to meet individual needs, requests and scheduling to create a challenging course load compatible with every student's unique abilities and requirements. The Guidance personnel are indispensable in planning for college or career endeavors. Through events such as Higher Education Night and ongoing visits from university representatives, the East student is exposed to all available options. Whether it is a semester course to fill in a schedule, or a selection of a college, or exploring the availability of funding, or just listening to problems, the Guidance people are always there.

Guidance

"The closest to perfection that a person gets, is when he fills out a college application."
“Education is learning what you didn’t know you didn’t know.”

- Daniel J. Boorstin
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"Science may never come up with a better office communication system than the coffee break."
- Earl Wilson
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Eggstraordinary Project For Eggseptional People

Eggstra! Eggstra! Read all about it! Fresh from their long eggscursion from the farm, where they had fled from an eggscorable yolk of tyranny under hens, a batch of cuddly, albeit eggshausted baby Grade A's were adopted by the East psychology department. Ranging from the eggstotic eggshibitionists to spoiled-shell-tered types, each egg contained its own eggsplicit personality. The eggcited parents, actually students in the class, were soon able to eggsmine the roles of parenthood through their enjoyable eggspereience. Using a type of Eggstrasensory Perception, they grew to feel for their "babies" as if they were human beings. Egg-beating was deemed ineggscusable, nearly the grounds for eggsmunication or an eggsecution. Similar instructions were carefully followed. Too quickly and most sadly, the eggstensive project finally finished. Scrap albums were created, and both the students and their "children" eggsuded sadness over their separation. Both parties had received greatly eggspanded understanding of childhood care and love, one that would stay with them for the remainder of their eggssistence.

New Wave Eggs take over the school!

Eggstra security blanket.

Working Moms - Latch key eggs.

Measles?? Chicken Pox!!

Eggstremely safe in her own shell.

Coached egg.

Eggceptional satisfaction.

Soft-boiled comfort.
The Morning Rush

Every morning before school, the East parking lot transforms into a major traffic jam. The lucky seniors who can drive, rush to find their parking spaces as the buses line up to drop off students.

LOCKERS

Lockers are the students' "HOME AWAY FROM HOME". More than just another storage space, the metal boxes take the character of the individual. Lockers serve as leaning posts while one studies and as excuses to get out of class.
Q: What did the poor boy from Ocean City High do on the day of the school pet parade, being that he wasn't fortunate enough to own a pet?
A: He tied a hot dog to a string and proudly gallivanted through the school courtyard along with the other children.

This story can only belong to one man: Mr. Edward Branin (A.K.A. Fast Eddie, Trouble, and Grandpa). Mr. Branin is one of the most honorable members of the class of '89. As Freshman and Sophomore class principal, he led his class through two notable Spirit Weeks, two winning homecoming floats, a tropical Luau, and a roaring Cotillion (or "Ring Dance" as he called it). Mr. Branin never stops working until a job is finished; unfortunately, this sometime up committee. Eventually, Mr. Branin suffered from a "petite" stroke in the Spring of 1987, which led to his retirement that summer, before the class' Junior year.

Although Mr. Branin is no longer an administrator at Cherry Hill East, he remains close to the hearts of students and faculty alike, and can still be found at various sporting events, theatrical presentations, class activities, and once in a while he'll turn up as your substitute teacher! When you see Mr. Branin roving through East's hallways, a big smile naturally comes across your face; however, he cuts short your happiness when he roars, "Don't be so cheerful!" Actually, you should feel honored, for that is good ol' Uncle Eddie's way of displaying his affection for you!

BALLOON FUN
Homeroom

Homeroom, the time when we carefully gather ourselves together to face the upcoming school day; really it is much more. First, we test ourselves and our teachers by determining how long after the 8:00 A.M. bell rings we can enter homeroom without being marked late. After checking to see if we have broken any records, we immediately become serious, stand, and salute our flag and country with the Pledge of Allegiance.

Next, we watch as our homeroom teacher picks up a bundle of passes and begins to hand them out. We pray that our cuts have gone unnoticed and that interim reports will not be issued for another week. By this time the announcements have begun blaring over the P.A. system and we have started last night’s homework.

Quickly finishing our assignments, we spend the next few minutes talking to friends about the weekend or catching up on gossip. Finally, 8:10 arrives and the fated bell rings; another day of school is about to begin.

Of course, there are many different types of homerooms. However, while it is true that the photography, newspaper, yearbook, ROTC, Student Congress, band, and Cum Laude homerooms are busy with their additional responsibilities, none can claim exemption from the universal characteristics. Homeroom is simply a way of life, handed down from class to class.
Havoc In The Halls

The brisk, active pace of Cherry Hill East finds its way into every facet of its environment — even into the hallways of the school building. C-Wing intersection packs itself with people rushing to English, traveling to a Student Congress meeting, or waiting in line to buy a pretzel. Other corridors conduct a more orderly flow of traffic, but often find that students “blow off some steam” after a grueling test or congregate with friends while walking inside their walls. Every passageway, however, provides an escape valve for some of the pressure of the classroom setting and allows students to have a few minutes of relaxation before returning to a mind-boggling Biology or Chemistry course.

The Pledge Of Allegiance

Although George Bush, in his recent political campaign, has claimed that many students cannot recite the Pledge of Allegiance, every person at Cherry Hill East hears these thirty-one words each morning. This homeroom activity further demonstrates our high school’s dedication to the American’s government and the American Dream. Along with the Star-Spangled Banner, sung at every sporting event, the Pledge of Allegiance is known by every member of the East community - an indication of the patriotism that abounds here.

“Please rise for the flag salute. Ready. Begin. I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the republic for which it stands, one nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”
Here 'N There
Cherry Hill East’s menu consists of three delicious, specially prepared cooking courses. As a sumptuous appetizer, students may take Basic Foods Preparation to learn cooking techniques and the basic applications of cooking skills. From there they may indulge in either of two main courses: Natural Foods, which provides an understanding of diet and nutrition, or Cooking.

World Foods, an introduction to various cuisines from Occidental to Oriental. All these courses are served through demonstrations, lectures, and “hands-on” cooking. Of course, the “dessert” arrives when the students attempt to utilize their new skills at home in the kitchen! Bon Appetit!

Four levels of woodworking courses at East provide students with numerous practical skills. Beginning with Fundamentals of Wood, where hand tools and machines are first discussed and used, the students then progress through Woodworking II, III, and IV. By the time they have completed the woodworking curriculum, students will have constructed complete pieces of furniture utilizing sophisticated techniques and machinery. Along the way, they will have learned to apply mathematics, science, and problem solving skills to derive answers to such problems as cost estimation and figuring the dimensions of each project. Woodworking provides the chance to use both the hands and the mind to enjoy one tremendous learning experience.
At the end of F-wing is a unique classroom situation for many East students who are preparing for a career in beauty culture. Under Mr. Ralph Ipri's twenty years of experience, up and coming beauticians take an exacting course dealing with all aspects of cosmetology. Offered as a four period, twenty credit course; upon completion of the coursework, a test is administered by the state. Those who successfully pass the demanding test are then licensed to practice in the State of New Jersey.

In addition to classroom instruction, these students have the opportunity to practice their abilities by working directly with the public. Senior citizens are encouraged to come to the East Salon (for a very nominal fee) and East staff and students are also offered the advantage of availing themselves of this unique service.

Cosmetology graduates have the distinction of being prepared for their chosen career immediately following graduation, with placement in some of the finest salons in the area.

By learning to mix art with talent and knowledge, the Cosmetology student is offered what most classes cannot - a total working and learning experience.
Science Lab

Start with several industrious students and one eager teacher (measure carefully with a triple beam balance). Slowly add one set of directions (graduated cylinder is optional) and mix vigorously over a series of lab tables. Finally, heat up the students thinking processes with innovative questions and hypotheses. What do you get? A group of students who have been enriched by a Cherry Hill East chemistry lab.

An East chemistry lab serves chiefly to reinforce the students’ knowledge of the principles and nature of chemistry. Equally important, it also teaches students how to prepare graphs and tables, analyze information, and utilize various types of scientific instruments. A lab is much more than simply an extra period; it is a potent, highly concentrated mixture of numerous elements of the educational process.

Grab A No.2 Pencil . . .

Throughout our four years at East, we take so many tests that they eventually fuse into one big Scantron sheet in our minds. However, the remembrance of one test will always cause our palms to sweat and our heart rate to increase - the S.A.T.’s.

Early on a Saturday morning we trudge into school to take the test that we are sure will determine our destiny. Looking around we see our friends, their hands shaking and their faces lined with terror. Dressed in comfortable sweatpants and sweatshirts (often those which name our hopeful future colleges), we take final stock of our sharp number two pencils and decide that we at least look ready for the hours ahead.

By 8:00 A.M. it’s time to go to our assigned seat, usually with a kid on one side who has a cold and doesn’t stop sneezing, and a kid on the other side who mastered Einstein in third grade. The proctor tells us to fill in all the personal information boxes (we think we got that part right), and then the examination; six, consecutive thirty-minute tests, begin. Trying to concentrate amidst the pacing of the proctor, we trudge through the questions, grimly realizing that the people who had written the reading comprehension essays would flunk our English class.

Finally we finish and now begins the hardest part, the one-month wait before we receive our scores. Then, on another Saturday morning, we receive the fateful envelopes, butterflies and number two pencils floating about our stomachs. We open them . . . and for the lucky few, the nightmare is over. But for most of us, we realize that we will have to spend yet another Saturday re-taking the S.A.T.’s. What ever happened to late sleep and cartoons?
What Is a Computer, Anyway?

Computers have become more than a fad or a set of games; they have become an essential part of today's society. To enable its students to benefit from these miraculous machines, East provides several computer courses, all equipped with computers, disk drives, and printers. Here students can learn from B.A.S.I.C. fundamentals to the most advanced terms of PASCAL. They learn how to create sophisticated programs, from flow charts to final drafts, and they are shown the development of today's computer sciences. At East, students have the opportunity to gain a head start in one of the most important and rapidly advancing realms of the future: computers.

Photography
Two Heads Are Better Than One

Walking to the Guidance Department, students could have almost anything on their minds. College inquiries, Job opportunities, Scholarship offers. Course selections. Here, at East's central student information and processing bank, they can discuss nearly any questions they may have, from next week's lunch schedule to their upcoming college interviews. A combination of an oracle, encyclopedia, and parent-figure, the Guidance Department is there for every student - in any capacity of need.
In Our Time

Preserving the memories—that’s the primary purpose of a yearbook. The Student Life section records these memories of the activities which make up a student’s life. One of the most challenging aspects of planning this section is to present a concise description of events and people that made this school year so special. We attempt, verbally and visually, to relate a variety of topics with coverage that goes beyond English labs and Gym. To retell an entire year in sixteen pages is a monumental undertaking. To relate bits of life with its trends and influences; to show how it affects us today - so that years from now, it can be relived as if it were yesterday.
1988 represented a milestone sports year for both the United States and Cherry Hill. The grace and showmanship of Brian Boitano first dazzled Americans at the Winter Olympics. Within a few months, Figure 8's turned to "180's" and similar dunks as Danny Manning led Kansas to an NCAA basketball championship and the Los Angeles Lakers became the first back-to-back NBA champion in nearly two decades. Displaying equal power on the tennis court, Steffi Graf became the third woman ever to win the prestigious "Grand Slam," winning Wimbledon and the French, Australian, and U.S. Opens. Halfway around the world, U.S. athletes left their mark at the Summer Olympics in Seoul, Korea. Stars such as Greg Louganis, Janet Evans, Florence Griffith Joyner, Mark Biondi, and Jackie Joyner-Kersee brought home gold medals. However, for Cherry Hill, the true star of 1988 was none other than the Most Valuable Player of the National League, the World Series star Orel Hershiser. This 1976 Cherry Hill East graduate set records.

Some come with dates and others come with a group of friends. Patiently they wait in the long lines to get tickets for their favorite movie. But what's a movie without snacks? Off to the longer lines at the snack stand to buy personal favorites. Next comes perhaps the hardest part of going to a movie: finding the right seat. The perfect seat always seems to be saved, or dirty, or broken. After viewing Coming Attractions it is time for the Feature Presentation. While its playing, all troubles disappear while enjoyment takes over.

Myriad faces stared at us from television sets and newspapers. Dukakis and Bush fought hard and dirty for the presidency. Tyson fought his wife, Robin Givens, and occasionally even fellow fighters like Michael Spinks. Wayne Gretsky's trade from the Oilers to the Kings shocked the Hockey world. North fought charges of conspiracy while Jim and Tammy Bakker tried to get back on the air. It was a bizarre year for those who made the news.
East's cougars certainly possess sweet fangs; during the day, nearly everyone feels like eating some candy. Luckily, a portion of this craving is satisfied by the variety of clubs and organizations who make travelling candy salesmen of their members in order to raise money. However, most students find the widest variety at one of East's candy stores, operated by either Eldolom (in Cafeteria 1) or by Student Congress (near Communications). Here, students can stock up with a day's worth of candy, from traditional lollipops and candy bars to exotic new varie-

Sweet Tooth

ties which appear each month. Like the individual "salesmen," these stores serve a dual purpose. While they satisfy the temporary physical needs of the students, they also satisfy the long-term economic needs of some of the school's most important functions. At East, everyone benefits from this stockpile of sweets; including of course, the students; dentists.

PEOPLE in PAIRS

Some walk down the hall arm in arm, talking with their friends. Some embrace in front of their lockers, oblivious to everything and everyone around them. We've all seen these "couples" in the hallways at East. They carry on a strong social legacy, recognizable from the first day we enter the school. Some, of course, carry this legacy a bit too far, but most carry it out in good taste.

Certain people are sure to be seen in the same place day after day, while others are established "rovers." Many people remain with the same person each day, while others pledge their eternal love to different sweethearts monthly. While the entire "couple superstructure" is steady in its overall existence, its individual parts are completely unpredictable. Two people with seemingly opposite tastes in clothes or music or everything may suddenly join together. It's all part of the legacy, all part of the community formed at Cherry Hill East.
Recently, the Cherry Hill East community, from the parents to the students, was faced with an interesting dilemma: what fun, healthy activity exists for students to participate in on Friday nights? After weeks of discussion they developed the Home Student Liaison Committee T.G.I.F. Night. Taking place for several hours on selected Friday nights, T.G.I.F. offers students the opportunity to meet, exercise, or simply relax. For less than the price of a movie, students can play volleyball in the gym, play ping-pong and video games in Cafeteria I, listen and dance to live rock bands in Cafeteria II, and watch a double feature of recent hit films in the Little Theatre. The live band aspect also enables talented East musicians to perform in front of live, and often lively audiences, further enriching the student body.

Although at first it may seem unusual going to school on a Friday night, this feeling quickly gives way to one of enjoyment and laughter. It is no wonder that this recently instituted program continues to attract new participants each month.
loafers to boots to Campsiders, the Cherry Hill East fashion plates walk the halls in a variety of looks. Oversized sweaters and sweatshirts abound, often matched with short skirts or baggy pants. With the demise of big belts and boyfriend jeans, the turtleneck has crept in, along with leather jackets and torn, bleached jeans. Acid-washed and stonewashed jeans continue to make a strong showing, joined by the mainstay of denim jackets. The sweat suit is strong for leisure and many of the girls still like the look of mens boxer shorts worn on the outside of the sweat pants. Although winter clothing seems to hug a conservative track, summer wear usually deviates from the average.

The look of bulky oversized sweaters in myriads of splashy colors and textures go hand-in-hand with the popularity of tie-dye outfits seen on the boardwalk and in town. Stirrup pants and the Miami Vice look gained in popularity briefly before losing favor to boxer shorts and cropped tops. Jams gave way to long Bermuda shorts for casual wear and the cotton fisherman’s sweater was seen in more serious settings.

Unisex apparel seemed to invade everyone’s wardrobe, with scarves making an interesting comeback, whether worn around the neck or around the left ankle. The guys got away from the white jacket and T-shirt style, adopting a more conservative look as they went for the flannel and rugby shirts in layers and layers. Regardless of the style, the basic look of the times is a cotton, wrinkled, unpressed, right out of the dryer appearance.

Fashion is very definitely an individual thing, and yet, conforms to the popularity mold. The most interesting aspect of the whole fashion statement is simply that what is here today will probably be gone
Student life is very full for the East student. Myriad activities and events blend into a complete academic schedule. In truth, East offers her students more than the hours permit. A view of the hallways after school reveals as many students involved in different pursuits as before the 2:25 dismissal bell.

To accommodate transportation needs, the familiar yellow school bus, of which there are more than sixty a day leaving East’s grounds, completes three runs. Two late buses take students from after school activities at 4:15 and again at 5:30.

With the approaching dusk, the buses roll away and the day grinds to a reluctant halt. East rests, secure in the fact that tomorrow is
To bolster enthusiasm for the new school year, Cherry Hill East conducts the annual Spirit Week extravaganza. The excitement and thrills of these seven days are unparalleled with that of any other event and these electrifying scholastic and athletic activities provide the forum for a battle between the four classes of the high school.

The week began with Night Life at East's Dance Club - the Girls' Gym. Although freshmen filled the dance floor, the seniors ate their way to victory in the pie-eating contest and the juniors captured the first place position in the King and Queen voting. The evening was filled with activity, and was an excellent starting point for the week to come.

This enthusiasm carried over to the following Sunday with the Cougar Relays. The seniors captured an early lead in this race but the juniors, in a surge of energy in the 400 meter section, overcame this early deficit and won the event. The seniors, truly disappointed with their placement, looked to the future events to make up for this loss.

With the beginning of the school week, the four classes continued their struggle against each other.

The seniors excelled in two new events - the Cougar on a can and the "Mystery Person" contest. The juniors won the hall decorating contest and the football game attendance, increasing an already large lead. With victory in the tricycle race, the juniors pulled away from the rest of the pack, widening the margin between first and second place.

The culmination of the excitement and enthusiasm of Spirit Week erupted in Friday afternoon's Pep Rally. Cheers for East's sports teams coincided with screams for respected classes. School energy and spirit ran throughout all seated in the Boys' Gym. Interspersed with this controlled pandemonium was the jump rope competition; although the sophomores challenged the record-holding seniors, the upperclassmen were victorious in this event. However, this time in the limelight ended quickly, for this win did not overcome the large lead the juniors had piled up.

There was gloom in Mudville, the mighty seniors had struck out!
Catch The Spirit!

Top Right: Rich Welch, Mike Fisher, Bill Febus - Would you buy a used car from these people?
Top Left: Jen Baker, Beth Graybill, Jen Maher head for the Pep Rally
Bottom Right: Football huddle at the rally!

Mr. Gallagher and Friend
The Spirit Continues

Above: Mr. Belchikoff, Lauren Brandt, and Derek Braslow plan the senior strategy.
Above right: They cheer from all corners.
Right: Girls soccer team cheers their classmates on.
Below: The senior class goes wild as their classmates win the jump-roping contest.
Top left: What are they talking about?
Top right: Gymnasts show school spirit.
Above: The high-five: A sign of victory.
Right: Scott Drucker showing his best move.
Below left: Billy Kramer and Gina Acquaviva show their true stripes.
Below right: Bleacher Creatures - a senior class portrait.
After suffering a tragic defeat in Spirit Week, the mighty Seniors had one goal in mind: to win Homecoming. With Thanksgiving less than a week away, the preparations began. Ideas abounded, and finally, the theme for this year's festival was announced as the "Nations of the World." The Freshmen painted the Great Wall of China on their float and choreographed a dance with a dragon's head and hand-held streamers. Sophomores decided there was nothing better than the good ol' U.S. of A. and entertained the crowd with a roaring tourists' commentary of Italy. The Juniors, whom the Seniors knew to be their chief competition, featured a Greek extravaganza, using the Parthenon as a symbol of Greece's Golden Age. Finally, the Seniors chose Egypt as their nation, creating pyramids and harems on a colorful backdrop.

On a crisp, sunny Thursday, Thanksgiving arrived. The day promised excitement for all of the classes and for East's football team. Few doubted that the East football
team would emerge victorious, despite the efforts of a tough West squad. For the participants in the floats, however, no one was sure what to expect.

At ten o'clock convertibles began to flood the track. Designated-drivers maneuvered their cars into place and the official competition among the classes began. Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors all performed before admiring spectators. Finally, the Seniors turn arrived.

Clockwise:
Senior Homecoming Queen Karen Haines escorted by Craig Robison.
A tense moment for the Cougars.
East's Junior Miss, Angela Lin, gazes at the crowd.
East Cougar, Mr. Gallagher, Joan Katz and West Lion at halftime.
Senior Homecoming Queen, Rhonda Litto, accompanied by Bryant Condroso.
Junior class float- Paradise in Greece.
Senior class float takes us back to ancient Egypt.
and through a dynamic display of singing and acting, they recounted the story of one Egyptian pharaoh’s search for another wife to bear his son and heir. As the audience laughed and clapped continually, the performer’s hopes of winning soared.

Performances ended and the game began. East’s proud, undefeated team once again displayed its awesome offense and defense. Cheers rose as the Cougars pulled away to a comfortable lead.

Halftime arrived and Angela Lin, East’s Junior Miss, led the parade. The Freshmen with Seda Munis as their Queen, followed. Next came the Sophomores with Jennifer Dunfee and then the Juniors cheered and whistled as Alyson Poulis made her way around the track. No group received more applause than the Seniors with their four Homecoming Queens, Karen Haines, Andrea Rubio, Rhonda Litto, and Marybeth Braut. This applause further intensified when the exciting announcement was made: the Seniors and their won Homecoming!

As the game resumed, so did East’s offense. To the roar of the fans, they pulled away to a 35-16 victory. Reunited students, friends, and teachers laughed and cried amidst the frenzy of activity. For the Seniors especially, it was their day.
Counterclockwise:
Andrea Rubio, Homecoming queen, and
Don Brown smile for the camera
East Cougars take on their opponents
fearlessly
The Sophomore class shows us the way
to Rome
The East team raises its helmets to
victory
Tim Fox and Marybeth Braut cruise past
the crowds
Mr. "B" during a serious moment at
Homecoming

We're the best!
The greatest way to learn a foreign language and lifestyle is to live in that country, surrounded by its citizens and submerged in its culture. Cherry Hill East has responded to this realization by participating in distinct exchange programs to Germany, France, and Spain.

Occurring every even-numbered year through the German American Partnership Program and Mr. Moehlmann, the German exchange program allows approximately fifteen students to first host delightful German students and then to travel to Germany at the end of the summer. East students travel first to Göttingen, and then to Hamburg to live with their host families for two weeks. There, they attend school at the Gymnasium Wentorf and visit other exciting locations. The students observe both East and West Berlin, exploring the differences between the two societies.

Taking place every November, the French exchange program allows East students first to live with families in Salon de Provence and attend school at the Lycée de L’emperie. They are able to tour the region, visiting such places as Aix en Provence, Monaco, and Cote d’Azur. Finally, after spending three days in Paris, the students arrive home eager to host their French friends in the spring.

The Spanish exchange program enables students to live with families and attend high school in Seville for two weeks during the summer. They venture to such historical cities as Cordoba and Grenada and spend three eventful days in Madrid. Of course, they also have the opportunity to host their Spanish friends at the very beginning of the school year.

In each of the three programs, the fortunate students further enhanced their knowledge of a foreign culture and gained greater senses of international understanding. Of equal importance, they formed lasting friendships. It takes tremendous teaching to equal such an experience in the classroom.

Mr. Moehlmann and the German exchange students in Hamburg.

Michelle Silverstein and her correspondent Elena Estevan in Seville.

The French exchange students in Salon de Provence.
POWDER PUFF
Football - Female Style

Flesh meets flesh. Grunt meets grunt. No, it's not quite the National Football League, but rather the Powder Puff football classic between the Junior and Senior girls. After training and practicing for several weeks, the combatants (as they certainly can be called) meet annually one seemingly peaceful October Sunday afternoon. Normally quiet and serene girls arrive on the field with names like "Killer" written on the backs of their shirts. Although in theory they then play a friendly game of touch football, the definition of the term "touch" often expands to include "pommel" and "bash". Tempers flare and spirits rise, as both teams strive to uphold the legacy of their respective classes.

In this past year's contest, bearing a strong comparison to trench warfare, the two teams pounded each other to a 6-6 tie. Although the Seniors scored first, the Juniors managed to score at the end of the game amidst controversial calls and harsh verbal blows. Along the sidelines, observing members from the entire East community cheered wildly for their particular favorites.

It was a game to remember, and the Seniors could take pride in the fact that though the score revealed a tie, they had in fact dominated the entire contest. They had, in their own way, upheld the glory of their class. Some, when no one else was assumed to be looking, even managed a quick smile here and there.
Imagine the cafeteria as a Great Hall for Elizabethan Dining—complete with banners bearing royal insignia strung across the ceiling and stained glass windows decorating the walls. Imagine each dining table formally dressed with a wreath of flowers and garland drapery; a head table where the royalty and dignitaries are seated. Add continuous live harp music, Madrigal singers, serving wenches, bawdy jesters and a three-course meal featuring a "boar's head" and wassail toast, and you have envisioned SHAKESPEARE ALIVE '88 as brought to life this fall.

Schools from all over the Delaware Valley were invited to participate in East's First Elizabethan Festival as conceived by Mr. Robert D. Nation, Festival Director and Ms. Peggy Beck, N.J.C.T.E. Liaison. The event coincided with the final performance of the highly acclaimed production of ROMEO AND JULIET. Hundreds of students who visited East that day were treated to workshops in stage combat, make-up, and improvisations while many competed in special categories such as Scene, Soliloquy and Sonnets. Hallway booths had displays where students could try their hand at Brass rubbings of Shakespeare, and writing their own sonnets. Several special guests, Mr. Paul Barry from the N.J. Shakespeare Festival, Mr. Joseph Mays, an expert on ancient instrumentation from Glassboro State, and Jude Chanzer of Rutgers University Theatre gave lecture demonstrations to the delight of aspiring thespians.

The South Jersey Regional Theatre contributed two professional actors who performed modern improvised interpretations of MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM and the Ritz Theatre loaned some scenery that was used as decoration in the "Great Hall." Mr. Thomas Weaver took groups of students on tour of the set and stage facility of which East is so proud. Soon it was time to "Feaste".

Many drama and music parents contributed their time and energies to transform the cafeteria and arrange for the catering. The Feaste commenced with the entry of the royal court in costume accompanied by a trumpet fanfare. Cherry Hill Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Philip Esbrandt, portrayed Cardinal Wolsey. Ms. Beck played Anne Boleyn, and Mr. Nation was King Henry XIII. Musicians and dancers were on hand for the entire evening and awards for the day-long competitions were announced during dessert. The culminating event for the excitement and grandeur of an Elizabethan Festival must be a performance of a Shakespearean Play. Dinner guests were escorted to the theatre to attend the closing performance of our spectacular ROMEO AND JULIET with a full-house and standing ovation; a rejuvenation of love for the classics was evident.

Mr. Nation saw the festival as "a root experience." He hopes the seed that he has planted will flower and grow as other schools take up the idea. Meanwhile, ensconced in memories, Cherry Hill East knows that SHAKESPEARE was truly ALIVE in 1988.
TOP ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT:
Ms. Peggy Beck and Mr. Robert D. Nation join Dr. Philip Esbrandt in a wassail toast.
Festival Director, Robert D. Nation
Ryan Madnick wins first place for his soliloquy.
Ryan Deussing reads the Elizabethan Newsletter.

ABOVE, Mr. Weaver gives a tour of the set of Romeo and Juliet.

ABOVE RIGHT: Mr. Art Thomson of Foundation Theatre in Burlington gives a make-up demonstration.

TOP RIGHT: Romain Kohhar (left) and Amy Klobber (right) write sonnets.

BOTTOM RIGHT: September Cadman (left) won the excellence in acting award for her scene with Danielle Pisa (right).
e held the sword and pointed its tip toward his enemy’s heart.

He said menacingly, “What, drawn, and talk of peace! I hate the word, as I hate hell, all Montagues, and thee. Have at thee, coward!” The sword flashed, ready to slice through his opponent’s skin.

In one of the school’s most ambitious productions, ROMEO & JULIET graced East’s stage with danger and excitement. Although traditionally the drama department holds smaller productions in the fall, it undertook a challenging task: to bring Shakespeare to East and make it easily understandable as well as enjoyable. Unfortunately, most people cannot comprehend the genius of Shakespeare’s works. With Mr. Robert D. Nation as director, Mr. Thomas Weaver as technical director and Mr. Charles Currier as fight choreographer, ROMEO & JULIET comes alive. A special congratulations should go to Jen Cusato, the first student dance choreographer.

ROMEO & JULIET has many surprises surrounding the set. First, live animals were featured in the show. A horse for the Prince and a miniature donkey for Friar John received a warm round of applause as they made their appearance. A fountain, complete with
running water and goldfish, focused attention towards the center of the stage. The famous couple's first meeting alone take place on a balcony with its own rose trellis. After several weeks of fencing lessons, the males in the cast used actual swords and daggers for the show's fight sequences. With all of these promising indications of a good show, ROMEO & JULIET became the first Shakespearean play performed for six nights instead of the usual four.

Those who participated in the production found it memorable and those who watched found it unforgettable. No eye was dry closing night as the good Friar Lawrence said,

"For never was a story of more woe, Than this of Juliet and her Romeo."

Written by Chrysalis Banas

Top left to right: Dave Hollander as Peter pleads with Lady Montague (September Cadman).

Some members of the cast gather with Mr. Nation.

Steve Mathai and Jessica Sherman act out the roles of the loving couple.

Center: Benvolio (Ryan Madanick) consoles Mercutio (Jason Friedman)

Bottom left to right: Romeo (Dan Traster) fights Tybalt (Steve Gordon) to avenge Mercutio's death.

Rick Pekala and Mr. Weaver building center stage.
Holiday Party For The Handicapped
F.O.P. Party 1988

When the halls of Cherry Hill East look like Santa's workshop, with over two hundred "elves" bustling through the hallways, cutting out pictures and decorations, painting signs, and drawing, it can only be one time of the year - F.O.P.!

Each year the Fraternal Order of Police and the Cherry Hill Rotary Club sponsor a magical Christmas party for over fifteen hundred physically and mentally handicapped children and adults. Traditionally held at the Cherry Hill Hyatt, this celebration is the result of over a month's work put in each day, and many nights, by the students of East.

The faculty supervisor for this grand occasion is Mr. Fred Belchikoff, and this year's overall chairpeople were David Cohen, Jennifer Koffler, and Marci Shapiro. They selected whom they felt to be the hardest-working students to attend this year's party on December 19, 1988. This rewarding experience has left the East students and their guests with senses of happiness, love, and appreciation.
Each year, the Junior Class sells literally thousands of candy canes and adjoining messages to students throughout the school. Along with establishing itself as the largest fundraiser in the school, this activity has fueled rounds of enjoyment as students compare the quantity, quality, and most importantly, the sources of their candy cane messages on the day before winter vacation. Some students simply send them to their friends, some may send them to their teachers (hmm...), some may send them to their loved ones and fold them into tiny squares, and occasionally, some send "secret admirer" messages. All, however, express similar feelings of friendship to warm their friends throughout the weeks of winter.

Senior English Classes Have That Holiday Spirit

On December 14, Dr. John Vivone and his senior English classes held the annual "Holiday Party" for the underprivileged children from the Camden area. This year, 20 pre-schoolers were the recipients of candy, food, toys, a visit by Santa Claus, Brendan "B" Graham, and a great deal of genuine love. Preparations were begun in September as the seniors made personal contributions of over $100. Because so much money was collected, the seniors sent donations to provide the homeless with Thanksgiving dinners. Dr. Vivone was especially proud of his seniors because, "This year, my seniors brought renowned acclaim to East because of their athletic prowess and gifted theatrical and musical abilities. Now, everyone knows they have hearts of gold, too. They are the reasons why Cherry Hill High School East is called the 'Home of Champions,' and I am just most fortunate to know such phenomenal individuals."
BLOOD DRIVE — It doesn’t hurt to give

December is a traditional time for giving, and as usual, our caring and generous students gave blood at East’s two Blood Drives. Persuaded by a variety of pleas, Juniors and Seniors lined up to help those in need.

Building on East’s reputation of being the 1987-1988 Penn-Jersey Group Four donor leader, this year’s drive set out with even higher goals than in years past. Over two hundred students volunteered to work at the two drives, helping to schedule, serve doughnuts and orange juice as energy boosters, and assist the nurses. Some even dressed up as “blood drops” and solicited potential donors. All of these volunteers certainly helped to lubricate the wheels of the Bloodmobile.
Of course, the blood couldn't flow without the work of this year's chairpeople. Although the two drives lasted four days, these leaders spent many weeks preparing by attending workshops, holding meetings with workers, and signing up volunteers and donors.

Those who have braved the needles, the Red Cross volunteers, and our own volunteers and chairpeople all helped to create two productive, life-saving drives. They were able to give others blood, a gift of life more precious than any other holiday present.

Overall Chairpeople:
Ravi Goel
Lisa Cwanger
Rob Spitz

Donors:
Dave Haenel
Ryan Pearson

Man Power:
Wendy Nardi
Mitch Silverstein

Publicity:
Madhavi Reddy
Jen Rahn
LID SYNCE
The third annual Lip Sync Night, run by Brad Yarnell and Melanie Santos on January 10, 1989, was one of the most talent-laden productions seen at East in many years. Twenty-one acts, from one-man shows to group extravaganzas, dazzled the packed audience with clever choreography and exciting dancing.

When all the “syncing” and judging was over, prizes were awarded for the top four acts. Tied for fourth place were the “Chip-Punks,” Drew Smith, Lee Diamondstein, and Fred DeMarco, for their rendition of “Rockin’ Robin,” and the group “Body and Soul,” Kathy Serra, Stacy Wolkoff, Sandi Kim, and Milli Apelgren, for their performance of “I Want to Have Some Fun.” In third place, the duet of Sean Mohen and Jaih-mel Forchion performed a hilarious, particularly well-mouthed version of “Yakety Yak.” Performances which nearly rivalled East’s own drama productions garnered the top two prizes. “Senioritis” earned second place, a group of six dancing, poodle-skirted girls, Amy Beringer, Amy Claffe, Wendi Nardi, Lisa Ferrell, Ina Li, and Marci Shapiro, and their six “tough,” greased-back dancing partners, Eddie Healey, Jay Young, John Mastrangelo, Mark Harrison, Brian Rothenberg, and Graham Hill. Finally, the “Wandering Bohemians,” Eric Asalon, Matt Markoff, Jason Fiabone, Steve Mathai, Larry Zazzo, Prince Lal, and Mallie Trazyck, deservedly earned first place for what was much more than a mere performance of Queen’s “Bohemian Rhapsody.” Their combined light-show, theatrics, and thematic analysis astounded and awed both spectators and judges alike.

Seniors Darryl Mapp, The “Insane Dough-Heads,” and “Rudel” also displayed outstanding talent. The night was a tremendous success for everyone involved. Next year’s performers will have a very tough act, or rather acts, to follow. In fact, equalling this year’s array of talent may prove to be impossible.
Not only was the success of Peter Pan evident from the very first day of ticket sales, but its technical aspects proved to be the most challenging and entertaining in the history of East's stage productions. While Peter Pan, the boy who never grew up, could use fairy dust to fly, the technical crew was forced to think of a more practical way to enable the leads to take to the air. Enter "Flying by Foy," the only corporation worldwide with the unique apparatus to safely propel actors and actresses through space. With their wizardry, the characters could depart for Never Land by means of wires which, although as thin as pencils, could easily support the weight of a car.

Naturally, no show would be a success without the effort and talent of East's students and drama department. Over 175 students (including elementary school boys from various local schools), contributed their efforts and talents, acting on stage, working behind the scenes, and playing in the pit orchestra. Mr. Robert Nation directed the actors and actresses, while Mr. Thomas Weaver directed and designed the set. Mr. Charles Currier coordinated the flight and sword sequences, and Mrs. Marybeth Quinlan choreographed the dances. The show was likewise grateful for the efforts of Mrs. Joan Bruno for organizing the playbill, Mr. David Hearn for teaching the cast how to fly, orchestra conductor Mr. Bruce Yurko, Mrs. Lisa Wilson, vocal coach, and Pierre's for providing the costumes which could transform students into bloody pirates, fierce Indians, misguided Lost Boys, and irresistible animals.

By the end of each show, everyone, participant or spectator, had realized that there would always be a small child within each of us. Peter Pan reminded us to always keep our youth, our faith, and our spirit of freedom. With such wonderful thoughts, we could rise into the air, take the second star to the right and fly directly to Never Land.
THE CAST OF CHARACTERS
FOR PETER PAN

RED
Jennifer Wydra
Jason Friedman
Lisa Kayn
Jessica Sherman
Tracey Geisler
John Mann
Leesa Fuhrman
Derek Braslow
Lee Rosen
Patrick Kelly
David Cliff
Pleur Frascella
Sheri Telanoff
Jordan Shapiro
Amy Knobler

CURLY
Todd Rappaport

TOOTLES
Jason Fiabane

1ST TWIN
Matthew Wittenstein

2ND TWIN
Iisha Inser

NIBS
David Ruderman

WHITE
Mindy Weiss
David Zelnik
Tiffany Van Meter
Ronit Mitzner
Rachel Zibbell
Brett Winn
Jennifer Makris
Ryan Madanick
Lee Goldstein
Samuel Dutkin
Carol Ann Palmer
Jennifer Kaufman
Mandy Stebbins
Brian Levine
Eric Hoffman

PETER PAN
CAPTAIN HOOK
WENDY
TIGER LILY
LIZA
MR. DARLING
MRS. DARLING
SMEE
JOHN
MICHAEL
NANA
JANE
WENDY (GROWN-UP)

OSTRICH
Becky Dreyfuss

NOODLER
Joel Weiner

STARKEY
Lyle Fisher

KANGAROO
Mindy Karfeld

CECCO
David Holland

MULLINS
Darren Patz

SLIGHTLY
Brian Levine

ERIC HOFFMAN
Music
The Top Of The Scale

Any student who has traveled down D-wing is familiar with the sound of music floating through the air, the old ratty pianos, the kids playing their music and, yes, sometimes doing homework or just gossiping in the practice rooms. But, the students from D-wing are most familiar with the high degree of excellence that the various musicians have achieved. However, this high caliber of music was obtained not through mere luck, but through hours of long practices during and after school, teachers' dedication to their students, and the students' own desires to excel. The dedicated hours have paid off, earning East's music department many honors and accolades including invitations to play in Russia and during President Reagan's visit to Voorhees, as well as outstanding results in various adjudications. The musicians from D-wing have given East something of which to be proud.

Some of the groups that have recently been recognized are the Orchestra and the East Singers, who were invited to perform at Carnegie Hall. Unfortunately, due to school policy conflicts, they were unable to perform. Year after year, the entire music department proves their excellence by qualifying a large number of students for All-South Jersey, All-State, and All-Eastern. The East musicians have repeatedly performed outstandingly, earning them the recognition they so richly deserve.

For those of you who still do not know who they are, these musicians are easily identified throughout the school. They usually carry bags of candy, not merely to entice dieters, but to pay for various out-of-state performances. They can also be easily spotted carrying instruments or humming a song. On the surface, it appears easy - play a few numbers for the President, sing a few songs for some judges, but the musicians know that it is much more than that. No matter what musical group, the students are bonded together by their desire to achieve perfection, enduring long practices and helping one another in the pursuit of excellence. These bonds cannot be broken as long as they continue striving forward. The students demonstrate not only perseverance and dedication, but also their desire to illuminate East with the gift of music.
Vocal workshop is East's introductory choir where students learn the fundamentals of singing. It is for students who sing for social as well as aesthetic reasons as they are given the chance to interact musically with others and explore their capabilities. They perform a variety of music while developing their voices and are able to display their talents during the various concerts at East.

Brandee Barton
Becky Bender
Kristina Blakely
Bridget Boehm
Greg Boggs
Michele Boggs
September Cadman
Julie Changchein
David Cliff
Ray Conrad
Jennifer Cusato
Melan Dautle
Andrew Dold
Becky Dreyfuss
Ryan Dressing
Jason Fiabane
Jason Friedman
Meredith Glass
Chandra Harvey
Shirley Heitmann
Veronica Iocona
Rebecca Jackson
Kevin Kain
Tara Kelley
Sherri Kimball
Wendy Klessel
Joseph Kowalski
Michael Liebowitz
Gina Levine
Stacey Lobel
Jennifer Makris
Ira Malkin
Marcy Mendelsohn
Aaron Moskowitz
Donald Ocaya
Kathleen Paulate
Kristin Petrone
Emily Phillips
Nicole Rekant
Gina Ricci
Michael Sacks
Wendy Serota
Megan Shiflet
Diana Shim
Heather Sites
Stephanie Title
Daniel Traster
Les Trobman
Stephanie Watters
Mindy Weiss
Howard Yermish
CHANSONS

Amy Alamo
Susan Alexander
Bunni Backman
Joan Balderstone
Michelle Boggs
Kelly Chon
Deborah DeClemente
Christina Eleazar
Christine Herbert
Michelle Hurwitz
Laurie Johansen
Wendy Klessel
Ronit Mitzner
Jordi Morganstein
Hasana O’Neal
Haleh Rabizadeh
Gigi Redondo
Mita Sanghavi
Elaine Savage
Jessica Sherman
Mandy Stebbins
Gaby Thorne
Tiffany Van Meter
Debra Walton
Patricia Yen

Chansons is a balanced group of the more mature female soprano and alto voices. They study octavos and major forms of the choral tradition. Their advanced abilities allow them to perform a variety of choral arrangements arranged specifically for all women. These students perform at concerts, assemblies, and community activities.
East Singers provide opportunity for young men and women to excel in vocal performance and to expand their vocal training.

The students study a variety of choral pieces over various time periods which helps to further develop their appreciation of music. Through hard work and long practices these students achieve a high degree of excellence and are presented with many accolades. The group performs at concerts, assemblies, and community activities, representing the top echelon of the choral department.

Amy Anderson
Eric Ascalon
Sue Bean
Ruby Chang
Jason Fiabane
Lyle Fisher
Leesa Fuhrman
Carolyn Garago
Tracey Geisler
Shanna Greene
Karen Hirschman
Alison Hyman
Lisa Kain
Jennifer Kaufman
Vivek Malhotra
Shomita Mandal
John Mann
Matthew Markoff
Stephen Mathai
Scott McKenzie
Kevin Milner
Karen Miletine
Christy Nipe
Lisa Reedich
Matthew Salzman
Melanie Santos
David Shane
Jennifer Spink
Maila Traczyk
Toni Wang
Rae Wolf
Jennifer Wydra
Lisa Yellin
Henry Yu
Larry Zazzo
David Zelnick
Rachel Zibbell
The Belles of East is an extra-curricular activity comprised solely of female voices. As it is not school related, these dedicated students sacrifice many long hours in the pursuit of excellence. Their popularity lies in their uniqueness, as the ladies accompany themselves on English handbells. The group is very active in performing throughout the Delaware Valley as well as at East concerts, and they have been awarded for their various achievements.

Susan Alexander
Susan Bean
Ruby Chang
Leesa Fuhrman
Alison Hyman
Lisa Kain
Jennifer Kaufman
Jessica Sherman
Tiffany Van Meter
Debbie Walton
Toni Wang
Jennifer Wydra
Lisa Yellin
The Madrigal Singers are a balanced group of men and women in an extracurricular activity. Their colorful costumes in the style of Elizabeth I and period instruments bring the Renaissance to life. The A. Capella singers achieve the gaiety and cultural diversity of the 1500's through their constant dedication and hard work. They perform throughout the Delaware Valley, showcasing their unique talent.

Amy Anderson
Eric Acalon
Jason Fiabane
Carolyn O'gara
Tracey Geisler
Chrisy Herbert
Michelle Hurwitz
Laurie Johansen
John Mann
Ronit Mitzner
Maila Traczyk
Daniel Traster
Mindy Weiss
Henry Yu
Larry Zazzo
David Zeilnik
Rachel Zibell
ALL SOUTH JERSEY

CHORUS
Amy Anderson
Jason Friedman
Carolyn Gargaro
Shanna Greene
Michele Hurwitz
Scott McKenzie
Jordy Morganstein
Aaron Moskowitz
Melanie Santos
Maila Tracyjk

ORCHESTRA
VIOLINS
Fred Chang
Ruby Chang
Erwin Chen
Vincent Chen
Arthur Chow
Karen Chung
Caryn Ellis Erlick
Sarah Kang
Eddie Lee
Henry Law
Daniel Lin
Kenneth Liu
Stanley Liu
Soo Jen Paik
Grace Shih
Terry Tsai

VIOLAS
Kim Hoke
Matthew Salzman

VIOLINCCELLOS
Andrew Lawrence
David Park

BASS
Michael Buonincontro

FLUTES
Vicki Pastor
Debbie Yorinks

OBOES
George Sun
Harry Sun

CLARINETS
Suzanne Datto
Eric Kim

BASS CLARINET
Jack Rosenbloom

TROMBONE
David Pratt

TUBA
Kevin Milner

TYMPANI
Howard Yermish

SYMPHONIC BAND
FLUTES
Candice Mack
Kim Koff

OBES
Harry Sun
Mike Chueh

BASSOON
Shilpa Mehta

ALTO CLARINET
Allison Hoffman

B-FLAT CLARINET
Jason Lee

HORN
Denice Marone

TRUMPETS
Andrew Maroko
Andrew Swers

PERCUSSION
Jason Grossberg

WIND ENSEMBLE
FLUTES
Debbie Yorinks
Vicki Pastor

OBES
Michael Buonincontro

BASSOON
Alexa Mitten

E-FLAT CLARINET
Scott Kamholz

B-FLAT CLARINETS
Suzanne Datto
Eric Kim
Neal Choi

ALTO CLARINET
Meenal Mehta

BASS CLARINET
Jack Rosenbloom

HORNS
Evan Sorokin
Lewis Lazarow

TROMBONE
David Pratt

TUBA
Kevin Milner

TYMPANI
Howard Yermish

STRING BASS
Michael Buonincontro

PERCUSSION
Dina Goldman
## ALL EASTERN

### CHORUS
- Lisa Yellin
- Larry Zazzo

### BAND
- George Sun

#### E-FLAT CLARINET
- Scott Kamholz

#### B-FLAT CLARINETS
- Suzanne Datto
- Eric Kim

#### ALTO CLARINET
- Meenal Mehta

#### BASSOON
- Alexa Mitten

#### TRUMPET
- Andrew Maroko

#### TROMBONE
- David Pratt

#### TUBA
- Kevin Milner

---

## ALL STATE

### CLARINETS
- Suzanne Datto
- Eric Kim
- BASSOON
- Alexa Mitten
- TRUMPET
- Andrew Maroko
- TROMBONE
- David Pratt

#### SYMPHONIC BAND
- OBOE
- Harry Sun
- CLARINET
- Neil Choi
- Allison Hoffman
- Eric Kim
- Meenal Mehta
- BASSOON
- Shilpa Mehta
- TUBA
- Kevin Milner
- WIND ENSEMBLE
- OBOE
- George Sun
- CLARINETS
- Suzanne Datto
- Scott Kamholz
- BASS CLARINET
- Jack Rosenbloom
- TRUMPET
- Andrew Maroko
- TROMBONE
- David Pratt
March On Florida

Marching Cougars Band Trip

All those long afternoons of practice and precision, memorization and cadence, spit and polish finally paid off! For four glorious days in May of 1988, the Cherry Hill East Marching Cougars partied and performed at DisneyWorld in Orlando, Florida. The band, under the superb direction of Mr. Roy Hough was invited by the directors of DisneyWorld based on a reputation of sparkling and fine performances.

The 150 member band ensemble gave rousing performances and loved every minute of it as they marched down Main Street and around the world landmark of Epcot Center. They strutted their stuff, soaking up the sunshine, sounds and sights of this fabled fantasy land. With the cheers of Mickey and Donald and crowds of spectators ringing in their ears, the East Marching Bands returned to Cherry Hill with a lifetime of wonderful memories to relive through pictures and special souvenirs.
Howie Maisel - our drum major asleep after a long day of hunting animals.

Leader of the Band - Ken Haigh (Class of 1988)

Above: Come blow your horns! Left: The Castle at Disneyworld
Marching Cougars Band

DRUM MAJORS: Alaine Alonzo, Lewis Lazarow, Howard Maisel

HORNS: Susan Bean, Evan Sorokin, Amy Anderson

RIFLES: Cara McCarthy, Yoo-Sun Chong, Heather Sines, Sandra Wu, Jodi Cuneo, Karen Young, Robyn Hoke, Stefanie Porter, Soo-Jin Pak

TUBAS & BARITONE: Mark Wilkins, Michael Kobrin, Kevin Milner, Kerry Barnes


PERCUSSION: Alison Hyman, Philip Chang, Kristie Lenahan, Zach Messler, Debra Walton, Rue Wolf, Jeany Hill, Kim Hoke, Joel Schwartz, Andrew Shaw, Stewart Wachs, Chris Grasso, Charles Lazarow, Jennifer Novak, Todd Rappaport, Andrew Wiesner, Alex Wolf
FLUTES: Cathy Biancardi, Carolyn Gargaro, Karen Vitowsky, Debbie Yorinks, Ranjoo Prasad, Lisa Kolowski, Stacey Lobel, Shilpa Mehta, Andrew Kamholz, Marta Santiago, Lauren Sorokin

TRUMPETS: Charles Busack, Kevin Grega, David Hackenberg, Andrew Maroko, Andrew Swers, Richard Beckman, Ryan Madamick, Tim Anagnostis

CLARINETS: Kirsten Ballweg, Meenal Mehta, Jack Rosenbloom, Suzanne Datto, Sharron Hicks, Neil Choi, Shouvik Datta, Adam DePrince, Allison Hoffman, Jeffrey Bell, Jason Lee, Rita Louh

TROMBONES: David Pratt, Peter Achey, Alan Glazer, Robby Nipe

COLOR GUARD: Cristina Eleazar, Linda Coffman, Amy Alamo, Lisa Begalke, Kim Fischer, Monica Melograna, Shari Friedman, Beth Robinson, Kathy Demesak, Rachel Field, Lauren Goldberg, Karen Heisler, Michele Henning, Kim Johansen, Nina Liang, Cindy Liu, Jennifer Allora, Caryn Butter, Pauline Chow

SAXOPHONES: Todd Hoffman, Marc Iskowitz, Mitchell Markowitz, Tom Stenstrom, John Tinker, Kaushik Datta, Billy Ecker, Brian Hackenberg, Brian Kafenbaum
When I am asked what encourages me most about this nation today, my answer is the spirit of our young people and their faith in America's future. In my travels, I have met the young people of today as the key to the great American patriotism. Someday, historians will look back and pinpoint you by the thousands and I've seen your enthusiasm and renewal of the 1980's.

Despite the years which separate us, I believe we are bound together by the common thread of our great love for America. We know that only in America can one find an abundance of what makes success possible for everyone -- opportunity. Every man, woman and child in this country can reach for the stars and challenge the limits of human potential. As long as we have faith in each other, the opportunity to do courageous to dream great dreams, and the opportunity to do its best, nothing will halt the progress of our nation and its people.

Each generation adds to the legacy our forefathers established. I pray that my generation will pass on a healthy economy, and the chance for every American to realize the promise of the American dream. We are a people who know no other way of life than freedom. Our liberty is the original legacy of our forefathers, to keep and cherish and protect it. When it is yours to keep and nurture for future generations, remember that this beloved inheritance can be increased only with strength and vision. Today you stand on the threshold of the future and the many challenges it will pose. You can start preparing now. Approach your studies with enthusiasm and dedication, I have never heard anyone regret working hard doing so. You have never heard anyone regret not doing so. You can decide your future and you can make that decision now. I have heard many regret not doing so. I believe that each and every one of you will meet the challenge of the future with great success. God bless you.

HISTORIC VISIT
PRESIDENT
RONALD
REAGAN
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1988
"MAIN STREET"
VORHEES, NEW JERSEY
The crowd of over five thousand strong cheered wildly as the parade of police cars and limousines pulled into the Main Street arena. With the Cherry Hill East Marching Band playing his official welcome, President Ronald Reagan, accompanied by New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean and Senate candidate Pete Dawkins, left the motorcade and ascended the red, white, and blue banded platform. For them it was the end of a long, arduous campaign trail, but their enthusiasm was felt by the crowd as the President praised the Main Street concept and especially acknowledged the marching bands of Cherry Hill East, Cherry Hill West, and Eastern Regional, each selected to play for this momentous occasion.

Our own marching band played a vital role in the unforgettable occasion, frequently filling the crowd with patriotism during breaks between the speeches. Rousing strains were also heard during the introduction of each speaker, and the musicians were provided with an opportunity to meet and talk with some of the great political figures of 1988.

This once-in-a-lifetime honor of playing for the President of the United States is just one example of the respect felt for our fine high school. Not only was this a special event for the students involved, but it added yet another accolade to the fine reputation of Cherry Hill East.
String Workshop is for those who play violin, viola, cello, or bass. For the beginner to intermediate string player, this group introduces ensemble playing and teaches the techniques that are relative to all string players. These students perform at school concerts.

VIOLINS:
Sarah Kang
James Han
Joseph Lee
Pengjen Chen
Vincent Chen
Patrice Cappetta
Vicki Wakeley
Phong Van
Jennifer Chun
VIOLAS:
Cynthia Paul
Anu Gowda
Susan Hoegel
VIOLINCello:
Manpreet Dhanjal
Jodi Cuneo
BASSES:
Jennifer Novak
Steve Byun
The Orchestra is an illustrious group of musicians who play violin, viola, cello, bass, wind, or percussion instruments. These students study and perform sophisticated music literature from all periods of music history, expanding their knowledge and perfecting their technique. Their dedication is responsible for their various achievements. Their award-winning, high caliber performances are known throughout the area, performing in East concerts and for various organizations.
CONCERT BAND

FLUTES
Julie Chang-Chien
Leaure Serokin
Lisa Kolowski
Bonnie Kim
Lei Choi
Pauline Chow
Dina Laoes
Nancy Bertles

OBOE
Candice Mack

CLARINETS
Kenneth Usdin
Adam DePrince
Daryl Chertoff

SAXOPHONES
David Brym
Andrew Keller
Stephen Palladini
Billy Ecker

BASSOON
Amy Grossman

HORNS
Josh Ratner
Antonette Romero

TRUMPETS
Timothy Anagnostis
Jonathan Giese
Kevin Lausi
Daniel Kestler

TROMBONE
Stephen Hoffman

TUBA
Kerry Barnes

PERCUSSION
Mark Dechser
Kim Johansen
Pamela Kodish
Todd Sappanort
Joel Schwartz
Robert Tracey
Andrew Weiner
Alex Wolf

---

Concert Band is East’s introductory band for any student who plays a band instrument. It offers an opportunity to perform with others, to improve musically, to explore new styles of music, and to express oneself creatively. The sections of the band are the brass, woodwinds, and percussion.
Symphonic Band is for those instrumentalists who have advanced beyond the introductory level of playing a band instrument. It is comprised of brass, woodwind, and percussion sections. The students in this organization learn a variety of band music, gaining much experience with different music styles, improving their playing technique. They perform at concerts and recitals.

FLUTES
Cindy Cho
Sanjoo Prasad
Stacy Lobel
Grace Chan
Michelle Cohen
Susan Lee
Andrew Kamholz

OBOES
Alaine Alonso
Philip Chang

CLARINET
Jason Lee
Allison Hoffman
Rebeccah Gross
Rachel Altman
Jennifer Mikas
Rita Louh
Jeffrey Bell

BASS CLARINET
Rae Wolf

BASSOON
Jennifer Cusato
Kristie Lenahan

SAXOPHONES
Michael Ko
Richard Hyland
Sung Chong
Joel Domingo
Eric Guerra
Mitchell Markowitz
Thomas Steintron
Brian Hackenberg

HORNS
Susan Bean
Cindy Kam

TRUMPETS
Richard Spiro
Carrie Hohman
Richard Beckman
Melinda Renshaw
David Hackenberg
Gaurang Shah

TROMBONES
Richard Carney
Alain Glazer
Robby Nippe

Tuba
Kai Huang

BARITONE
Michael Kobrin

PERCUSSION
Dina Goldman
Chris Grasso
John Guan
Jennifer Hill
Howard Klein
Charles Larnow
Andrew Shaw
Wind Ensemble is a group of outstanding brass, woodwind, and percussion instrumentalists who study and perform difficult music literature scored for musicians with the most advanced technique. The students of this organization represent the top of the band department. They have won many awards and have a reputation for excellence in both commitment and performance.
**Auditions: Anxiety Attack**

The halls are filled with students; anxious looks cloud their faces. As heartbeats race, so do the tempos as music is prepared for auditions. Scales can be heard; feet pace back and forth, as the same song is repeated over and over. Suddenly the door creaks open, and the student leaves the room with a look of horror on her face. "I did so badly!"-first musician. "Trust me, I did worse."-second musician. "No. You don't understand. I totally messed up my sight reading. It wasn't anything like what was on the sheet!"-first musician. "Oh shut up! I didn't even get past the scales!"-second musician. "It doesn't matter. It's finally over."-first musician.

The many talented musicians at East are familiar with this scenario. Throughout the year hopes are crushed and dreams are obtained as audition time rolls around. Whether it is for All State Orchestra or East Singers, students surpass their expectations and ultimately reassure themselves of their own abilities. They gain confidence from past experience, from the companionship of fellow musicians with the same task, or just from plain inspiration. Overall, although it is an extremely stressful time, these talented students rise above their nervousness as they perform with the excellence that they have practiced so long to achieve.
PIT ORCHESTRA
Kenneth Liu
Grace Shih
Sarah Kang
Daniel Lin
Terry Tsai
Kim Hoke
Matthew Salzman
Jane Cowley
Sharon Light
Andrew Lawrence
Cara McCarthy
Michael Buonincontro
Vicki Pastor
Debbie Yorinks
Cathy Biancardi
Carolyn Gargaro
George Sun
Harry Sun
Michael Chueh
Suzanne Datto
Scott Kamholz
Meenal Mehta
Neil Choi
Jack Rosenbloom
Alexa Mitten
Andrew Maroko
Andrew Swers
Brian Rykaczewski
Kevin Grega
Evan Sorokin
Amy Anderson
David Pratt
Brandon Ayres
Howard Yermish
Joshua Mintz
Zach Meissler

BRASS ENSEMBLE
Brandon Ayres
Kevin Grega
Andrew Maroko
Kevin Mintz
Joshua Mintz
David Pratt
Brian Rykaczewski
Evan Sorokin
Howard Yermish

CHAMBER WIND ENSEMBLE
Suzanne Datto
Scott Kamholz
Shilpa Mehta
Alexa Mitten
Vicki Pastor
George Sun
Harry Sun
LAB BAND

Tim Anagnostis
Richard Beckman
David Bryen
Joel Domingo
Billy Ecker
Herschel Gaer
Alan Glazer
Adam Goldstein
Jason Grossberg
Richard Hyland
Dan Keeler
Howard Klein
Lewie Lazarow
Dan London
Kevin Milner
Robby Nipe
Steve Palladinetti

JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Peter Achey
Brandon Ayres
Kirsten Ballweg
Charles Busack
Cristina Eleazar
Carolyn Gargaro
Neil Gerstein
Kevin Grega
Todd Hoffman
Mark Iskowitz
John Ko
Mitch Markowitz
Andrew Maroko
Zack Meseler
David Pratt
Jack Rosenbloom
Brian Rykaczewski
Andrew Swers
Mark Wilkins
Howard Yermish
Brian Zino
MUSIC IS THE REFLECTION OF ONE'S OWN SOUL
Freshman class officers Scott Harper, Allison Lees, Tiffany Luther and Brian Chon inspire their class members to get involved with their "take-charge" leadership.

Sophomore Dan Beaney and junior Andy Seaver watch the results of an unsuccessful match.

Jane Cowley, Chrysalis Banas, and Angela Lin share a working lunch in the courtyard.

Kristie Burns and Allison Belli have front row seats for Homecoming, sophomore year.

Freshmen - a group of innocent boys and girls who gradually realize that elevator pass bargains are hardly bargains and that swimming pools exist at East only if the students are betting on the Summer Olympics. Similar to tourists in a foreign nation, although the tourists have a much better chance of communicating with the natives.

We were all freshmen once - tiny, scared, and lost. The last class to fuse from Beck and Heritage Junior High Schools, we were faced with new surroundings and new opportunities. As the first weeks passed, however, we grew wiser, discovery continues to page 121.
ing how to thread through C-wing intersection and learning not to ask seniors for directions. By the end of September, we were in the midst of Spirit Week, escaping from the threat of Hurricane Gloria to our own tropical version of "Hawaii." Although we upheld the time-honored freshmen tradition of finishing in last place, we were beginning to unify as the Class of 1989. Elections were held, officers were elected, and we began to adhere to the golden rule of "getting involved." More and more of us had to take the late bus, staying after school for a variety of activities. Our class adjusted to the school's recently increased academic requirements, taking new courses as Western Civilization and reading such classics as The Odyssey, Les Miserables, and A Separate Peace. Many of us took advantage of East's production of Charley's Aunt as much-needed comic relief between our studies and activities. On those nights when we could not attend such a show, we watched Moonlighting, Miami Vice, and The Cosby Show. Homecoming finally arrived in late November, and our first-place float, "The Wizard of Oz," revealed how much we had learned in only two short months.

Winter soon arrived, sending us swarming indoors to Cherry Hill's new "food courts" and to the school gymnasium to watch East's highly touted athletic teams. We spent our free moments listening to Bruce Springsteen, the Grateful Dead, and Sting. Some of us were even lucky enough to see our favorite performers in concert. Filled with school and holiday spirit, we helped undertake the F.O.P. Rotary Christmas Party and numerous S.A.D.D. functions. Each of us learned new tricks and replies from Ferris Bueller's Day Off, but for some reason we weren't as successful as Ferris. Sadly, we turned from replies to remorse upon hearing about the explosion of the Challenger and the death of its seven astronauts. Tragedy again dominated the news when we were harshly reminded of the lessons of health class upon hearing of the fatal, alcohol-related car accident of the Flyers' goalie, Pelle Lindbergh.

The arrival of spring helped to melt the sadness from our hearts, as East's production of Funny Girl revealed how "lucky" we really are. We continued to play for East's numerous athletic teams, copy will continue to p. 122
from the freshman to the varsity level. After taking the new High School Proficiency Tests, we made one last effort through the “home stretch” of school, trying to study in spite of the warmer weather. For a while we still worked hard in such classes as QFFS and Keyboarding, but soon we became occupied with more important things, from the Freshman Luau to the class trip to Great Adventure. We participated in or enjoyed watching East's many performing and theatrical arts presentations, from orchestra concerts to our One-Act, The Good Doctor. Electing new class officers and representatives for the upcoming year, we began to look forward to the time when we would no longer be East’s “baby cougars.” Finals still remained, however, and only after hours of studying and trying to remember what we had learned in September were we able to hurdle this one remaining obstacle in our path to summer vacation. At long last, after ten months of bearing our title so humbly, we were able to pass on the title of “Freshmen.” We now inherited the role of Sophomores.

**Sophomores - a group of semi-innocent boys and girls who think they are much less naive and innocent than they still really are. Similar to tourists who think they know the native language and then find out there is so much more to learn.**

As Sophomores, with all our knowledge of life at East, we were now ready to begin to create our own lasting legacy. During Spirit Week, we terrorized the school as the “Little Class of Horrors,” nearly winning the famous jump-rope contest. We concentrated on our most important class, Driver’s Education, anticipating the permits that hopefully would be ours. Soon, the halls of East appeared like our Spirit Week decorations, for Dracula had arrived with all of his bloody friends. We eagerly strolled past the cobwebs and monsters to see our friends perform in the spectacular production. Many of us spent our Saturdays playing for or watching East's fall athletic teams, but unfortunately, some of us spent them in ways reminiscent of The Breakfast Club: attending the newly-instituted Saturday School for disciplinary reasons. By Thanksgiving, Homecoming had arrived and we were able to “start spreading the news” of our glorious, victorious homecoming float, “New York.”
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We prepared for winter, buying tickets to go indoors and see such performers as Peter Gabriel, Genesis, and Billy Joel. If we couldn't see a concert in person, we could come extremely close through listening to the recently released Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band Live 1975-1986. We were able to attend East's new productions, Lyp Sync and Battle of the Bands, proudly cheering as we watched our friends perform. Crocodile Dundee arrived from Down Under, as "What's up, man?" became replaced by "G'day, mate!" However, events such as the hotel explosion in San Juan, the numerous embroilments in the Middle East, and the Amtrak collision in nearby Maryland reminded us that we should definitely take time to stop our activity and appreciate the family, friends, and life we enjoyed.

Spring arrived, and we took breaks from reading Othello and from studying periodic tables to watch our previously shaven friends transformed into the rogues of Man of La Mancha. We continued to "Dream the Impossible Dream" by asking Cotillion Dates, receiving our Class Rings, and saying the secret password that would allow us to enter what was no longer the cafeteria but our own Roaring Twenties "Cotton Club." East then transformed from red and white to black and orange as we cheered on our beloved Flyers even after their heart-breaking defeat in the seventh game of the championship series. We watched our friends perform and win scholarships for their roles in the Class One Act, "The Gloaming, O My Darling," and soon were preparing for our second bout with finals. These were mastered, and after another year of excitement and education, we proudly took our place as Juniors, among the upper realm of the school.

Juniors - a diverse mixture of students, some who still think they're freshmen and sophomores, some who think they're seniors, and many who realize that junior year can combine the best of both worlds. Like tourists who know the native language, know all the tricks to travelling around, but who speak with just enough "tourist" accent that the waiters still help them by speaking in English.

At last we were honored members of the "upper half" of the school. Our first few weeks witnessed major changes, as our beloved class principal, Mr. Brainin, retired amidst a mass of farewell tributes. Spirit Week arrived, and our modern-day "Flintstones" not only established a new record in the jump rope contest with twenty-four jumpers, but nearly defeated the senior class overall. A few weeks later, on a grim Saturday morning, we marched off to school to take the P.S.A.T.'s. After all the scores had been tabulated, our class would boast of twenty-two National Merit Semifinalists, the most in the state. We next prepared for our first Powder Puff football game, with some of us even driving there with our newly-acquired licenses. Although we lost the game, we gained experience to lead us in the following year. We all felt the wrath of October's stock-market plummet, exacerbated by the controversy surrounding Supreme Court justice nominees Robert Bork and Alan Ginsberg and Lt. Colonel Oliver North. With much more excited and happy feelings we packed the stadium to watch East's conference-winning football team, and on a freezing Friday night in early November, hundreds of us cheered for our boys' soccer team as they copy continues to p. 124
played in the state championship at Trenton State College. As 1987 marked the bicentennial birthday of our nation's constitution, it also marked the production of our Nation's (Mr., that is) fall show, the Spirit of America. We watched our friends sing, dance, and represent numerous aspects of America's glorious past. Fall soon drew to a close, but not before our "Jetson" float performed at Homecoming, continuing our new Hanna-Barbara tradition.

We ushered in winter with armfuls of holiday spirit, as our annual Blood Drive led South Jersey in blood donated and as our Candy Cane sales spread both spirit throughout the school and money into our class treasury. Maintaining this sense of caring and warmth, many of us helped make the F.O.P./Rotary Club Christmas Party for the physically and mentally handicapped an outstanding success, and many of us comforted the area's terminally ill young cancer patients through the Emmanuel Cancer Society. When winter break finally arrived, we caught up on our movies by watching a bountiful winter crop, including such hits as Three Men and a Baby, Wall Street, Fatal Attraction, Broadcast News, and Good Morning, Vietnam. We traveled through American Literature, making difficult stops at Hawthorne's seventeenth-century Massachusetts and Melville's nineteenth-century roaring seas. Elections were held for new class offices, and when feeling the need to relax from our studies, we listened to Bruce Springsteen, the new Dirty Dancing soundtrack, and numerous other groups.
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The weather began to warm up, people began to ask out prom dates, and in every way, spring was upon us. On April 30th we realized that we would be “Forever Young” during our Junior Prom in the Phoenix Room at the Racetrack. We had to guard our pockets against scurrying little vagrants when Oliver hit the stage, and as the weather became ever hotter, we spent more time at the pool on weekends. However, we still had to concentrate and study for finals, for we had all been told that this year’s grades were most important for getting into college. We managed to get through these last tests, and at last we were prepared to put the final touches on our legacy, to head East as its senior class.

Seniors - A collection of boys and girls who know that they are the oldest and most experienced students in the school, and who use this age and experience to their utmost advantage. Like true natives, eager to introduce and possibly torment the new “visitors” to their culture.

Before ever stepping into school that first week in September, we all had changed in a profound manner. We were Seniors now, complete with appropriate attitudes and parking spaces. Many of us forsook the old yellow bus for the opportunity to drive to school, and the great parking-sticker lottery seemed to determine the fate of many of our lives. Our grade-level office once again witnessed a major change, for when Mr. Gallagher advanced to the position of acting overall principal upon Mr. Cost’s becoming the district’s assistant-superintendent, Dr. O’Breza became our new class principal. We easily adjusted and next turned our interests towards the Senior Class Picnic and an event which for the Class of 1989 will go down in infamy - Spirit Week. Al- though we lost that ill-fated seven-day extravaganza, we did retain our perennial status as jump rope champions. Enough said. Throughout the next month, we watched our school colors slowly turn from red and white to Dodger Blue, as East became known as the “Home of Orel Hershiser.” This remarkable graduate garnered an entire trophy-case worth of post-season awards, causing “Orel exams” to spread throughout the school. Orel exams turned to oral debates as the presidential election between Michael Dukakis and the eventual victor, George Bush, rolled to a conclusion. President Regan himself recognized the importance of the Cherry Hill vot- ers, making a grand appearance with his fellow politicians at the newly constructed Main Street complex, where the East Marching Band greeted him with strands of welcome. When all the sound-bites and spin-doctors had finally disappeared, we witnessed the first changing of the president since when we were in grammar school. No intrigue or excitement of the election, however, could compare to that which appeared on East’s stage in the fall production of Romeo and Juliet, which was accompanied by a school-wide Shakespearean festival. Police throughout the Cherry Hill community reported a dramatic increase in balcony trespass, but otherwise the effects of “The Bard” on students seemed quite rosy and non-poisonous. We still had to struggle through the dreaded process of college applications, telling total strangers whom we would most like to eat with, but many of us found that this drudgery could be alleviated through the excitement of watching such events as the East football games. We watched our award-winning classmates, indicative of the success of all of the school’s fall copy continues to p. 126
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athletic teams, rampage towards an undefeated season and a State Group Four Championship. Along the way we of course saw their Homecoming victory, which nicely accompanied the triumph of our class's breathtaking, hilarious "Egyptian" float in the morning's judging.

For the final time of our high school careers we welcomed the arrival of winter by helping others, through our efforts towards the F.O.P./Rotary Club Party, the Blood Drive, and the S.A.D.D. regional meeting. Sadly, however, a great deal of our holiday spirit was transformed into grief upon hearing of the Pan American Flight 103 bombing and the tragic deaths of its passengers, including a beloved East graduate, Rick Monetti. As the New Year approached, we pondered our own lifestyles and declared our annual resolutions. We returned to school, after watching such classic movies as Rain Man and Working Girl and listening to an array of heavy metal music, only to prepare for our long-awaited Senior Cut Day at the end of January. As everyone told their parents that "everyone else was doing it," we began to show visible effects of mounting college acceptances. Some of us also discussed with our parents what we learned in Family Living, perhaps teaching them a thing or two of which they were unaware. Lip Sync Night and the Russian mayors each graced the East stage, amazing students without having their participants speak a word of English. Quickly, however, only one city attracted many of our thoughts - Orlando. Over Presidents' weekend, we spent four days of rides and sun among the fuzzy characters of Disneyworld, laughing over old and newly formed memories.

The warmth of our trip spread north to the warmth of spring, as we watched our friends refuse to grow up in Peter Pan. And then the fated day approached - April 15th - when many of us would finally discover where we were headed for the upcoming four years. Some of us cried for joy, some for sadness, and the growing sense of nostalgia became still stronger among us. We were awed by our friends' performances in the Variety Show, and then we turned our sights towards one of the most-awaited nights of our high school years - the Senior Prom. We gladly strove to "Hold on to the Night" as we danced at the Hyatt House, also holding on to all our fond East memories. At last, however, our time had come to graduate and to pass the title of "Seniors" to the Class of 1990. But we would never pass on the legacy we had created, the times we had spent together, or the friendships we had developed.

These became ours alone to retain and ours alone to cherish forever.
Dear Members of the Graduating Class of 1989:

As I write this, America has just completed another mission in space and is about to elect another President. These two historic events remind us of the promise and hope that resides in America and its place in the world. You, the members of this year's graduating class, represent the promise and hope of education in a democracy. You will advance other frontiers and, at the same time, perpetuate the democratic tradition.

From my unique vantage point as both your teacher and your house principal, I have had the opportunity, along with my colleagues, both to instruct and guide you. In seeking your dreams, the questions you ask are as important as the answers you seek. The process of learning is more demanding and more rewarding than an accumulation of facts. Your school, Cherry Hill High School East, is more than a place where you have come to accumulate facts and to pass examinations. Cherry Hill High School East is a place where you grew and learned to ask questions about who you were and where you were going; it is a place where you were encouraged to ask questions, to find your way, and to chart your course.

East is a place where you have been encouraged and nurtured by your teachers and by your fellow students. Here at East there is something for everyone: art, music, business, sport, and academics. For all who attend East, I would hope that there are cherished memories of teachers, of fellow students, of achievement. As you leave East, there is both joy and sadness. There is joy for your new beginning in the workplace or the classroom; there is sadness for you leaving. You were here for but a short while, yet hopefully the smiles of friends, the work of your teachers, the encouragement of your coaches will remain with you always.

I wish you each happiness and success. I also remind you that in your individual achievements, you honor your school and your community. East has been your community for four years; in your success, may you look back to this community and those who nurtured and encouraged you: your teachers and your fellow students.

Sincerely,

John O'Breza
Acting Assistant Principal

To the Class of '89 -

You are about to embark on a new journey - one filled with bigger challenges, rewards and an occasional disappointment. But don't forget the journey you have just completed. There is much to learn from it. During our four years together we have held a dozen dances, managed several concessions, planned two proms, four homecomings, four spirit weeks and a host of other activities. Yes, it has been a successful four years. But that success did not just happen. You made it happen and therein lies perhaps the most important lesson of all. You can let life happen to you, or you can take control and make it happen for you! Some 650 students made things happen ... good things. I am proud to have been your adviser through it all.

Remember that the same determination, cooperation and hard work that paid off here will help you meet the challenges ahead. Thank you for being such an important part of my life. May each of you achieve whatever goals you may set for yourself. Thank you for your spirit and friendship.

Good Luck!

"Mr. D."
Thomas DeLuca
Class Adviser
Senioritis is the unconquerable force which slowly deteriorates a formerly diligent underclassman. The primary stage starts the first day we drive to school and arrive late. Then we help lost and bewildered freshmen (who barely reach our waists) find the pool, or we kindly sell them elevator passes at reduced rates. It's a great feeling to know that we were never that stupid or immature. Senioritis further intensifies at the first class assembly, when Mr. Cost and Mr. Gallagher reveal how great it is to be a senior (as if we don't know - we're seniors, we know everything).

The great feeling of this first stage of senioritis suddenly halts when report cards are issued.

TRUTHRUMOR

Now we avert our teachers less frequently by saying we're at guidance, and our early-morning fast-food breakfasts become ever rarer. Grades must be raised, for college applications must soon be sent. We work hard (for a short while anyway) and get through this second stage. Of course, we're still having a blast, thankful not to be underclassmen.

Having completed our applications, we begin Senioritis Stage III. Experiencing the legendary Senior Cut Day, we enjoy it mainly for the sake of principle and tradition. Soon we begin the countdown until the class trip to Florida. Again we start spending more time out of the classroom, our books become dusty and lost in our lockers. Looking at the juniors panicking over their upcoming SAT's, we simply laugh and reassuringly tell them that they'll never escape alive. Soon, however, April 15th arrives. It is far more significant than being just the last day to file income tax returns. For our Senior Class, this day marks the arrival of college notification letters.

Upon receiving our acceptances, we then enter Stage IV, a two-month tug-of-war between the complacence that accompanies the knowledge that we are "in college" and our continued efforts toward school. We enjoy our final chances to be together with friends but also dread our forthcoming separation. As time beckons, we must move onward, but not before we have one last chance to look back and reflect upon our final year at East and the rare experience called Senioritis. It is a definite reality for those who are willing to believe in it.
Delegates: Scott Angstrech, Adam Cohen, Ravi Goel, Andre Hu (not pictured), Scott Podolsky,

Boys' State

This past summer, male and female delegates from East attended respective sessions of New Jersey Boys' and Girls' State, held at Rider College. Sponsored by the American Legion, these sessions were a combination of the ultimate testing ground for political ideas, the perfect place to make new friends from every aspect of society, and a chance to truly appreciate the beauty of America's democracy.

For both sessions, the students were first divided into two political parties, the Federalists and the Nationalists, and then into "cities" of approximately sixty people. Here, they were given fictional Boys' State or Girls' State "Bucks" with which to run for city or party offices, from flag-waiving guidons who led their cities on walks or marches in the morning to city councilmen and municipal judges. Each city then combined with its brother or sister city to form a county, where new officials were elected, from Sheriffs to State Senators and Assemblymen.

Throughout the day, activities abounded, from seminars on law and paramedics to special C.P.R. courses. Many inside "State" jokes were developed, regarding such policies as the restrictions on speaking with members of the opposite sex or the prohibition against scandalously stepping off the sidewalks onto the grass. Meals were times to either discuss politics or simply hang out with new and old friends. Nearly every time all the delegates gathered together in the gymnasium, for both sessions, mass fun and excitement broke out, from uncontrollable "waves" to chants to good-natured verbal battles between the two parties.

Special features enriched each of the two sessions. For the boys, each afternoon consisted of a series of athletic competitions between the counties. At the end of each day, all the delegates solemnly gathered together to lower the flag and pay tribute to America's veterans and heroes. Furthermore, the State Senators and Assemblymen were able to conduct a mock session of "Congress" at the actual New Jersey Statehouse in Trenton, utilizing real tote boards to pass bills that would then be sent on to the actual State government. The girls were treated to special innovations as well, including a delegate-run talent show that revealed some of the best
talent in the state.
Each of the sessions ended in a
profound, lasting manner. Enormous
gubernatorial primaries and debates
were held, and “State” Governors were
finally elected, utilizing actual state
voting booths. The students gathered
one last time to sing songs, revere the
flag, and reflect upon their action-filled
week. They would all return home to
send thanks to the American Legion and
send letters or call their new friends.
Each of these honored delegates were
changed as both Americans and as
overall people, for they had learned an
equally great amount of information
about both government and human
nature.

Delegates: Lisa Ferrel, Nidhi Kapoor, Kathy Ma-
kara, Jennifer Purnell (not pictured), Amy Shapiro,
Marci Shapiro.

Karl Friedrichs  Dayna Fuchs  Michael Fugaro  William Fulton  Michael Furlanetto
For one month this summer, nine of Cherry Hill East’s most talented students had the opportunity to grow and learn beyond their expectations at the New Jersey Governor’s Schools. The Governor’s School in Public Issues was held at Monmouth College. In courses chosen by the students, the teachers enlightened their charges about the problems faced today by New Jersey, the nation, and the world. Topics ranged from international banking and world geopolitics to New Jersey’s various environmental problems. Our school’s two representatives learned about world issues and also discovered how to freely express their ideas.

East’s talented arts delegates nurtured their budding skills at the Governor’s School for the Arts at Trenton State College. When not honing their talents, the students met hundreds of fellow student artists in an environment enlivened by a spirit of creativity that pervaded all parts of this exciting time. No one left without learning a valuable lesson about self-expression.

This year, the Governor’s School in the Sciences, held at Drew University, provided a broad curriculum including college level coursework and lectures from noted figures to the three delegates from East. Although the Governor’s School in the Sciences was definitely academically based, the students had the freedom to roam the campus at will, attend weekly dances and sporting events, and venture into the exciting town of Madison, New Jersey.

No matter which one they attended, none of the scholars will ever forget the exciting summer, both socially and academically, that they spent at Governor’s School.
Theodore Page    Carol Ann Palmer

Thomas Palmer    Nicole Palmieri

James Panaia    Traci Ann Pastellak    Tricia Pastellak    Vicki Lynne Pastor    Kathleen Patrick

Melissa Patz    Ryan Paul    Jason Pecarsky    Rick Pekala    Gregg Perr
For three days in August, seven of East's highest-ranking Student Congress officers, Alison Bell, Lauren Brandt, Derek Braslow, Kim Boulmetis, Josh Friedman, Andre Hu, and Amy Shapiro, attended the New Jersey State Student Council Leadership Training Conference. They first travelled (all by themselves) the now-traditional route to the beautiful Fairview Lakes Y.M.C.A. campsite in Stillwater, New Jersey, where they were joined in Student Congress representatives from across New Jersey. They were then housed in bunks of ten people (each from a different school, with each bunk named after a different Monopoly-board property. For the next three days, they were enriched, entertained, and educated through a series of activities. Constant humor and a sense of fellowship accompanied them wherever they went.

During the day they attended classes which detailed the various methods of leadership, from organizational processes to goal-setting techniques. These classes were often presented in original manners, far different than any type of classroom or lecture experience. At nights the representatives joined together around campfires, songfests, and finally, a tremendous dance. The delegates were able to form friendships with other active students from across the state, often exchanging ideas and student council-related experiences. The only thing they didn't have time to do was sleep! But it was worth it, for the representatives not only had the time of their lives, but they came away with skills that would benefit the entire student body at Cherry Hill East over the course of the upcoming year.
Sei Hoon Yun  Cathryn Zahn  Loryn Zalkind  Alan Zapp  Thomas Zavorski

Lawrence Zazzo  Beth Ann Zeberlein  Ryan Zeiger  Kimberly Zeller  David Zellnik

Not pictured:

Pam Stacy Zemble  Michael Zielinski

Regina Zippel  Daniel Zmuda
First comes the warm weather, and then the anticipation of graduation. We are caught in a paradox, however, for with the joy of our imminent graduation comes the sadness of departing. Fortunately, to alleviate this sadness, seniors and upperclassmen may purchase "Kiss a Senior Goodbye" messages.

The appropriately sweet Hershey Kisses that the seniors receive may taste the same, but the messages that accompany them are as varied as the people who purchase them. Some underclassmen say goodbye to their older brothers or sisters, realizing how much they will miss their college-bound siblings. Others thank seniors for taxi-ing them to school each day. Many of the younger students thank the seniors for their help and guidance, and many express hope for continued friendships.

The seniors themselves seem to be caught in a transition stage between the past four years and the future. The messages that they send to their friends sing of good times, good laughs, and good memories; but a sense of sorrow mixes with this levity. These messages, filled with uncertainty about what the coming years will present, express hope for continued luck and most importantly, for the continued enhancement of special friendships.

Perhaps it is fitting that all the "Kiss a Senior Goodbye" kisses taste the same, for although the words they contain vary, they still express the same message - friendship.
Summer Achievers:

It is a tremendous honor for a school to boast of one winner in the National Council of Teachers of English Achievement Award in Writing; for this award is won by only seven hundred students across the nation. This past year, however, East and the Class of 1989 were proud to boast of three winners, Manish Butte, Scott Podolsky, and David Zellnik, the most of any school in the state.

First, students throughout the school were given the opportunity to submit pieces of literature to be judged by the East English Department. The top five writers of the school, at least according to this judging, were then selected to represent East in this national competition. The number of competitors allowed for each school is determined by student population of the particular school. These first-round survivors were then required to write timed essays regarding either the theme of “time” (how ironic) or that of “competition” (even more ironic). Additionally, they submitted pre-written samples of their writing, from poetry to prose. Each of these students’ selections were then judged by at least two members of a national panel of high school and college teachers. The students received scores combining the merits of both their timed and pre-written essays, and every state in the nation was awarded two winners for each of its congressmen.

East’s performance reflects the expertise and foresight of the English Department, as well as the innovation of its unique writing lab program. By the time the contest arrived, the competitors from East had become used to writing about any type of topic in any type of situation: The winning students almost had an unfair advantage over students from other schools, and this advantage will assuredly be maintained throughout the upcoming years.
Although many students stand out for their achievements in the fields of world affairs and national politics, two students deserve special attention for their work and dedication—Darren Fleishman and Michael Furlanetto.

This year Darren was the only student in the State of New Jersey to be selected to participate as a Senator on the World Affairs Council of Philadelphia's Model Senate Foreign Relations Committee. With Michael selected as his aide, Darren commanded the most influential stand upon the issued presented in this simulated political forum.

The day, December 9, 1988, began with the interviewing of witnesses dealing with the international drug trade. As a member of the Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics, and International Operations, Darren's simulated Senator, Frank Murkowski (R, Ala.), took control of the meeting by drilling witnesses with killer questions created by himself and his aide. With testifiers falling left and right, Senator Murkowski gained the necessary support to build a plan supporting his ideas and passed legislation that would change the international drug trade for years to come.

After a working lunch of pizza and politics, an emergency meeting of the entire mock Foreign Relations Committee was called. The UN had just announced that a resolution had been motioned to removed the United Nations from its home in New York City, based on the recent rejection of a visa application to Yassir Arafat. The committee had to make a recommendation to the President concerning the United States next course of action. Darren Fleishman again in the form of Senator Murkowski, spearheaded a campaign to veto at the Security Council level any similar resolution passed, while a fellow Senator argued that a formal apology should be made to the Arab leader. Although the vote was close (10-8), the more liberal stand won, and Cherry Hill East's students were defeated for the first time and only time of the day.

The day then drew to a close as the Senators returned to their respective high schools. Darren and Michael enjoyed as well as dominated the day, and they know the experience gained at the World Affairs Council Model Senate Foreign Relations Committee will be useful throughout their lives.

This past summer, Haleh Rabizadeh was fortunate to be selected to take part in the annual Teen Leadership Program. This program, sponsored by the Jewish Community Center of Southern New Jersey, is intended to enhance the activities of youth groups, Hebrew schools, synagogues, and unaffiliated Jewish teens through educational workshops and seminars, including a mission to Washington, D.C.

The program's purpose is to create a sense of community commitment among young people, as well as a feeling of identity with the larger Jewish community. In doing so, it also further develops the leadership and reasoning skill of its eager youth.

In the highlight of the trip, a two day mission to Washington, D.C., Haleh attended briefings with many public officials, learning about both foreign and domestic issues of concern to the Jewish community. She now has the opportunity to develop a local community project related to a present Jewish issue, further helping her to understand her responsibility in building the future.
We all remember taking the PSAT’s junior year. They were supposed to be practice for the real SAT’s later on. However, for certain members of our Senior Class, these tests afforded the chance to score extremely high marks and earn national recognition and scholarship opportunities. Nineteen East students, whose scores ranked in the top one-half of one percent of the state’s scores, became National Merit Semifinalists, representing the highest total of any school in the state.

Additionally, students whose scores ranked in the top five percent of the nation were awarded National Letters of Commendation. These much-deserved honors have earned East further recognition as the Home of Champions.

Letters Of Commendation

David Anton, Gregory Asay, Chrystalis Bañas, Lauren Brandt, Michael Buonincontro, Joseph Carnell, Jane Cowley, Adam Dreyfuss, John Dunfee, Mindy Ellis, Carynelisa Erlick, Thomas Foiger, David Gawron, Navin Girishankar, Michael Glogorski, Ravi Goel, Bart Goldstein, Michael Horowitz, Brian Horvitz, André Hu, Scott Kamholz, Nidhi Kapoor, Sean Kurzweil, Kyle Lauterbach, Lewis Lazarow, David Levine, Ina Li, Michael Lieberman, Kenneth Liu, Shomita Mandal, Andrew Maroko, Joshua Mintz, Susan Mullin, John Musero, Jason Pecarsky, Gregg Perr, Nancy Pilchik, Haleh Rabizadeh, Madhavi Reddy, Evan Richman, Linda Sanial, Todd Schulman, Erik Schwartz, Jeff Segal, Colin Seybold, Andrew Shapiro, Jeff Tennenbaum, Terry Tsai, Derek Tsang, Chungwon Wang, Emil Wang, Michael Yu, Alan Zapp, David Zellnik.
Cum Laude Society

Each year, Cherry Hill East is proud to select the top five percent of the Junior Class as Members Designate of the Cum Laude Society. This "society," part of an eighty-three year old nationwide organization, both honors certain deserving East students and allows these members to enrich the rest of the school through a free, in-school tutorial service. By the middle of the following year, elections are held for new officers of the society, and the remaining students in the top fifteen percent of the Senior class are selected as Members-In-Course. Along with the previously selected members and the top five percent of the new Junior Class, these Seniors are all invited to take part in a grand induction ceremony, replete with speakers, choir performances, and the awarding of certificates. Our Senior Class members have been honored by having Mr. Pinzur as their Cum Laude Adviser when they were Juniors, and Dr. Eck as the Cum Laude Adviser as Seniors. These two fine educators have enabled our class's top-ranking scholars to enjoy times of recognition which they truly deserve.
turbulence required us to remain seat-belted for most of the trip, the contemplation of 96 hours of vacation was enough. Some of us even began tanning in our seats as we imagined the fabulous sun of the Sunshine State. Even though we left Philadelphia International Airport in 40° weather, we were in our shorts, ready for fun in that far off Paradise.

The nighttime touchdown was met with cheers as we inhaled our first breath of summer in a long time. At the Orlando International Airport, buses were standing by, ready to take us to the posh Days Inn Motel, our home away from home for the next four days.

At 6:30 A.M. the following morning, we sleepily rubbed our eyes, staggered to breakfast, ready for the official start of our vacation adventure. Breakfast was

we would not lose valuable time boarding the buses which were to take us to Walt Disney World.

The first stop was the Magic Kingdom where we were totally enthralled by the thrills of the enchanted theme park. Some of us got right into a shopping mode as we explored the shops lining Main Street, USA, all under the shadow of Cinderella’s majestic castle. Here we bought our T-shirts, ears and other memorabilia which would serve to tell all upon our return that we were there. The rides were everything that we expected - spine-tingling, stomach-wrenching, laugh-filled. The most popular were Space Mountain and the tranquil classic, “It’s A Small World.” Many of us braved Thunder Mountain, the Haunted House and Mickey’s Birthdayland. The lines were long for Tom Sawyer’s Island and Mr. Toad’s
The geodesic structure of Spaceship Earth towered over the Disney complex. Inside, we were filled with the images of the future in the Horizons, Universe of Energy and World of Nations exhibits. As we migrated to the World Showcase, we experienced the flavors of countries such as Morocco, Norway, England, France, Japan and even our own United States. The possibilities for fun in these areas ranged from Norway’s thrilling Maelstrom to the marvelous Circlevision 360 of France and Canada to the outdoor theaters of England and Italy. After we tested out the rides, we visited the picturesque gift shops, in which everything from Moroccan fezes to $40,000 suits of Japanese armor could be bought. The day wound down with the stunning Laser Light Show where fireworks, lasers and spotlights combined to highlight each country’s pavilion, complete with a booming score of powerful music.

An exciting part of the Epcot restaurants with varied and new-tasting cuisines. These gourmet establishments offered the best of all worlds. We tried to sample them all! Eating was heightened by superb floor shows, which ranged from the proverbial Moroccan belly dancer to a rollicking German polka band. Those of us who braved the long lines and the long wait for seats never regretted it for a moment.

Not all of us remained in the Disney World Parks. Many of us ventured to numerous events offered by the monorail-equipped hotels. The beaches of Lake Disney offered a prime sun-soaking spot for those of us determined to sport a golden tan. The Cherry Hill brigade kicked up spray in rented speedboats between trips to souvenir and clothing shops of the Polynesian Contemporary and Grand Floridian hotels.

These three days were capped by an exciting six hours at the great water park, Wet ’N Wild. We defied the laws of gravity with the breathless seven story drop of the Der Stuka and dared to navigate the Roaring Rapids. The whip-like action of the Kamikazi the other slides to fill a thrill-packed morning. The afternoon had us braving the tricky Knee Ski which was followed by a relaxed bounce through the huge wave pool.

As we peeled off our bathing suits for the last time, we came to the realization that our sojourn to Florida was just about over. The four days in this land of eternal summer was only a taste of the warmth which was still a long three months off in New Jersey.

We were unusually quiet as we boarded the plane for our return trip home. Filled with remorse, we took a final breath of warm, humid Florida air. Once airborne, we received a Philadelphia weather report, furnished by the pilot - a chilly 34°F with possible snow! How could we relate this to 81°F and blistering sun? But we are Cherry Hill East’s resourceful seniors; a new thought quickly filled our heads. With the prediction of snow, there might not be school on Tuesday. Senioritis had officially begun!

1. Cinderella’s Castle looms above, welcoming the Seniors from East.
3. Indian meets Indian in Frontier Land.
4. Mike Fox, Jason Melamed, Bart Goldstein, and Mike Buonincontro goof around in EPCOT.
Lee Heisman goes on spring training with the locals.

Colleen Shields, Ina Li, Amy Beringer and Lisa Ferrell - four friends enjoying themselves, despite the long lines.

Phil K. and friends all pumped up with excitement at EPCOT.

Totem poles serve as a backdrop for Cherry Hill brigade in Adventureland.

George Cabalo and Loren Chassels bargain hunt Japanese-style.

Illumination: EPCOT's famous dazzling light show.
Scott Angstrech and Chris Lyerly sombrero shopping in "Mexico."

Mr. B’s B-Day!

On Sunday, February 20, 1989, East students had more to celebrate than their Florida Trip; Mr. Fred Belchikoff became half a century old. That’s right, the Big Five-O! The entire East contingent gathered to commemorate the occasion, starting with B-Day cards signed by everyone who went on the trip. Then, as Mr. B was dining with Mrs. B, Mr. Haines and Dr. O'breza at Alfredo’s, he was surprised by a carafe of white wine and an Italian “Happy Birthday” serenade, courtesy of Jaime Fieders, Mike Furlanetto, and Jim Hough- wout (East’s Florida Trip Photographers). The celebration continued with a birthday party at the (in)famous Days Inn cafeteria. The day’s events were culminated when Amy Shapiro, Lauren Brandt, Candice Borenstein, and Lizzy Sufin sang their own unique version of a ’50s style Birthday song in Mr. B’s honor. From all of us at East: Happy Birthday, Fred!

Liz Schick, Caryn Erlick, Anita Dixit, Cathy Biancardi, and Kerry Hoke prove that Every Person Comes Out Tired.

East waves goodbye to Disneyland.

Lee Heisman and Lisa Cwanger: A fond farewell.
SCOTT HARRIS
ANGSTREICH
Scott, over the past four years, has taken advantage of the many academic opportunities at East. His favorite courses include History and English, and he feels that he has learned the most from the teachers of these courses. He hopes to major in these subjects or Political Science. Scott received an early acceptance from his first choice Princeton and plans to attend. After graduation, Scott looks forward to a career in law, journalism, or politics. While academics are important to Scott, he enjoys other activities as well. The most significant thing to remember when dealing with education, he says, is "learn how to learn, rather than how to memorize."

ADAM COHEN
In his four years at East, Adam Cohen has explored many areas of interest. He credits a great deal of his academic success to caring teachers - in particular, Mr. Dennis Smyth and Dr. Ann Eck. He especially enjoyed Mr. Simon's enthusiasm in History II as well as Mr. Kovalevich's down-to-earth style in English II. Athletically, Adam has been the captain of the Boys' Varsity Tennis Team and thanks Mr. Ipri for his care and support. As a newspaper editor and Student Congress member, he has also experienced extra-curricular activities at East. Finally, Adam would like to thank his family and friends for all their love and affection. Most likely, Adam will attend Princeton University in the fall.

MICHAEL RICHARD
FURLANETTO
Throughout his four years at East, Michael Furlanetto has mixed academics and extracurricular activities, enjoying both without overemphasizing either. He has especially enjoyed the classes in which free discussion was emphasized, and Michael thanks his history and English teachers for providing this opportunity. Michael also values his experiences with the debate team and the yearbook, and is deeply grateful to the advisers for these activities, Mr. Nation and Mrs. Hopp, for their support and guidance. No matter what career Michael eventually decides to pursue (as of now, he is undecided), he hopes to keep alive the spirit of learning which he has gained at East.

Who are these seven people? They are the top one percent of the 684 member senior class. They have accepted the hardest workloads, have taken the hardest classes, and have made the strongest commitment to academics, and these seven students have made it look easy. They are the Ranking Scholars of the Class of 1989.
RAVI D. GOEL
While at Yale University, Ravi hopes to prepare for a career in medicine and continue to pursue his interests in the political sciences. His best memories of the past four years were studying International Relations at the Andover Summer Session ’87 and exploring different facets of the sciences at the NJ Governor’s School in the Sciences ’88. He was elected President of the State Senate at Boys’ State and was the state winner of the Century III Leadership Scholarship. Ravi was a member of the two-time South Jersey Champion Varsity Debate Team and overall chairperson of the top South Jersey Red Cross Blood Drive Committee. Ravi thanks his friends and teachers for helping him prepare for the future.

KENNETH C. LIU
In the middle of his senior year, Ken “Arnold” Liu found out (to his complete surprise) that he was among the few, the proud; the ranking Scholars of the Class of 1989. To what does he attribute this great accomplishment? Although he will shrug and tell you it was all luck, the credit truly goes to how he lives his life: studying all night in his Slazenger T-shirts and Phillips Academy sweats; pumping iron in between studying; eating only nutritious foods; practicing his violin for long hours; and cruising South Jersey for girls. These past four years are etched in his memory and he thanks his family and friends for their great support. Ken has plans for medical school (but not how to pay for it). What pearls of wisdom does he wish to impart to all he knows? “Improvise! Adapt! Overcome!”

SCOTT HARRIS PODOLSKY
Scott extends his gratitude to the entire East community for making his four years at East so worthwhile and for preparing him for the future. He reflects upon his studies of English (from form means to the nature of reality), Spanish, and mathematics with a strong sense of overall enrichment. Scott also regards his playing soccer, running track, serving on yearbook, and as a Student Congress member, his terrific family and his closest friends as major factors in the development of his values and personal growth. He will continue his diverse academic and other pursuits at Harvard University where he will grow further in every sense of the word.

LAWRENCE JOSEPH ZAZZO
Larry considers scholarship to be a natural outgrowth of life itself. In the last four years, he has especially enjoyed Spanish with Dr. Eck, History with Mr. Simon, and English with Mr. Carr. Outside of strict academics, he has derived great spiritual and emotional fulfillment as a member of the Chamber and Madrigal Singers under the caring and able direction of Mrs. Wilson. Although unsure of a career, Larry would like to thank Cherry Hill East - its staff, teachers, and students - for such a fine education.
This year, two students from Cherry Hill High School East had the honor of attending the Rotary Youth Leadership Conference. Competition for these two positions was extremely fierce within the Class of 1989, but two seniors, Michael Furlanetto and Stephen Eigenrauch, outqualified the remainder of the field of applicants and were offered the opportunity to participate in this enjoyable and educational summer experience.

The Rotary Club of South Jersey selected students for this conference based on their academic standing, involvement in community and scholastic affairs, and the expression of leadership qualities. Only one hundred twenty five students in the entire South Jersey area were selected to participate in this 5-day event. In addition, Rotary clubs across the nation and world held similar meetings during the same time period, making the assembly an international event.

The South Jersey portion of the seminar took place at Stockton State College, located in Pomona, NJ, during the week of June 26, 1988.

Daily life at the Rotary Youth Leadership Awards Conference began at 7 a.m. with a healthy dose of calisthenics to wake up the students for an intense day of lectures. Breakfast was then served from the school's cafeteria, which surprisingly, was rather good. A morning speech was given by a noted political official, such as Senator Lee Laskin or Mayor Usry of Atlantic City. Then, the participants would break up into small discussion groups to contemplate the issues presented to them by the speakers. Following lunch, another lecture would be presented. Afterwards, students could participate in a variety of activities, ranging from basketball to weightlifting to swimming. Dinner would then be served around six-o-clock, and the attendees could prepare for the evening's activity. With evening engagements restricted to the Stockton State Campus, those at the conference enjoyed programs organized by the Rotary Club. The first night offered a dance which served as a great icebreaker for all. A pool party followed, which the participants seemed to like as well. The third evening, the Rotary Club sponsored a Careers Night, exposing the students to fields where they employ the leadership training they received at this seminar. The last night developed into a talent show in which every student at the Rotary Youth Leadership Awards conference had to participate. A banquet served as a goodbye ceremony, to the 1988 Conference.

The summer of 1988 was unique for Darryl Mapp, for he attended PEP - the Pharmacy Education Summer Enrichment Program. This program has been designed both to introduce pharmaceutical professions as career opportunities to high school students who are underrepresented in the pharmaceutical sciences and to help prepare these qualified students for their studies in this field.

The founders of PEP recognize the need for skilled ethnic minority professionals and believe that such people are also critically needed in New Jersey's urban areas. They therefore have also designed this program to increase interest, retention, and graduation of minority and underrepresented students at the Rutgers College of Pharmacy.

Darryl was one of forty students to attend this program, and it will help him in his transition from high school to college. It may have been a particularly demanding program, but, according to Darryl, it was definitely worth it.
While most of us were studying for final exams junior year, Lauren Brandt represented the Cherry Hill Township at the forty-second annual Girls' Citizenship Institute held at Douglass College, Rutgers University. This weeklong foundation is sponsored by the New Jersey State Federation of Women's Clubs, and its goal is to promote leadership and citizenship in women. Appropriately, its theme for the week was "Professions and Personal Growth."

During the day, the three hundred female delegates attended various sessions to hear female speakers from such diverse realms as the F.B.I., the business world, politics, and drug and alcohol prevention centers. At night, the scene changed as the girls enjoyed choir and orchestra concerts, fashion shows, and skits, all performed by their fellow G.C.I. (as it came to be known) representatives. Lasting friendships were formed and solidified during these recreational activities.

Cherry Hill East was proud to send Lauren to the Girls' Citizenship Institute, and she was grateful to the teacher committee who selected her. The only qualm Lauren had was taking final exams while everyone else was heading to the beach!

The Cherry Hill East Marching Band, honored this year by being selected to perform at President Reagan's visit of Voorhees, is the finest school-related musical organization in the South Jersey area. To maintain this excellent level of achievement, the band dedicates hours to practice and years to lessons. Although all students involved are committed to the activity, two particular individuals, Lewis Lazarow and Howard Maisel, went beyond normal band dedication by spending a week immersed in the George M. Parks Drum Major Academy.

Led by George M. Parks himself, the five hundred twenty-eight students learned various methods of band leading. Complex topics such as conducting, time signatures, and marching formations were addressed throughout the week. Practice was less than easy in the one hundred degree heat of the first five days of August, so the camp often turned indoors to learn through videotape and other visual media.

Although the seminar centered around education in marching band fields, students attending were able to enjoy the luxuries of West Chester University in West Chester, Pennsylvania. Delegates received three delicious meals from the school's cafeteria as well as the use of facilities of the campus. Students were not allowed to leave the grounds; however, the dedicated band members organized both sport activities and relaxation periods alike.

With the free time during the day left to the students' disposal, nightlife was organized by the Drum Major Academy Staff. The first evening, an icebreaker dance was held to introduce the attendees with one another. The second night was left free for student use; but with the arrival of the third sunset, a talent show overflowed with laughter and excitement. Finally, on the eve of departure, the Academy was treated to a Drum Bugle Competition, in which the world renowned Blue Devils entertained the audience and claimed first prize.

As this last evening turned to morning and the beat of the drums and the notes of the bugles died down, the members of the George M. Parks Drum Major Academy prepared to return to their homes across the nation. Lewis Lazarow and Howard Maisel came back to Cherry Hill East prepared to lead the Marching Band through another successful year of halftime shows and pep rallies.
Representatives

Left to Right: Wendi Friedman, Greg Gerson, Drew Smith, Kerrie Kaufman, Michelle Greenhouse, Emily Solomon

STUDENT
LIAISON

Chairmen
Erika Boase
Andrew Doid
Laurie Endur
Jim Haughwout
Holly Onken
Krista Petrone
Terry Tzai
Sharri Umanovsky
Chrysalis Banas
Alison Bell
Lauren Brandt
Richard Bronstein
Lisa Cowan
Scott Drucker
Caren Garfield
Rachel Garfield
Alison Gottlieb
Bev Lees
Dawn Kellerman
Eddie Lee
Dara Less
Henry Liaw
Scott Peckman
Scott Podolsky
Todd Rapaport
Vandana Reddy
Allison Roth
Tracy Slobotkin
Laura Stanford
Randi Strosberg
Sheri Taconoff
Stacey Wolkoff

SENIOR
REPRESENTATIVES
Chrysalis Banas
Melanie Bauzenberger
Amy Beringer
Candice Borenstein
Melanie Bush
Amy Claffie
Lee Ann Coen
Adam Cohen
Lisa Corrado
Lisa Cwanger
Lee Diamondstein
Lisa Ferrell
Ravi Goel
David Haenel
Lee Heuman
Graham Hill
Erin Hoffman
Stephanie Horn
Nich Rasper
Lisa Lador
Sharon Levy
Rhonda Litto
Sue Maglin
Kathy Makara
Shonita Mandul
Darryl Mapp
Tom Palmer
Kathy Patrick
Scott Podolsky
Gina Pro
Jennifer Purnell
Brian Rothenberg
Kristin Schofield
Todd Schultman
Jeff Segal
Marci Shapiro
Jonathan Shorrman
Colleen Shields
Stuart Shroff
Howard Tu
Emil Wang
Patty Yen

JUNIOR
REPRESENTATIVES
Gina Acquiva
Ken Baer
Todd Bedica
Jeff Cassella
Dan Choi
John Coen
David Cohen
Greg Du Michele
Brian Downey
Cecilee Finn
Sandy Galman
Tracy Gold
Shanna Greene
Shera Gruen
Eric Hoffman
Ami Levin
Ping Li
Julie Litwin
Trish Long
Denise Marone
Steve Mathai
Erica Muller
David Moore
Michael Morowitz
Elisa Neeowitz
Ryan Pearson
Alyson Pouls
Melanie Santos
Rob Spitz
Randi Strosberg
George Sun
Brad Yarnell
CONGRESS

SOPHOMORE REPRESENTATIVES
Jennifer Baker
Melissa Choi
Kelly Chon
Lea Del Rosario
Ari Derfel
Leigh Drachman
Geoff Friedman
Amy Grossman
Denise Grubb
Bev Ieas
Caryn Lipkowitz
Jennifer Mahr
Christa Marinucci
Caryn Milbauer
Staci Oerth
Kristin Petrone
Dara Plasky
Cindy Ramirez
Jennifer Reinstein
Sherri Telanoff

FRESHMAN REPRESENTATIVES
Alfred Alon
Karen Augerbach
Rachel Cohen
Karen Ferrill
Jonathan Glass
Kevin Kain
Samantha Levy
Staci Lichtman
Diane Maise
Jennifer Marinucci
Seda Munis
Howard Nacowitz
Tara Owens
Stephanie Pearson
Scott Ross
Miki Schneider
Carrie Sendrow
Jennifer Singer
Shira Taylor
Sharrri Umaskey

School Officers
Pres. Andre Hu
V.P. of Affairs- Derek Braslow
V.P. of Activities- Lauren Brandt
Sec./Treas.- Billy Kramer
Publ. Man.- Josh Friedman

CLASS OFFICERS

SENIOR
Pres.- Amy Shapiro
V.P.- Brendan Graham
Sec./Treas.- Ina Li
Publ./Man.- Kim Bouimetis

JUNIOR
Pres.- Betsy Ducat
V.P.- Eric Rellosa
Sec./Treas.- Eric Friedman
Publ./Man.- Art Chow

SOPHOMORES
Pres.- Matt Neulander
V.P.- Ken Gross
Sec./Treas.- Michele Pro
Publ./Man.- Mark Sheinken

FRESHMAN
Pres.- Dena Appelson
V.P.- Jen Maranucci
Sec./Treas.- Stephanie Pearson
Publ. Man.- Scott Ross
HESPonian Society

President: David Zellnik
V.P. - Activities: Matt Markoff
V.P. - Newsletter: Lisa Reedich
Secretary: Christy Nipe
Treasurer: Steve Gordon
Historian: Lisa Kain

Lauren Brandt
Jason Friedman
Julie Seltzer
Dan Traster

Adviser: Mr. Robert Nation
MIME

Nancy Dorkowski
Becky Dryfuss
Jason Friedman
Leesa Fuhrman
Steve Gordon
Chrissy Herbert
Michelle Hurwitz
Lisa Kain
Jenny Lee
Jenni Leibowitz

Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver

STAGE CREW

Tony Ardito
Nancy Dorkowski
David Edelstein
Chad Kiraly
Mike Lausi
Blake Lawit
Jon Leibowitz
Kristie Lenahan
Laurie Marinock
Laurie Mrozak
Rick Pekala
Gina Ricci
Carrie Smith
Becca Traster
Lisa Udell

Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver
PAUAS
Performing And Visual Arts Society

A member of Mr. Edward Frascella’s ceramic class shows his potential.

The art department displays its awesome skills.

Michelle and Lisa represent the Mime Company.

Dan does his version of the "Phantom of the Opera".
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The tell-tale symptoms appeared everywhere. The lethargy began two weeks earlier when rainstorms drenched Cherry Hill. In school, the students stared either dismally outside at the gray sky, or blankly at the hieroglyphics on chalkboards. Soon, symptoms reached epidemic proportions as teachers, too, became affected. A certain restlessness hung in the air as dark skies passed and sunshine appeared, beckoning to the students. The cure for Cherry Hill East's Spring Fever? The P.A.V.A.S. Festival.

This year, the festival provided the traditional mix of activities in the courtyard, while students performed throughout the day in the auditorium and the Little Theatre. East's Madrigals and the Belles of East greeted the students in the morning. In the courtyard, aspiring painters worked avidly on large canvasses. A messy but enjoyable feature, the pottery wheels invited many unsure hands to make bowls or vases. Home economic students made luscious chocolate-covered strawberries while gymnasts tumbled on the mats, demonstrating their physical fitness and energy. Examples of silkscreening dried in the sun, capturing the bright colors of the summer to come.

Enthusiastic spectators packed the auditorium. A troupe from the Pennsylvania Ballet Company appeared for two periods, offering most students their first glimpse of the classical world of dance. The head of the company chose some
World Affairs

Model U.N.

Adviser: Dr. Lesley Solomon
AFRO-AMERICAN CLUB

Pres.- Maya Gibbons
VP.- Ravenna Baskerville
Sec.- Jennifer Terry
Treas.- Tracy Gold

Dave Allen
Billy Aston
Bunni Baekman
Mort Brown
Tamara Congleton
Marvin Davis
Erica Duran
Reem Eslayed
Jahi’i Mel Forchion
Nicky Gibbons
Kingston Gore
Karla Harrison
Rich Howe
Talmadge Hug
Shanna Greene
Darryl Mapp
Dave Moore
Hosana O’Neal
Louis Profet
Gerri Reid
Judith Robinson
Dana Sewell
Dave Smith
Preston Still
Adviser: Mr. Jim Delaney

SIAN YOUTH SOCIETY

Pres.- Phong Van
VP.- Kai Huang
Pub.- Bobby Basu
Sec.- Quo Van
Treas.- Quy Ngo

Bobby Adhlahasi
Willy Baus
Sung Byun
Charlie Chang
Steve Chang
Julie Changchien
Tejpal Chawla
Erwin Chen
Evelyn Chen
Ivan Chen
Katie Chen
Pengjen Chen
Timothy Chen
Vincent Chen
Rob Choi
Sun W. Chong
Ed Chung
Manpreet Dhanjal
Anu Gowda
James Hon
Chia Huang
Alpk Kapoor
Richard Kim
Eddie Lee
Hong Lee
Joon Lee
Shu-Ya Lee
Frank Liao
Sagarin Nag
Shintaro Nakano
Chuan Ngo
Huan Ngo
Hung Ngo
Nghia Ngo
Thao Ngo
Nehil Patel
Antonette Romero
Sajini Thomas
Alois Tong
David Tsai
Claire Tsai
Phyllis Tsai
Roger Tu
Sam Sadha
Neha Shah
Swati Shah
Grace Shih
Jina Shim
George Sun
Gileen Um
Toni Wang
Howard Wu
Peggy Yu
Zhen Zheng
Adviser: Mrs. Jeanne Baggs

KOREAN CLUB

Pres.- Sarah Kang
V.P.- Dan Choi
Sec./Treas./- Melissa Choi
Pub.- Martina Choi

Danny Choi
Lois Choi
Robert Choi
Brian Chon
Kelly Chon
Sung Chong
Yoo Sun Chong
Jen Chun
Betty Chung
Ed Chung
Patty Im
Sam Im
Sang Jin Na
Soo Jin Paik
Bonnie Kim
Byung Kim
Eric Kim
Hannah Kim
Lisa Kim

Soo Kim
Suzanne Kim
Young Kim
Eddie Lee
Hong Lee
Jenny Lee
Jin Lee
John Lee
Kyoung Lee
Oun Mi Na
Dave Park
Hannah Sohn
Helen Um
Teddy Um

Adviser: Mr. C. Kim
French
Helen Gorlitsky
Niraj Gusani
Gabi Howell
Veronica Iocoma
Alok Kapper
Rachel Karasick
Brian Keepersmit
Bonnie Kim
Hannah Kim
Press: Marina Kravets
Sec./Treas.: Janice Kam
Publ. Man.: Melissa Choi

Jennifer Allen
Kristina Blakely
Cindy Cho
Grace Chon
Pauline Chon
Betsy Chung
David Cohen
Richard DeTullio
Tamica Edwards
David Glazer
Nancy Goodman
Rev. Ives
Cindy Kam
Donna Kratz
Ross Lambertsry
Renee Migeot
Dan Morrison
Erik Morrison
Jason Pachman
Karthik Ramanathan
Cindy Ramirez
Josh Rauvin
Samantha Shapiro
Harrison Sheppard
Tracy Slowotkin
Sam Sodha
Alice Standford
Dan Traster
Steven Van Stetine
Monica Villar
Adviser: Mr. Craig Burgess
Pro Consul—
Vivek Malhotra
Alice Stanford
Treasurers—
Johnathan Burr
Phu Ngo

Brian Aarasin
Evan Amme
Justin Ardito
Heather Barattolo
Kerry Barnes
Casey Baynes
Kim Celona
Steven Chang
Marcel Doe
Brian Downey
Mark DeCheser
David Feldman
Rebecca Fischer
Matthew Fortin
Ken Fracassa
Joshua Friedman
Chris Griffin
Jennifer Hill
Jennifer Irwin
William Jacobs
Kristen Jenson
Suzanne Kaplan
Jennifer Kohn
Jeff Kunzel
Conway Kuo
Andrea Lawrence
Billy Maca
Allison Masara
Guy Mosche
Sean Moch
David Moore
Gail Mullin
Ryan Pearson
Danielle Pisa
Scott Polidoro
Philip Romero
Amy Rose
Steven Scarduzio
Peter Sedlak
Bernard Turner
Alan Tong
Lisa Udell
Michael Umfried
Dina Vincent
Pam Ward
Jennifer Waters
Hilary Weintraub

Adviser:
Mrs. Mary Hansell

CERTAMEN


Level II:
Heng Lee, Vibhu Gambhir, Justin Green, Jason Rubin, Alt: Kenny Boer, Fred Chang, Adam Goldstein.

Level I:
Jennifer Hill, Vivek Malhatra, Alice Stanford.

Adviser: Dr. Bonnie Ford

German

Tobias Goerke★
Alaine Alonzo
Thomas Bierly
JASON BRYANT
Sung Byun
Joe Carnell
Charlie Chang
Michael Dautle
Ryan Deussing
David Edelstrin
Marta Folio
David Hackenberg
Adviser: Mr. Karl Moehlmann
★German foreign exchange student

Manpreet Dhanjal
Byun Kim
Hannah Kim
Young Kim
Kyle Lauterbach
Chris Lyseley
Sandra Marut
Todd Matthiessen
Evan Ringer
Thomas Stenstrom
Sheryl Van Horne
In the beginning, new terminology and tasks seem to overwhelm. Cropping, pics, grease pencils, 3R, 3C, copy-fit and deadlines: it is serious stuff, this Yearbook. It is not sometimes, it is always. Everyday brings new challenges, requires new and better ideas. The goal is simple - design, illustrate, write, list, represent as many people as possible - in print. Provide them with memories for years to come. Project into the future. Provide a cherished memory, a fleeting glance back, a lingering oasis for another time.

A yearbook is personal. It is different things to different people and yet, it must do the same thing. It is a historical record, a scrapbook of memories, a visual diary.

A team effort somehow puts it together page by page and it miraculously comes together. It is the largest book we have ever produced and still there was not enough space for all we wanted to say and do.

It is not perfect, but it represents our best effort. We offer it with utmost pride. We think it is very special.


These are the people who sell the candy, do the typing and filing, copy over the layouts and fill in the cracks with hard work and enthusiasm.

Special Thanks to:
Adam Silver for photographic assistance (always “in a pinch”)  
Mr. Robert Yellen, official photographer, Lorstan-Thomas Studios  
Mr. Terry McGovern, Jostens’s American Yearbook Company representative.
Putting 698 pictures in alphabetical order with the right name, compiling the Index, typing pages and pages of copy - if it had to do with seniors, these guys did it!

Endless lists of names to match to faces in photographs, page layouts that never seem to have enough space - these are the things that try editors' souls.

To select the definitive elements that represent the trends and times of a "year in the life..." and weave them into the school environment and make sound unique.

The girls who solicit the ads, do the countless mailings, take the orders for books, keep the records and organize the "candy store" - "Thank you for shopping Yearbook!"

Scott Podolsky, Chrysalis Bannas Literary Editors Assisted by Todd Schulman and Darren Fleischman

They think the words, write the words, edit the words, type the words and inscribe the memories forever!

Christine Kokolis Madhavi Reddy Activities Editors

Highlighting the major events of senior year to preserve the good times forever. No easy task when you can't settle for "second best."

Meryl Stein, Vandana Reddy Sports Editors

Correlating teams and rosters, scheduling pictures, not having the pictures - sometimes a "no-win" situation.

Carynelsa Erlick, Philip Chang Music Editors

Representing the largest non-academic body in the school, the music section must convey the pride, the perfection of sound that is East; then put it on paper. That's talent!

Mike Furlanetto, Terry Tsi Tai Haughwout Senior Section Editors

Bunni Backman, Toni Wang Organizations Editors

Lisa Cawan, Phong Van Student Life Editors Assisted by Randi Strosberg

Racquel Cruz, Haleh Rahmazi Yearbook Business Editors
Scott Angstreicher
Kenny Baer
Bobby Basu
Alison Bell
Mike Berman
Lauren Brandt
Manish Butte
September Cadman
Melissa Choi
Arthur Chow
Andrew Dold
Darren Fleischman
John Gagahan
Randy Greenblatt
Larry Kaplan
Alok Kapoor
Nidhi Kapoor
Mindy Karfeld
Drew Katz
Hannah Kim
Dara Lees
Mike Lieberman
Jason Mollica
Jason Pachman
Jason Pecarsky
Prince Pela
Haleh Rabizadeh
Vandana Reddy
Evan Ringer
Michael Sacks
Anne Schock
Erik Schwartz
Amy Shapiro
Murcy Shapiro
*Tracey Slobotkin
David Smith
Sheri Telanoff
Daffodil Tyminski
Adviser: Miss Beck
*Head Cameraman

Broadcast Team

Scott Angstreicher
Kenny Baer
Chrysalis Bunas
Jim Baratto
Bobby Basu
Alison Bell
Lauren Brandt
Melissa Brody
Manish Butte
Arthur Chow
David S. Cohen
Racquel Cruz
Rosemarie Cruz
Raj Das
Andrew Dold
Kim Dowd
Mindy Ellis
Ali Fein
Navin Girishankar
Ravi Goel
Jennifer Greenfield
Shera Gruen
Niraj Gusani
Jim Holliday
Nicholas Koonstra
Scott Kambholz
Larry Kaplan
Hannah Kim
Wendy Kinbar
Marina Kravets
Sean Kurzweil
Dara Lees
Vivek Malhotra
Shilpa Mehta
Mark Miles
Jason Pachman
Dave Park
Jason Pecarsky
Haleh Rabizadeh
Karthik Ramanathan
Jason Ravitz
Vandana Reddy
Evan Ringer
Anne Schock
Amy Shapiro
George Sun
Sheri Telanoff
Daffodil Tyminski
Stacey Wolkoff
Brad Yarnall
Brian Zino
Adviser: Miss Beck
Students Against Drunk Driving is a truly innovative and viable institution. With the help of the administration and staff, SADD has branched out to every facet of both the school and the neighboring communities. This past year, SADD sponsored many fund raisers such as the sale of key chains, buttons and T-shirts to raise money for their many activities. In fact, SADD has played quite an active role in the lives of East students. The time and effort they have donated is obvious in the success of the many flyers, newsletters and meetings that have been conducted throughout the school-year. However, SADD’s greatest achievement lies in their statewide regional workshop held each year.

On February 8, 1989, over fifty schools sent five or more representatives to attend this extraordinary event. More than two hundred of East’s SADD members helped organize refreshments, registration and guidance for the various schools. The day began with an inspiring and educational presentation by Dr. Speth, the Gloucester County Medical Examiner. He was particularly informative as to how alcohol can impair reflexes, judgment and reasoning capabilities. Next, the students broke up into small groups for a “swap shop” of ideas where the different schools were encouraged to relate their experiences with activities and events. Finally, the groups reunited in the auditorium for a discussion with Dr. Jim Hughes, a therapist in a local Detoxification center. Both the advisers and the students gained a new insight into the problem of drunk driving and the stiff penalties that offenders must now face.

The regional meeting draws an incredible response from the entire student body here at East. Thus, SADD is able to continue their efforts during Prom season with many posters, flyers and even a wrecked car to show the danger involved in an alcohol-related accident. Students Against Drunk Driving can be proud of the growing awareness in the students of Cherry Hill East. Their dedication and hard work have come to symbolize this new realization of the value of human life.

**EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**

- **Overall**: Tracy Bucher
- **Chairpeople**: Sandy Galman, Michelle Silverstein
- **Activities**: Allyson Blake
- **Regional**: Donna Campiglia, Stephanie Heng
- **Fund Raising**: Graham Hill

- **Publicity**: Beth Cravitz
- **Prom**: Nithi Kapoor
- **Actvities**: Dina Ruttenberg
- **Adviser**: Mr. Fred Belchikoff

---

**Respect For Drugs**

Diane Kems
Wendy Kerner
Laura Kimball
Jen Koffler
Rhonda Litto
Jen Lovinsky
Adam Malamut
Sue Nicolazzo
Nancy Pilchik
Staci Safady
Stephanie Scafaro
Marcy Shapiro
Eric Shrier
Melissa Solomon
Pam Zemple
New At East
Adopt - A - Grandparent

CHAIRPEOPLE:
Donna Chenetz
Jodi Kodish
Milli Apelgren
Melanie Bush
Lauren Brandt
Wendy Carpenter
Jodi Carpenter
Michael Chenetz
Dan Choi
Melissa Choi
Suma C.M.
Donna Croff
Ali Fein
Kerri Frazer
Karen Freed
Jeff Gross

Jackie Harris
Gabi Howell
Robin Kandell
Alok Kapoor
Robyn Kohn
Jinnifer Mingori
Vandanna Reddy
Amy Rose
Terry Rose
Michael Sacks
Megan Shiflet
Grace Shih
Staci Silberman
Jeff Toren

Advisers:
Mr. Fred Belchikoff
Mr. Mark Steele

Give the gift of love — ADOPT-A-GRANDPARENT. For the past seven months, students in this organization have been visiting Meridian Nursing Home near Evesham Road. Each month, an Adoption Ceremony is held in which the students “adopt” residents as their friends. They organize and participate in programs for the residents such as: Bingo, baking, bowling, and crafts. These activities provide companionship and support for the elderly while the students gain a feeling of self-satisfaction. Time is spent forming lasting friendships, sealing the gap between generations.
Racquetball Club

Pres.: Josh Schlanger
V.P.: Terry Cooperman, Terrence Lee

Steve Ashburn
Michael Buonincontro
Charlie Chang
David Cohen
Grethchen D'Angelo
Andrew Dold
Frederick Dold
Lewis Eisen
Noah Erde
Chad Felsenstein
Joshua Friedman
Sean Gallagher
Caren Garfield
Rachel Garfield
Jarod Gilman
Mike Glogorski
Ron Greenstein
Michael Horowitz
Ryan Jander
Richard Knopke
Todd Leon
Ira Malkin
John Mullin
David Parker
Marcy Shapiro
Michael Sills
Matt Spiegler
Becca Stein
Daffodil Tyminski
Stephanie Waytz
Jason Watson
Jeff Zion

Adviser: Mr. Chuck Kim

Weight Training

Allison Belli
Ayaz Biviji
Jeff Casella
John Coen
Courtney Damone
Fred Demarco
Scott Drucker
Derek Field
Stefanie Gajdalo
Mark Harrison
Graham Hill
Jeff Judice
Christa Marinucci
John Mastrangelo
Tiffany McCall
Dave Moore
Tom Palmer
Brian Rothenberg
Lisa Zazuu

Adviser: Mr. Larry Gothard
Photo Club

Amy Beringer
Candice Borenstein
Katie Braut
Marybeth Braut
Gregg Burnstein
Melanie Bush
Grace Chan
Donna Cheneutz
Cindy Cho
Pam Daniels
Dina Davis
Kim Fischer
Jackie Fox
Becky Goldman
Jennifer Greenfield
Stephanie Horn
Sarah Kang
Marza Kaplan
Rachel Kerner
Jodi Kodish
Patty Lee
Sharon Levy
Monica Melograna
Ranjoo Prasad
Jennifer Rahn
Gina Ricci
Tricia Roland
Jonathan Rothberg
Paul Serano
Ginger Shubert
Howard Tu
Stew Wachs
Cathy Zahn

Adviser: Mrs. Melicent Brams

Computer Team

Scott Angstreich
Greg Bachrach
Manish Butte
Charlie Chang
Raj Das
Adam Deprince
Darren Fleishman
Ravi Goel
Niraj Gusani
Scott Kamholz
Phil Kaufman
David Levine
Karthik Ramanathan
Brad Yarnell

Adviser: Mr. Wayne Gess
D.E.C.A.

Distributive Education Clubs of America

IA:
Gia Addiego
Brandy Bianco
Wanda Bogacka
Anthony Canuso
Raymond Conrad
Micha DeMarco
Nicole Karp
Mich Leibowitz
Michael Mertz
Lisa Musumeci
Robert Oakley
Jennifer Wells

IIB:
Scott Seligman
Emily Solomon
Sean Terzaghi
Monica Weiss
William Aston
Chris Cascarina
Maryl Denicola
Lawre Druckman
Elisa Feola
Krista Feola
Cathy Fischer
Wendy Friedman
Jennifer Gabel
Monica Green
Teresa Grisham
Kara Hallquist
Stephine Harrington
Mindi Helschein
Michale Hodges
Andre Jacobson
Kerrie Kaufman
Jennifer Kohn
Carol Leone
Charlie Matthews
Angela Montini
Tricia Pastellak
Daniel Portney

IID:
Daniel Serviss
Preston Still
Scott Weiner
Ilana Bor
Melissa Brody
Lisa Cohen
Tamara Congleton
Mindi Coopermth
Khary Davis
Harry Green
Michele Greenhaus
Drew Katz
Shari Klein
Alexander Makh
Brian Rork
Deborah Rosen
Tracy Schaffer
Jami Schneider
Annesmarie Skilencar
Francis Spellman
Anthony Verduchi
Stephan Weiner
Loryn Zalkind

IID:
Noah Cohen

III:
Joe Coppersmith
Alison Davis
Rashelle Eckler
Suzann Githens
Heather Golden
Caro Gramaglia
David Gray
Robert Kelly
Daniel Miniti
Elisa Neocitz
James Panaia
Adam Richman
Jennifer Ross
Sandra Scott
Ian Smukler
Brooke Aniloff
Thomas Broccoli
Candi Cantelli
Monique Elwall
John Gianakaris
Brendan Graham
Robert Johnson
Richard Luongo
Jay Rebeck
Thomas Rosario
Scott Weinstein
Thomas Zavorski
ROTC

Future Business Leaders of America

Racquel Cruz
John Fifis
Anu Gowda
Jessica Hendrickson
Craig Matteo
Kristin Miles
Jennifer Rush

Adviser: Miss Joan Bruno
READING AIDES
Steve Bettelli
Arlene Diaz
Neha Shah
Adviser: Mr. James Smyth

PHOTOGRAPHY AIDES
Melanie Bauzenberger
Linda Coffman
Karen Cybulsky
Nancy DeJonge
Beth Lawler
Gina Ricci
Cathy Zahn
Michele Berk
Anne Connor
Pam Daniels
Robyn Hyde
Kris Lenahan
Tricia Roland
Adviser: Mrs. Judy Graham

GUIDANCE AIDES
John Fichman
Jodi Hoffman
Kara Kaplan
Rachel Richter
Cecilee Flinn
Robin Kandel
Prince Pela
Adviser: Mrs. Della Feldman

BIOLOGY LAB AIDES
Mindy Ellis
Vibhu Gambir
Chandra Harvey

NURSES’ OFFICE AIDES
Sandy Baker
Jennifer Quinn

VIDEO CREW
Mike Berman
John Gaghan
Larry Kaplan
Jason Mollica
Prince Pela
Josh Rose
Stephen VonStetina
Richard DiTullio
Randy Greenblat
Jason Krawczyk
Adam Musin
Evan Ringer
Tracy Slobotkin
Mary Wawrzenski
Adviser: Mr. Aaron Grossman
BIOLOGY CAREERS

Samir Ahuja
Bunni Backman
Jim Barrattolo
Bobby Basu
Ruby Chang
Dan Choi
Melissa Choi
David Cohen
Andrew Dold
Bill Ecker
Tubasum Fakhri
Josh Gelman
Jeff Goss
Niraj Gusani
Tara Harmer

Kai Huang
Alok Kapoor
Rachel Kerner
Eric Kim
Tony Lee
Kai Ly
Vivek Malhotra
Shomita Mandal
Hasana O'Neal
Dave Park
David Pocher
Ranjoo Prasad
Samir Sodha
Roger Tu
Que Van

Advisers: Mr. Stanley Krantz,
Mr. Anthony Robino

PHYSICS TEAMS

TEAM I
Raj Das
Mike Furlanetto
Kim Hoke
Jeong Lee
Mike Lieberman

TEAM II
Scott Angstreich
Carynelisa Erlick
Darren Fleischman
Jim Haughwout
Ken Liu

Advisers: Mr. Philip Gordon,
Mr. Glenn Berryann

SCIENCE LEAGUE

Samir Ahuja
Manish Butte
Betty Chung
David Cohen
Vibhu Gambir

Tara Harmer
Madhavan Krishnan
Mike Lieberman
Jason Pachman
George Sun
Terry Tsai
Quengoc Van
Sandra Wu

Advisers: Mr. Stanley Krantz,
Mr. Anthony Robino

RESEARCH CLUB

Ravi Goel
Shomita Mandal
Manish Butte
Neal Gerstein
Terry Tsai

Adviser: Mr. Stanley Krantz
Debate Team

VARSITY:
Captains
Michael Furlanetto
Manish Butte
Scott Angstreich
Navin Girishankar
Ravi Goel
Marc Sheinkin
Larry Zazzo
JR. VARSITY:
Daniel Choi
Suma C.M.
Alok Kapoor
Dave Smith
Adviser:
Mr. Robert Nation

Mock Trials

Samir Ahuja
Dan Choi
Greg DeMichelle
John Dunfee
Niraj Gusani
Drew Katz
Marina Kravets
Dara Less
John Musero
Todd Shoehaus
Adviser:
Mr. Ron Hillman
Chess Club

The opponents sit opposite each other, concentration etched in their faces. Kings, queens, and knights have gathered for this battle, which could last minutes or hours. Suddenly, the East player makes his move and say the words which conclusively end this fight, "checkmate". The Chess team has ended most of its competitions with this single word and victory has inevitably followed. Both the Varsity and Junior Varsity are ranked nationally as one of the top high school teams in the country. Chess consists of only six different pieces and opens with a choice of 24 moves, but using their wit and ingenuity, the team increases the number of possible outcomes, exponentially. The Chess Teams have developed unique strategies in this classic Medieval past time and, under Carmen Grasso as adviser, they have experienced wins on, and off, the board.

James Chappell
Erwin Chen
Fred Dold
Lewis Eisen
Eric Guerra
Richard Kim
Brian Kupersmit
Alfred Lee
Eddie Lee
Hong Lee
John Lee
Tommy Lee
David Lu
Albert Lukaszewski
Tho Ngo
Jason Rubin
Richard Sand
Phullis Tsai
Roger Tu
Chung-Won Wang
We've heard all the cliches - "practice makes perfect," "no pain, no gain" - but what really goes on at typical practices?

First, there are the "training" types of practices, where only the sheer forces of self-commitment and individual willpower enable the athletes to maintain their energy during this grueling ordeal of getting into shape for the season. Then there are "skill" sessions, where the players endlessly repeat specific maneuvers in order to fine-tune their talents for gametime. Interspersed between these sessions are thinking types of practices, sometimes called "skull" sessions, where plays or coaching philosophies are discussed and where the players' bodies receive a rest while their minds pick up the slack. Finally, players can look forward to occasional "fun" practices, usually unexpected contests that subtly reinforce all the previous skills and training.

These practices do more than just prepare the athletes as individuals. From the cheerleading squad to the football team, they also create strong senses of team unity and personal dedication that are as important as any single play or talent. Practices are not mere cliches; they are the training grounds where teams fuse together into winners.
Cheerleading

The 1988-89 school year marks an important organizational change at East, for there no longer exists a "football" cheerleading squad. In order to incorporate the use of the cheerleaders' spirit by all of the athletic teams, this group has now been termed the "Fall Cheerleaders." In addition, the junior varsity football team, for the first time in three years, has been graced by the presence of their own cheering squad.

Although Mr. Charles Musumeci, the coach of all the spirited girls, realizes that the junior varsity team does not have a great deal of games, he feels that having cheerleaders would provide fun and experience for everyone involved.

Twenty-six girls, chiefly juniors and seniors, comprise the varsity squad. They have elected Krista Peola, Sue Nicolazzo, Sandra Scott, and Anne Marie Sklenecar as their spirited captains. The junior varsity squad is comprised of fifteen girls, mostly sophomores and juniors.

Cheerleaders have always been a tremendous asset to Cherry Hill East. By expanding their presence even further, the school added to its overall sense of spirit.
Cross Country

Cathy Chern
Becky Dreyfuss
Mindy Ellis
Tara Harmer
Amy Morrison
Ellen Obermeyer
Meg Stanford
Brandy Thompson
Jennifer Warrington

Gregory Boggs
Jon Bornfreund
Stuart Covitz
Jarod Gilman
Chad Harmer
Jason Schenk
Jeff Schenk
Gaurang Shah
Harrison Shepherd
Michael Suralik
Jason Pachman
Henry Yu
Michael Yu

COACHES
Paul Buccino
Don Witzig
Field Hockey

Jackie Auty
Jennifer Auty
Kim Badiali
Jennifer Baker
Caroline Bellace
Michele Berk
Amy Brown
Anne Byrne
Chris Cabano
Amy Cardonick
Lee Ann Coen

Carolyn Gredesky
Elizabeth Owens
Tara Owens
Jennifer Purnell
Jennifer Rush
Christa Tomlin
Regina Zippel

Coach
Susanne Schooley
Football

From the beginning of school, accolades and hopes were already surrounding the Cherry Hill East football team. The papers and college coaches flocked to talk with its members and coaches, all pronouncing the team as one bound for greatness. However, not until the season actually started could people realize the magnitude of power that this team possessed.

Although they played the first three games without their star running back, Brian Kurlej, they were still able to roll through their opponents behind the play of such blue-chip college prospects as Glen Foley, Steve Lobel, Ted Page, and Mike Zielinski. Over the course of the next five games they continued their tremendous display and garnered ever more attention and praise. Players such as Jon Sherman, Steve Ennengaugh, Ed Regan, Glenn Surowiec, Craig Matteo, and other important Juniors and Seniors further helped East to avenge past years’ losses to such traditional powerhouses as Camden, Pennsauken, and Washington Township. Glen Foley and Steve Lobel, billed as the best passing tandem in South Jersey, set new records for nearly every type of passing, receiving, and possible newspaper coverage category.

With a building band of fans, East entered the playoffs hoping to eliminate the emotional burden of last year’s first-round playoff loss. Without looking back even momentarily, they trounced Toms River South and then pummeled West 35-16 in a resounding Homecoming victory before over five thousand fans. Now they could prepare for the final, championship game.

East had never before won the Group Four Championship, but as they squared off against three-time champion Brick Township, the cougar sidelines were filled with hope and expectation. This team, they realized, was not bound for “good” or even a “great” season. It was bound for that one season that would go down in South Jersey history.

And fully aware of this potential place in history, East went on to trounce Brick Township 35-14 behind five touchdowns by Brian Kurlej.

The game marked coach Bo Wood’s 100th career victory, a special one to be shared with his fellow coaches, Tom Cook, Herb Fisher, Greg Godfrey, Mark Miller, Dick Oliver, James Peeler and ex-Eagle, Joe Pisarick. It marked the first unbeaten season in East’s twenty-one year history, and placed the permanent touches on a once-in-a-lifetime season. It was a season to make the players, their parents, the coaches, and the entire Cherry Hill East community proud for many years to come.

On December 12, 1988 at The 44th Annual Brooks-Irvine Memorial Football Club banquet, Cougar coach Bo Wood was awarded the Courier-Pest Trophy Cup for Outstanding Football Coach of a South Jersey team.
Evan Amme
Derek Anlage
Lou Arcaroli
Ernest Borrelli
Steve Brownwell
Andrew Carnell
Joe Carnell
Jeff Casella
Andy Chonofsky
Brad Clemens
John Coen
Paul Della Vecchia
Fred DeMarco
Mike DeMarco
Steve Eigenraugh
Bill Febus
Mike Fisher
Glen Foley
Mike Fugaro
Matt Geis
Mickey Geis
Jeff Hoch
Mike Jackson

Brian Kurlej
Steve Lang
Tony La Rocca
Mike Lee
Steve Lobel
Kevin Lynch
Craig Matteo
Matt McAleer
Jason McBryde
John McCann
Anthony Mitchell
Dave Moore
Rich Mikesell
Mike Nelson
Ted Page
Henry Park
Gino Priolo
Ed Regan
Erik Schwartz
Jon Sherman
Steve Smith
Tom Sovansri

Rich Spiro
Ken Stackhouse
Glenn Surowiec
Brian Tripodo
Kevin Troyano
Bruce Weller
Rich Welsh
Scott Wengen
Art West
Tome Wizeman
Matt Zebelerin
Mike Zielinski

COACHES
Bo Wood
James Peeler
Joe Pisarcik
Greg Godfrey
Dick Oliver
Herb Fisher
Mark Miller
Tom Cook
BOYS' GYMNASTICS

Alex Alon
Alfred Alon
Justin Ardito
Steven Asbell
Barry Band
Jim Barrett
David Burgos
Dave Cliff
Scott Drucker
Noah Erde
Derik Fields
Mathieu Fortin
Jahpimel Furchion
Ari Goldstein
Kingston Gore
Jeff Gross
Daniel Hackenberg
Rich Hyland
Kevin Johnson
Prince Lal
David Lean
Elmer Lee
Tommy Lee
Ira Malkin
Rob Markoff
Josh Meltzer
Howie Necowitz
Evan Richmond
Jason Schaeffer
Scott Shuster
Rob Spitz
Marke Thorpe
Matt Witenstein

Managers
Lisa Cosiol
Miriam Friedman
Jana Gordon
Karen Hirschman
D'Lynn Larson

COACHES

Andy Duncomb
Louis Frank
Harris Schechtman
Mark Walden
Imagine holding a straight fifty-lb. metal bar in each hand. Now, add weights to each side evenly until the weight matches that of the average East student. Next, try raising each arm until a perfect T is formed. Or if that's too difficult, how about just swinging the bar until it is over your head, but remembering to keep in control. Well, if that seems impossible, how about doing a simple backbend and flipping over. All of these actions are tough to do and unfortunately, most of us can't even get past lifting the fifty-lb. bar. Yet, gymnastics combines all of these tasks into a single effort, in which overall athletic ability is the key to success.

East's Boys and Girls Gymnastics Teams have had great success. With such notables as Rich Hyland, Scott Drucker, Evan Richman and Stephanie Harrison as members, the team executes moves which leave mouths agape during competitions and most memorably, during the Pep Rally. Few people can watch a gymnastics meet and leave unimpressed.

The sport is one of the most difficult to pursue because of the vast number of skills which must be developed. There are six events in which the boys compete: floor exercise; pommel horse; rings; longhorse vault; parallel bars and horizontal bars. The girls events consist of the balance beam, sidehorse vault, uneven parallel bars, and floor exercise. There is also the all-around competition for the individual and team.

Judges carefully watch the gymnasts execute their routines. Balance, endurance, flexibility, strength and grace must combine in order to earn a perfect 10.0. For each flaw the judge subtract points from the score. If body position is poor, movements slow or omitted, or the gymnasts fall or stop, the score, or mark, is considerably lowered.

Gymnasts are acrobats whose feet can be planted firmly on the ground routine after routine. Crowds may cheer or whistle but they cannot disturb the concentration or dedication gymnasts possess. What could a gymnast do with a fifty-lb metal bar? Just about anything I guess. Maybe even bend it.

GIRLS GYMNASTICS

Jennifer Allen
Claire Cardelia
Maisie Chin
Lynn Harrelson
Stephanie Harrison
Liz Hutter
Diane Maiise
Nasreen Molavi
Sonali Patel
Melinda Renshaw
Keri Schneider

MANAGER
Holly Onken

COACHES
Doreen Bennett
Tracy Noble
Boys Varsity Soccer

Glenn Adler
Dan Beaney
Joel Berinson
Don Brown
Brian Downey
Chris Errazuriz
Scott Freedman
Martin Garcia
Greg Gerson
Seth Goldkrantz

Craig Haines
Ping Li
Mike Morowitz
Mark Newcomb
Scott Podolsky
Todd Schulman
Tony Shaw
Mitch Silverstein
Emil Wang
Jay Young

Coaches
Scott Noseworthy
Adam Gilbert

Jose Gonzales-marcos
VARSITY SOCCER

Allison Belli
Kristy Burnes
Nancy Delonge
Lisa Dobbs
Lisa Ferrell
Dina Goldman
Shanna Greene
Liz Griesback
Karen Haines
Katie Kelley
Meg Kinney
Ina Li
Beth Lawler
Rhonda Litto

Sue Magosin
Sandi Marut
Tiffany McCall
Sue Mullin
Allison Roth
Andrea Rubio
Laura Stanford
Rebecca Stein
Hillary Weintraub

COACH
Lee Troutman
Girls’ Soccer
VARSITY GIRLS TENNIS

Karen Hoyt
Archana Panda
Dara Flasby
Michelle Silverstein
Angela Lin
Wendy Nardi
Amy Claffie
Nidhi Kapoor
Caren Garfield
Kathy Serra
Jamie Green
Lara Braslow
Jennifer Hicks
Stephanie Waatz
Kim Boulmetis
Dina La Voe
Dina Ruttenberg

Tennis, anyone? Tennis may not be your cup of tea, but more than forty girls work long and hard to make it theirs. Tennis is a game for everyone. These girls work diligently all year to prepare for that all-important season in the fall. The girls, who have won the Olympic Conference almost every year since East first opened its doors, are proud of this achievement. For the past fifteen years, Coach David Cole has been a crucial factor in their continued success. The girls take their matches seriously but have fun as well. The team feels a special sense of closeness and truly work together for group support. Individual players may win or lose, but the team continues to be a bona fide winner.
Basketball Cheerleaders

Jennifer Baker
Jessica Batt
Stacey Bennett
Caryn Cutler
Kelly Durkin
Jennifer Forman
Beth Graybill
Janice Kam
Rose Kim
Tiffany McCall
Caryn Milbauer
Staci Oerth
Sonali Patel
Cindi Ramirez

Managers
Melissa Brody
Heather Golden

Coach
Charles Musumeci

Tanya Abraham
Gina Acquaviva
Ravena Baskerville
Karen Beichner
Mindie Coopersmith
Jodie Coopersmith
Lisa Corrado
Beth Cravitz
Jenny Gabel
Leslie Gelber
Kerrie Kaufman
Laura Kimball
Marina Kravets
Jin Lee
Trish Long
Rhonda Maute
Jennifer Mintzer
Jessica Ramer
Kristin Schofield
Michelle Silverstein
Bowling

Reena Aggarwal
Lauren Anton
Lauren Barta
Ernest Borrelli
James Bulicki
Katie Chen
Fred Dold
Kim Dowd
John Dunfee
Brian Fanelli
Paul Federico
David Gawron
Poonam Goel
Lauren Goldberg
Craig Harris
Karen Heisler
Sharron Hicks
Chai Huang
Robert Johnson
Eddie Lee
Colleen Little
Jonathan Litz
Jessica Michaels
Leon Neubauer
Steve Neumersky
Jennifer Romano
David Rosenblum
Mita Sanghavi
Paul Serano

Coach
Donald Witzig
Boys Basketball

Glen Adler
David Allen
Jim Brumbaugh
Erik Henry
Richard How
Mark Kaliss
Daniel Karbach
Darryl Mapp
Tim McKee
Craig Smith
Ian Strassler

The 1988-1989 Boys' Basketball Team reached several milestones and provided many exciting moments for our school this year. Most visible was their stunning defeat of Camden High School at home in early February, their first victory against “The High” in twelve years. Additionally, they provided Coach Valore with his two hundredth career victory in a midseason victory over Shawnee. While they might not have had quite as dominating a season as in recent years, they provided many hours of exciting action and team play.
Girls’ Basketball

Kim Boulmetis
Chris Cascarina
Robyn Goldenberg
Liz Griesback
Denise Grubb
Tina Keleher
Pam Kodish
Meredith McDevitt
Carrie Osborn
Cyndi Paul
Marie Sass
Colleen Shields
Michelle Torio

Coach
Dan Flemming
Coaches
William Shepperd
Vincent Grimaldi

Managers
Rachael Malach
Virginia Shubert

Denise Ackerman
Jennifer Auty
Donna Bruno
Claire Cardella
Lisa Cardone
Chris Clark
Dehlia Croff
Melanie Dautle
Dina Davis
Rachael Donner
Kerri Frazer
Andre Gaber
Betsy Harvey
Michelle Kauffman
Kristin Kieselbach
Deirdre Lynch
Jennifer Maher
Diane Maiiese
Denise Marone
Carolyn Martus
Jennifer Miksis
Kara Monetti
Seda Munis
Allison Murray
Jennifer Orodockis
Liz Owens
Nina Ricci
Elizabeth Rueppel
Mike Schneider
Stephanie Schwab
Stephanie Schwartz
Maria Wilkins
Kim Zeller

GIRLS' SWIMMING
BOYS' SWIMMING

Coaches
Fred Knouse
Bo Wood

Managers
Alaine Alonzo
Jeanette Wright
Virginia Shubert

John Arcaroli
Tod Behrend
Wesley Behrend
Daniel Billington
Kristopher Broadbelt
Mordecai Brown
Andrew Carnell
Joseph Carnell
Bradley Clemens
Aaron Cook
Micahel Daule
Gregory DeMichelle
Michael Fugaro
Bill Fulton
Jeffery Goldberg
Tobias Gorcke
Justin Green
Andrew Harris
Eric Holmes
John Laughlin
Marc Levenson
Christopher Lyerly
Eric Maurer
Mark McCann
Thomas McKendrick
Mathew Meier
Howard Neeowitz
Marc Pisano
Chad Stahl
James Taylor
Derek Tsang
WINTER TRACK

Saikat Adhikari
Samir Ahuja
Jamie Baker
Sue Bass
Jefi Bennet
Nancy Bertles
Bryan Britchkow
George Cabalo
Rich Carney
Marisol Carrison
Fred Chang
Pengjen Chen
Martina Choi
Manpreet Dhanjal
Jennifer Dunlee
Laurie Endur
Louis Ferri
Derek Field
Marta Folio
Stephanie Gajdalo
Vibhu Gambhir
Chris Grasso
Krystyn Green
Rob Grolnick
Chad Harmer
Tara Harner
Graham Hill
Carrie Hohmann
Sam Im
Kristen Jensen
Mike Karabell
Heather Kessing
Byung Kim
Mike Ko
Donna Krazt
Madhavan Krishnan
Elmer Lee
Terrence Lee
Tommy Lee
Dara Less
Kathleen Makara
Christa Maranucci
Bill Mullin
Susam Mullin
Ellen Obermayer
Ashik Patel
Jim Pearl
Prince Pela
Scott Polidoro
Gino Priolo
Josh Rednick
Leonard Riloff
Howard Rosen
Adam Rothenstein
Dana Rovner
Jensen Rutan
Jason Schwartz
Gurang Shah
Andrew Shaw
Harrison Shepperd
Johnny Shyu
Ricky Sitnick
Mike Suralick
Greg Soffian
Stephen Suvansri
Brandy Thompson
Mitch Torren
Daffodiil Tyminski
Scott Ulrich
Sharri Umansky
Ken Usdin
Lisa Zazuzu

Coaches:
David Martin
Lee Troutman
This past season, Mr. Frank McAleer became just the tenth wrestling coach in South Jersey history to win two hundred matches. His twenty years of coaching, 200-98-1 career record to that date, and the fact that he has coached two state champions at East combine to reveal the extent to which his experience and expertise have enriched the East wrestling program. If past results are any indication of things to come, another two hundred wins should be within reach of such a fine coach.
VARSITY BASEBALL
Paul Della Vecchia
Rob Dwyer
Glenn Foley
Mike Fugaro
Dave Heib
Lee Heisman
Dan Karbach
Steve Lang
Joe Marcelli

Coach
Dave Martin

Baseball
Softball

VARITY SOFTBALL
Katie Braut
Mary Beth Braut
September Cadman
Meridith McDevitt
Melissa Goldenberg
Denise Grubb
Patricia Ludwig
Kerry Mohen
Cindy Paul
Jennifer Rush

COACH
Dick Oliver
It sounded so easy …
“Golf (noun), a game played with a small hard ball and long clubs with variously shaped heads, on a course provided with nine or eighteen small holes and scattered obstacles.”
… No one ever told me about sandtraps, and handicaps, not to mention… shooting under par… and birdies.
I found all this out the day I tried out for the golf team.
… And Webster never told me how hard it is to hit the small hard ball with the long clubs …
But I learned about the water-traps … and the balls hit into the woods … You might say I learned a lot about the game of golf.
… All I haven’t learned is how to put all the terms into practice.
I have come a long way though, when I hear “birdie,”
I only look in the sky once in a while.

Golf

(from left to right) Mike Berger, Evan Sorokin, John Mastrangello, Laura Roberts, Dan Berringer, Dan Foley, Martin Garcia.
Lacrosse

VARSITY LACROSSE

Kim Badiali
Allison Belli
Michele Berk
Lee Ann Coen
Nancy De Jonge
Jennifer Purnell
Hillary Weintraub
Mindi Weiss

COACH

Susanne Schooley
BOYS VARSITY TENNIS

Ed Abrams
Adam Cohen
Adam Cupersmith
Steve Gola
Alok Kapoor
Madhavan Krishnan
Jason Lichterman
Anurag Mehta
Larry Meltzer
Mark Newcomb
Jason Pecarsky
Greg Rozansky
Scott Seligman
Joe Sternchus
Sashi Vishakanti
Adam Wasserman

COACHES
Ralph Ipri
David Cole
TRACK

Charles Ducharm
Derek Field
Graham Hill
Brian Kurlej
Floyd Lewis
Steve Lobel
Ted Page
Scott Podolsky
Ed Regan
Jeff Schenk
Colin Seybold
Terry Tsai
John Young
Mike Yu
COACHES
Louis Frank
Vincent Grimaldi
Anthony Sipp
Dennis Smythe
It is said that the eyes mirror the soul. If that is true, the face must reflect the heart.

The sports spectator, when agonizing over the intensity of a play, reflects his drama of the game and opens the heart and soul for all to see.

As the basketball travels the full length of the court for the final "hail Mary" shot, or when a 60 yard pass is thrown in the final seconds of a game, muscles tense, hands clench, breath hesitates. This antagonizing feeling precedes the eruption of victory or the sighs of defeat through these churning, hope-filled emotions. The last ball pitched glorifies the winner and humbles the loser, and ends the fans' everpresent yearning for that game saving grand slam or that final third out.

The time when that winning goal is scored or missed marks the shift in the balance of emotion of watchful sports enthusiasts. Expressions change from anticipation to joy or from hopelessness to horror. People expose the inner happiness or frustration as the fans are captured by the wave of fervor running through the crowd. The ultimate presence of this phenomenon roars when the grandstand clears as zealous fans rush the court of field, or when universal faces of shock and disgust trespass the face of every fan.

When the passion of the moment is gone, the body feels limp and spent. This is the drama, the vitality, of the action for the sports fan. Watching a team, a classmate, or a friend, arises a spirit within that feels the ambiguities of the moment. The sports fan experiences a true recognition of how it feels to scale the peak of uncertainty. The ups, the downs; it matters not. It is disappointment, it is pain, it is wonder, it is a miraculous. It is that brief moment when something teeters on the balance of the possible when the heart and soul are there to see.

Sports involvements are proving grounds for the fan as well as the athlete, mirroring the heart and soul of both participant and spectator. It is practice for life.
JOSEPH ABBATE
CHRISTOPHER ABUSO
102 North Valleybrook Road
“A man’s homework should not exceed ten minutes, or is what a home room for?”
Activities: Concert Band 1; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Intramural Volleyball 4; Latin Club 3,4; Biology Careers Club 3,4; Winter Track 3,4
TANYA ABRAHAM
2018 Morris Drive
“Make new friends, but keep the old / Some are silver, some are gold.”
Best Memories: Jr. Prom with SN, KS, BF; BB games with LG, RB, KS; Camden game with KS; 5th yr. with RB, MA; Going to MB and BS with JF
Activities: Spanish Club 1; Basketball Cheerleading 1; Sports Club 2,3,4; Powder Puff 3; Prom Committee 3; Big Brother/Sister 4
EDWARD M. ABRAMS
103 Morningside Drive
“Your can still remember / When I was just a kid / When friends were true to each other / And what / You said was what you did.”
Best Memory: Summer of 88 in Sea Isle
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; Sports Medicine Club 1,2,3,4; Biology Careers Club 1,2,3,4; SADD 1,2,3,4
SAMANTHA ABRAMS
855 Chanticleer
“It’s a long way to the end of the rainbow, but with the right friends, it can be a great ride.”
Best Memories: Wild times and memories with TB, JK, SF, MS; Shore with JK, SF, MS; Prom Luck with RF, JB; Stalks with girls; LH Margate Jr., DR, MG; Club 13 Pizza with JK; Drivin with the girls
Activities: FOP 1; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 1; Cougarsettes 1; Powder Puff 3,4; Blood Drive 3,4
DAVID T. ADAMS
119 North Riding Drive
“I don’t believe in Beattles, I just believe in me.”
Best Memories: Jimmy Buffett; Afternoon Q’s; Boxin with Big Old Mill; KS, AG, JB, MA; KR, LM Big E, JC, MM, MC, FO, SM
AMY CHRISTINE ALAMO
314 Covered Bridge Road
“Pam, could you please get me some ginger ale?”
Best Memories: Toronto; Montreal; CR, FR, LM, A; Brick, Lite, C; Picnics; The deck; MM; Biker shorts; K; Low is Hell; Chazz: Boring pins; AI, Hint, html, LC; BBC
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4, Vocal Workshop 1; Percussion Ensemble 1; Concert Band 3; Model UN 1,2; Chambers 4
JEFF ALEXANDER
210 Sharrow Vale Rd.
“What is right, is what is left, if everything else is wrong.”
Best Memories: Bovey R; My friends; Quarter at my house; The years at SHS... “Are you mad at me?”
Dead concert parking lot
Activities: Football 1,2, Powder Puff 3; Latin Club 3; FOP 4; SADD 4
ANDREW SCOTT ALLAN
127 Chanticleer Greens
“You’re running a little bit hot tonight / I can barely see the road from the head comin’ on / Reach down back near my legs / Raise the seat back.”
Van Halen
Best Memories: Summer; Weekends with Dog XX; Friends: MW, AM, JC, ML, CB, RK, CK, VA; Cabbage at Eatat; Van Halen tours; Sods after school; The basement; Farewell to Master Wong!
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2; Spring Track 2,3,4
DAVID ALLEN
7 North Green Acre Drive
“I want to thank you, God, for giving me one more chance to raise my voice and to sing your praise. I sing it out loud, I sing it all day.”
Activities: Afro American Club 3,4; Spring Track 4
VINCENT ALLORA
1255 Cardinal Lake Drive
“Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy? Caught in a landslide, no escape from reality. Open your eyes, look up to the sky and see. I’m just a poor boy. I need no sympathy. I can’t help myself. Easy come, easy go, little high, little low. Anywhere the wind blows doesn’t really matter to me.”
Best Memories: Going out with Hester, Tabatha, Sarah, Easter bunny and the immigrant; New Years 78; Guns N Roses; Jeff’s pool and the basement adventures.
Activities: Wrestling 1; Latin Club 3
ALAINA A. ALONZO
105 Longstone Drive
“Hackettberg, get your hand off my knee!” - LCL 89
Best Memories: Band tours to Canada & Florida; Foreign exchange students; West Germany, an experience; and, of course, all my best times with MTD
Activities: Marching Band 2,3,4; Concert Band 2,3; March 2,3,4; Foreign Exchange 3; German Club 3; Junior Achievement 4
BRANDON AMBER
813 Society Hills
“Miracles begin to happen when you change your “I can’t” philosophy to “I can”.”
Best Memories: Mr. McDonald: Top down days; Delayed openings; Delaware; OU12 weekend; Chemistry class; Paper (2) posters; W: Jersey; Best times everyday
Activities: Soccer 1; Intramural Basketball 1,2,4; Basketball 3,4
JULIE ANDERSON
12 Tracey Terrace
“I have to think twice before I give my heart away. I know the games you play. I cause you to love them too.”
Best Memories: Jr. Prom; Summer 88 with Steve; Good times with HW, SS, MK, SF, CB, MK’s shore house; “Joy riding” with SF
Activities: Powder Puff 4
KENNETH M. ANDREWS
1004 Rymill Run
“You gotta make your play. Don’t let a thing, like a right or wrong, get in your way. There’s nothing, to it, if you just reach out and do it. It’ll be OK. Just set those sights high, then look on’re right in the eye and take it. Make a Big Big Big noise.” - Phil Collins
Best Memories: Coffee & Cream; Volleyball intramurals; Doug; Paul; Steve; Sharon; Krista; Stan; Meg; Magic Man; Winey; Fried; Summer ’69; FREEDOM!
Activities: Intramural Volleyball 1,2,4,3
SCOTT ANGSTREICH
1205 Heron Road
“I heard it said somewhere that one day all good things come to an end.”
Best Memories: The boys in the back; Eastside; We are... Cheese; G & A; Explo
Activities: Eastside 1,2,3,4, Broadcasting 2,3,4; Debate 3,4; Cable Club 3,4; Computer Team 3; Student Congress 4
BROOKE S. ANILLO
1722 Kresson Road
“I feel the need - the need for speed.” - Top Gun
Best Memories: Times with EF, JG, CF, LZ; Times with Jerry; Surf trips with Tl; Parties when Mom and Dad’s away; Soph yr - Jams!!
BRIAN ANTHONY
304 Fries Lane
“We’re just a wrecking crew / Bored people with nothing to do.”
Best Memories: Feb 14, 88: New Dynasty - Siouxsie was the best
Activities: Photo Club 2
LOUIS ARCAROLI
403 Cranford Road
“I came into this school with a six and left with a suitcase.”
Best Memories: The way I feel after a twelve; The man; Great times with TF, GP, FB, JD, “B”; CE, BF, MG, SS, DK, SE, JB, RD, and everybody else
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1
THOMAS ARCAROLI
TONY ARIDITON
1010 Cowper Drive
“Here at East, we do things once, and then we do it again right.”
Best Memories: Deskwork with the Crew; Floyd; Yes; Little Bird; Moody Blues; Moby Dick in the bathroom during Jersey; Hyland; Jersey; Carrie
Activities: Ski Club 2,3,4; Spring Show 1,2,3,4; Fall Show 2,3,4; Class Technician 3,4
GREGORY ASAY
16 Oakley Court
“Hurray! We are all free now!”
Best Memories: FEELing gravity’s pull; Rapid eye movement (a carnival of sorts); Favorite colour; LOVE; Life underground (oddfellows theme!); 12:25 pm
ERIC ASCALON
311 North Woodstock Drive
“If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost, that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.” - Henry David Thoreau, 1854 and today.
Best Memories: Road trips; Off-road trips; Mack trucks; Floyd (Pink); Stage, the year before; NOC; DA1; Raymond; Thompson; Young radical-liberal ideals and Peace
Activities: Concert Choir 1; String Ensemble 1; AY Aide 1; Eastside 1; Cable Club 1,2; Model UN 1; All State Chorus 2,3,4; All South Jersey Chorus 2,3,4, World Affairs Club 2,3,4, Spring Show 2, Fall Show 3, East Singers 2,3,4, Madrigals 2,3,4; Stage Crew 2,3,4
WILLIAM W. ASTON
114 Henssey Lane
“They’re that’s got ball pfft!!”
Best Memories: JB’s porch; Behind SL’s house; Spike’s doghouse; The new car; Chocolate pudding; Ranooting, WDP
GREG BACHRACH
BUNNI LYNN BACKMAN
15 South State Drive
“Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the flood drown it.” - Song of Solomon 8:7
Best Memories: The Homecoming dance where I danced with my high school sweetheart for the first time
Activities: Afro-American Club 3,4; French Club 3,4; Yearbook 4; Football Cheerleading 4; Chansons 4; Biology Careers Club 4
KIMBERLY A. BADALI
310 South Wood Street
“There have been good times and bad times and we’d never change the things we’ve done. But just remember - it’s the best is yet to come.”
Best Memories: Reggabands; 9:5-9:6; Muncha; muncha; Hockey and lacrosse teams; “I’m fed!”, Priscella; “Jeans Long”; Roger!; C. Cheerab; Tita; MM
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Softball 1,2; Lacrosse 3,4; Spirit Week 4

254
"Your only obligation in any lifetime is to be true to yourself." 

Victor Bardi: "Reptiles"; Show 87 with JS, GF; Summer 88 with SS; Great times with HG, IB, HS, AS, KH, and everyone else who know them.

Activities: Baseball 1,2,4; Soccer 4; FOP 3

Michele Berk
19 North Branch Drive
"It takes two to tango."
GEORGE R. CABALO 26 Greenstreet Way The difference between being ordinary and extraordinary is that little bit extra. Best Memories: Going to the mall and having a picture taken in Santa instead of going to the West pop rally.
Activities: French Club 1; ROTC 2,3,4
CHRIS CABANO 20 Harrington St I really have enjoyed my stay but I must be moving on.
Best Memories: Tree trimming party; Rudolph; in a dark alley; Times with friends, especially Les and Amy; Times with Brad from 10-8 on.
Activities: Fireing Drive 1,2,3,4, Lacrosse 1,2,4; POF 1,2,4; PAVAS 3
JAMES J. CALISTA 102 Nantucket Drive A meaty band sells a lot of records and all of the sudden you're pop! A punk band sells no records and all of the sudden you're cool.
- Edward Van Halen
Best Memories: Jamming with 200 Proof; TG, SR, DO, JR; Skunk counts at Exeter; Slash solo; Drowning Kranes.; Halen's 5150 & OU812 tours; "Gotta dive.
Activities: Baseball 1,2, Battle of the Bands 3,4; Variety Show 4
KENNETH CAMMACK DAWN CAMPBELL 498 Kresson Road You are shaped and fashioned by the ones you love.
Best Memories: Fun with friends, esp BZ, OR; BK's: Cotillion; Jr Prom: "Put it on my slice"; All times.
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1,2; Swimming 1; FOP 1,3,4; Spirit Week 2,3,4; SADD 4; Student Congress 1
CANDICE CANTELLI 130 West Riding Drive There are places I remember in my life though some have changed, some forever not for better, some are gone and some remain.
- Rod Stewart
Best Memories: I luv u, Karim; Partying with Bunn, Gena, Vin, Rob, Sue, Wayne, Time, Stin, Jim, Mar, Cas, Fede, Big B, Rob, Juls, Lisa Nic
Activities: Softball 1; Winter track 1; DECA 2,3,4; Blood Drive 4
MILDRED M. CARANDANG 1415 Longfellow Drive Our memories yesterday will last a lifetime, We'll take the best, forget the rest. And someday we'll find These are the best of times.
Best Memories: Enchante + Omah with JH, TS, LC, YC, Work at DG with SK, TR Sweet 16; Sou Cot. with R + RN; VPC + FR 87-88; Driving; Is at Col Flyers 5 Meet RT
Activities: Spring Track 2; Football Cheerleading 3,4; Spirit Week 3,4; SADD 4; Spanish Club 4; Junior Achievement 4; Homecoming 3
CLAIRE BARNES CARDELLA 35 Fox Holl Drive Hope for the future / Don't dwell in the past / Live in the present / And make today last.
Best Memories: Rudolph with CC; AB; All-nighters with the girls and Z; Great times with the old gang; New Years 88; Memorial Day weekend; Noshers Crew; LIB Everydav with Stecy
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; One Acts 1; Dancing 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4
JOSEPH A. CARNELL 133 Weston Drive That which does not kill us, makes us stronger.
Friedrich Nietzsche
Best Memories: Shawnee player of the week; Sat. games and Sat nights; 87 Polo Champ; Swimming States; Burning down Bio lab; Hanging with BC et al; Cotillion; Jr. Sr Proms
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Swimming 1,2,3,4; Water Polo 1,2,3,4; Chemistry Science League 3;
German Club 3,4
TIM JB CARROLL 172 Pearcroft Road Life is always better looking through the bottom of a glass.
Best Memories: Skynet; Skating with stack; HMD; Huy; WC; EH; Weekends: Choc; Thunder; Summer 88 with SD; Dols; Ark; Fla n FS; DH; All-nighters; TP, BR, BH, RHS 8th; Camp; JM Coors
Activities: Rugby 1,4; Intramural Basketball 1,4; Tennis 3; FOP 4; SADD 4
CHRISTINE CASCARINA 18 Blossom Court Dreams that you dare to dream do come true.
Best Memories: Poconos; S and M; Greenhead for once; Miah's house; The long finger; Tubing with EN; Screnister; Night with the girls; I am straight; Both the Basketball buddies; Skunk or regular
Activities: Basketball 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; FOP 1; Powder Puff 3,4; Latin Club 3; DECA 3
ANTHONY CECCHETTO BERNARD CECCLETTO STEPHANIE ELLEN CELANI 314 Portmen Road Life is a series of challenges. If you fail to accept those challenges for what they may be, life becomes a missed opportunity.
Best Memories: The Bahamas with Frick and Frack; Time spent with Stanley; The shore and the singing toilet; Bananas; G & R "anything goes"; "Don't step on the running boards"; "Dummies" & RM 101
Activities: Office Aide 1,3,4; Powder Puff 3,4
ROBERT CHACKER 223 Nathaniel Avenue Sex is pleasurable with a price.
Best Memories: Being friends with Seth over the years; Sophomore lunch; Shelley and Mindi; Going out with Samuels and Reaves
Activities: Football 1; Baseball 1
PHILIP CHANG 1111 green Briar Road We can be both high life again / All the doors I closed one time will open up again.
- Steve Winwood
Best Memories: Mrs Malloy's 8th period Functions; "Evil Dead 2" CTY 87; Loong marching band practices; Rutgers 88 with Steve Winwood; Marching Band Florida Trip with AA, DH, KB, CR
Activities: French Club 1,2; Math League 1,2,3; Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2,3,4; Intramural Bowling 2; Yearbook 3,4; Biology Science League 3
LOREN CHASSELS 557 Covered Bridge Rd Can't create, can't destroy!
Best Memories: V - the fish
DEREK CHAYKIN 527 Covered Bridge Road When the night is cloudy, there is still a light that shines on me.
Best Memories: Stars Rock 89 & 89; Rainbow with Elm n-oak; OC with Elm; All the memories of the people I've known
Activities: Football 1; Rugby 1,2,3; Latin Club 2; Spirit Week 1,2,3
EVELYN CHEN 171 Collins Drive That is so stupid!
Best Memories: Once my friends and I where palening to *** classes we had a great time!
Activities: Spring track 1; Far East Club 2,3,4; SADD 3; Bowling 4; Tennis 4
IVAN CHEN 1213 Winston Way Confusci says: A man cannot live without sex and food.
Best Memories: High school in America; Throw-ing up after fourteen beers; Playing mosh pah with SN; AT lead with any friends who were there in good times and bad
Activities: Far East Club 1,2,3,4; Rugby 4; Latin Club 1
DONNA CHENETZ 21 Southwood Drive It is only when we follow our dreams that we can discover the magic within ourselves.
Best Memories: Donut 4; Muskeeters; D Col-lion; Omgetes; Mel dance; Dilinquent; Jen ski; Western Civ; Jodi Phillip; Via Camden; Philosoph-er (non-tracor) Sensors
Activities: Tennis 1; SADD 1,2; FOP 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 1,2; Other 1,2,3,4; Prom committee 2; Philosophy Club 1,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Adopt a Grandparent 3,4; Demogorgon 4
LISA L. CHENG 1506 Chestnut Circle Yesterday is already a dream and tomorrow is but a vision, today, well lived, makes every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Best Memories: All the X's shared with my frenz; I'll alway remember Sunday nights; Work @ DG; Summer 87; VPC mens 87,88; Beg of yr yr 77; TRU; And to Joe - 14... LWAZ
Activities: Spring Track 2; SADD 3,4; FOP 3; Fsh Club; Cheerleaders 1,2; Band 1; Spirit Week 3; Intramural Volleyball 4; Spanish Club 4; Homecoming 3,4
AARON CHEPENIK 1906 North Birchwood Park Drive I had my way, I'd have all of you shot. "The child is grown, the dream is gone, I have become comfortably numb.
Best Memories: At the pits with PM; Year away; New Years at BC; weekend at Ithaca with MF; The tree
Activities: Wrestling 1,2,4; Gymnastics 1,2
CATHERINE CHERN 119 Deerfield Drive Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety-nine percent sweat.
Best Memories: Socializing under telephone booth before school and when Mr. Schk forgot to show up in class.
Activities: Concert Band 1; Symphonic Band 2,3; Spring Track 2; Cross Country 3,4; Cum Laude 3,4; FOP 4
TEA SUNG CHO BRIAN CHON 117 Willowdale Drive You've got to cry without weeping, talk without screaming speak without raising your voice... I took the poison.
Best Memories: Mrs. Ed; Mickey D's with Amo; Youth Harris with Co; The pool at Jv's; All States/Eastern with Ken; Enlighting Scoot's taste in music
Activities: Class Vice President 1,2,3; Orchestra 1,2,3,4; All South Jersey Orchestra 1,2,3; All State Orchestra 1,2,3,4; All Eastern Orchestra 1,2,3; Democratic Clubs 3,4; Cum Laude 3,4; Basketball 1
YOO-SUN (CHRISTINE) CHONG 308 Longstone Drive Across the gateway of my heart / I wrote "No thoroughfare", But Love came laughing by, and cried: I 'enter everywhere'.
Best Memories: Staying up all night with LC because OC was scarred to go upstairs; Admiring "Hill", "JK", EB, and others; The Hill school; Enchanted - what an experience; Florida (wink, wink)
Activities: String Workshop 1,2; Orchestra 3,4; Korean Club 3,4; Far East Society 2,3,4; Color Guard 3,4; Racquetball Club 3,4; FOP 3,4; SADD 3,4
AMY ELIZABETH CLAFFIE 308 Covered Bridge Road Just remember in the far winter beneath the bitter snows lies the seed that with the sun's love in the spring becomes the rose.
Best Memories: "J & D" with Dink; Tennis rapping with WN; Skinnies with BL; Amach with AB; Ohio rap with PD; Saraman; Ollie LE; S in a limbo?; 19ers; Tanning; JT and MV with DD Activities: Spring Track 1,2,3,4; FOP 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Tennis 2,4; Student Congress 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4
KWAME CLAXTON DAVID M. CLIFF 217 Southwood Drive The path we find, the path we choose, the path we take, the path we lead, it may lead to failure, it may lead to wealth, it may lead to poverty, but is never will lead to life's fulfillment.
Best Memories: Competing in gymnastics; Earn- ing a varsity letter going to states; Feeling the thrill of accomplishment during and after a show...
JULIE M. DeBELLO
117 Morningside Drive
"Confidence is the one thing you must have
if you don’t lose one else will. Thanks
Mom, for all the confidence you’ve given me.
Activities: Tennis 1

AMY DEBENICTIS
9 Parsell Drive
"Once in a while, you can get shown the light,
in the strangest of places, if you look at it right.”
- GD
Best Memories: JD, DB, ES, LH; LBI friends;
Deli; Sking; MD; SP; JF; Shows; The observer;
Above SP; Intimacy (25, 23, 28); getting away
with it All
Activities: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Congress 1, 2;
Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1; PAVAS 3,4; Powder Puff 3;
Latin Club 3; Photography Club 4

KRIS DECELLENTE
2 Charles Lane
"Meeting again after moments of lifetimes is certains.
fair for those who are truly friends.”
Best Memories: To all my friends, for all the
good times - Thanks! To the guy that’s always been there
- I love you Derek; Sking & frat with Gin;
YL/Saranac
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Softball 1; Stage Crew
2; PAVAS 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; One Acts 3

NANCY DEJONGE
17 Fox Hollow Drive
"To achieve your ultimate goal, you must believe
in yourself.”
Best Memories: BF with AC + M; Proms 88;
Summer 88; Timmy with Greg; CT with M, A, K,
G, C, J; Chinese with the team; Four of us - GR,
KK, CR, me; BBQ at CR’s Whees!
Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3; Lacrosse 1, 3, 4; Spirit
Week 1, 2, 3; FOP 2, 3, 4; Prom Committee 3; Blood
Drive 3, 4

FRED DEmARCO
DEREK DEAN
"The same man must appear insane in today’s society.”
CAROLINE DeNICOLA
MARYLOUISE DeNICOLA
1464 Brook Road
"The love in your heart was not put there to stay;
Love not love until you give it away.”
Best Memories: All the special times we’ve been there
with Fred Benton, the guy I’ll always love; My parents
who were always there; BP with MO + TR; Closeness
with friends; My grandmother who I miss so much

PAUL M. DELLAVECHIA JR.
5 Latches Lane
“Nothing left to do, but smile, smile, smile.”
Best Memories: Cruising in the 72 Olds; All the
insane times with the gang; Baseball 88; SGEK
summer 88; Catching rays with my friends;
Friendship with Rob - Treasured most.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Baseball
1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4

SUNIT DESAI
702 Marlowe Road
“Slow and steady wins the race.”
Best Memories: Finding a person whom I really like
Activities: Junior Achievement 3, 4

TOM DIAPAOLO
13 Jonathan Road
Best Memories: Proms; MOR; Game 6 SCF 87;
CB, RB, DS, MD, KD, TL, TR, CM, JG, AS, MF,
TG, DD, NG, TAZ, VH, GNR, LF, JS, LL, JB,
SB, CC, SS, MH, ML, RW, JH, MD, JT, JG

LEE MARC DIAMONDSTEIN
17 East Dorsey
"Heeveyed deck, pass the lechumin flesshack -
oh just my luck, the bull chip throwing contest just
started.”
Best Memories: Bacardi & Rated X & Rolling J’s
with BEA, Norny Soc; Negative; Moose & Ber-
nie with Hanks; Wendy’s: 4 x 4; 2x: Rage
shew; Jacuzzi & slams; Terry, it’s relish (JS-
AL-LR); Jr Prom with AM
Activities: Tennis 1, 2; Student Congress 1, 2;
Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 3; FOP 3, 4; Blood Drive
3, 4; SADD 3; Ice Hockey; Powder Puff 4

DON DIGNAN
1519 Brice Road
"You gotta stem the evil tide, and keep it all on
the inside.”
Best Memories Summer 88 hanging out with the
Best Memory: Every time with Jessi; Chatting with Annie; Kears House; Ball 2-JB; Curti TL; Old Times with CF; Party at CF; Ashland with Lor; Summer '87; BA, KP, MW, MR, DK; Scooping with ALH.
Activities: SADD 1; French Club 2; Latin Club 3
ROSS FIELD
1013 Heartwood Dr.
"On the escalator of life, take the stairs."
Best Memory: Dr. O's class: Lifting; Clear and Lucid with Malatesa
Activities: Monty; Weight Room 1,2,3,4; SADD Chairperson 2,3, Track 3,4
SAYRE FELDMAN
STEPHANIE FELDMAN
1000 Rymaning St.
"Life is something that happens to you when you're too busy making other plans."
Best Memory: The Shore with SA, MS, JK, Pizza Monger; Brandon; Elastic Man; Diner Talks with LH; All four years with TB-lies, dares, 983; Brownie; Midnight runs; Cooper River
Activities: SADD 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 1,2; Girls Basketball Mgr. 1,2; Jr. Prom Committee 3, FOP 4
JAIME FELDSCHER
109 Gainsboro Rd.
"Everywhere in life the true question is not what we have gained but what we have done."
Best Memory: JJ's sad driving; Oldies with AH in back of Pre-Calc; 8th Hole at JS with JD; Mrs. Malloy's 8th period class; JJ's Fingerprints and Binaca Wars
Activities: World Affairs Club 1,2,3,4; Chess Club 1,2; Spanish Club 1,2; Tennis 1; Bowling 1,6; Biology Team 3; Yearbook 2; Biology Careers Club 1,4; Investors Club 1,4; Golf 1,4; Model UN 4
JEFFREY FENSTIEG
512 Heartwood Dr.
"Everything's legal 'til you're caught!"
Best Memory: Roosevelt with Doug and Mone; Art Museum with Cathy; SlowMo with Chris; Ha-Ha-He, Leppy; On the Beach with Towel Tents; Vince Wouk Night Missions.
Activities: Wrestling 1,2,3, Spirit Week 2; Blood Drive 3
KRISTA FEOLE
ANTHONY FERRARA
72 Brick Rd.
Best Memory: Weekends with all my friends; Ice Hockey; Brawls; Study Hall; The Grade Level Office; Races at Atco
Activities: Lacrosse 1,2,3,4; Ice Hockey 3,4
LISA FERRELL
14 Putwacket Dr.
"Friendship is when silence is comfortable."
Best Memory: Going to Joel's house down the shore and camping Old Mill out of a gee and sleeping on the beach with Ted Page with the couch pillows cushion. Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Track 4
ERIC FEDER
409 Fireside Ln.
The best reason for having dreams is that dreams, no reason are necessary.
Best Memory: Times with Sit, Bar, Lori, Ding, & Paula; Friends forever; To my family; Thanks with love; Memories with Brady's, Tweaks, Mills, Mills, Ton, Mos, etc.
Activities: FOP 1,2,3,4; SADD 3,4
ALI FEIN
1040 Bolshywhite Dr.
"Light is the absence of darkness... matcha matcha."
Best Memory: Montreal '97; MB-Bus #3; Zumbawee '91; Smythe's Class (dizzi) Matcha Club; Israel '90; ALL NAHON Conventions: Carr's Class
Activities: World Affairs Club 1,2,3,4; French Club 1; Spanish Club 1; SADD 1,2; USB 1,2,3,4; Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Club 2,3,4; Model UN 2,3,4; Broadcast Team 3,4; Photography Club 3; Latin Club Treas; Emanucl Cancer Society; Young Democrats Club 3; Yearbook 3; Student Congress 3; Medical Researchers Club 3; Lip Sync; Chorus/Orchestra 3 / 4
ERICA FEINBERG
200 Queen Rd.
"A woman talks to one man, looks at a second and thinks of a third."
Activities: Project Live; Hockey 3; Gymnastics 3,4; Track 3,4; Blood Drive 3; Eastside 4
JOHN FIFIS
1401 Autumn Ln.
"If it wasn't for the last minute, I would never get anything done."
Best Memory: Kickin Em with Z, CM, BK, GS, DM, and the gang; New Year's 97; Slummers at Del's; Cruise in the LEMON and the BLUE BOMBERS; Del's Sweet 16; Work; Junior and Senior Prom Activities: Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4; Pal Hockey 3,4
CHRIS FINDLEY
1244 Winston Way
"Pass this way."
Best Memory: Meeting with my friends; When Glenn Foley and I went at freshman year
Activities: Football 1; Baseball 1
CATHY FISCHER
1785 Russet Dr.
"Those are the times to remember."
Best Memory: Old times with EF, BA, LZ, DK, JG, and AM; Laughin' alot with MW; Endless dancing at PARTY; Walkin' in the cold; Summer '88; I love you, Seth Activities: Latin Club 3; FOP 3; DRCA 4
MISSY FLEGEL
1332 Poppert Dr.
"Live your life like there is no tomorrow."
Best Memory: 12/24/96; Avalon; TQG & eech day with some of my friends; LF; YOOG's food & Rites; GD; Europe, OC; WAive; Lacousio; KWNOTH-SADDACE; SS-Mc Ki; Chem-MS, MK; CH-1 LUV U
Activities: FOP 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1; French Club 2; Spirit Week; Powder Puff 3; Emmanuel Cancer Society 3; Adopt a Grandparent 3,4; Spring Track 3,4
MICHAEL J. FLEISCHER
64 Partridge Ln.
"For all the words of tongue and pen, the saddest are these: It might have been."
Best Memory: Going out with JP, PM, CS, AC, TP, JP; Getting Ahead; Getting stuck with (PM); OC with JS & JP Activities: Soccer 1,2; Lacrosse 1,2,3,4
DARREN S. FLEISHMAN
1398 Sequoia Rd.
"Down these mean streets, a man must walk who is not himself meant, tarnished, or afraid."
Best Memory: Cooking with Sammy; LP; YOOG's food & Rites; GD; Europe, OC; WAive; Lacousio; KWNOTH-SADDACE; SS-Mc Ki; Chem-MS, MK; CH-1 LUV U
Best Memory: Bonding Sessions with MY, CB, AH, RG, KL, JG, and others; Boys in the Back Kova's Class; 9 days of driving; PJ, dim-ripping Activities: Spanish Club 1,2,3; Track 1,2; Racquetball Club 1,2; Yearbook 2; Model UN 1,2,4; Chemistry League 2; Student Congress 3; Stock Club 3; World Affairs 3,4; Yearbook 4; Physics League 4
GLENN EDWARD FOLEY
1807 Astar Rd.
"Don't think about what you left behind, the way you came or the way you go; let your tracks be lost in the darkness; GO & the gang."
Best Memory: JCR; Kickin' em with the guy at Del's; Boos; Squawks; Spice's; Summer '88; Sleeping out tit; TK with Pet; 4th July Goose; Cuz snow Craziness; Hands across US Reading, Slammers Frosh; LA, TP, PV, DC, MG, B- MG
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1,2,3,4
PETER FOLEY
201 Gravel Bend Rd.
"The future of Antidepressable, the past in unchangeable, the present is what you live for."
Best Memory: Weekends with the guys; Del's House; Summer '98; Walk at Fob with WBBB at shore; Runs Activities: Golf 2,3,4
THOMAS A. FOLGER
4 Pine Tree Rd.
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop to take a look around once in a while, you might miss it."
Best Memory: Good time with good friends - all four years
Activities: Intramural Basketball 1; Lacrosse 2; Racquetball Club 3,4; Intramural Volleyball 4; Newspaper 4
MICHAEL FORMICA
516 Burnt Mill Road  
"When in doubt, cast it out."  
Best Memories: Good times with JM, JR, CK, CAP, SH, DS and of course DS’s not so blue eyes  
Activities: Fishing, photography, Photo Club 2; Adopt a Grandparent 4; Bowling 4

RAVI D. GOEL  
25 Parnell Drive  
"We have come too far, we have sacrificed too much, to discard the future now."  
-JFK  "There is no power like prestige."  
-RDG  
Best Memories: Anderson University and the Cherry Hill Crew and MC: BarFest 1,7; U2 87; Bonding in DP’s driveway; and especially Governor’s School with my friends.

Activities: Governor’s School for 3; Boys State 3; Kennedy Scholars Program 4; Debate 2,3; Best Mem: a political poster contest DP; Student Congress 3,4; WS, CS, 3,3; Model UN 1,2,3,4; Computer Team 2,3,4; Chemistry Science League 2,3; Biology Science League 2,3; Student Congress 3,4; Broadcasting 3,4; Cum Laude 3,4

JEFF GOLDBERG  
321 Iris Road  
"Don’t stop fighting till the fight is done."  
Best Memories: DC - summer of 88; Blackout! to all my friends that I have known TA, DC, JB, NC, MM, BR, DI, IP, CW, TS, AG, BM May their luck be with them in the future  
Activities: Swimming 1,2,3,4; Football 1; Rugby 2

STEVEN GOLDBERG  
1818 Rolling Lane  
"Trust me, I know what I’m doing."  
Best Memories: Having good times with my good friends  
Activities: Eastside 2,3,4; Stage Crew 2,3; P3 5,6; SADD 3,4; Racquetball Club 3,4

HEATHER GOLDFMAN  
1 Sandringham Road  
"Fake friends are like fallen leaves, you can find them everywhere; good friends are like gold, rare and hard to find."  
Best Memories: Summer of 88; Best times with my best friends, esp. JB  
Activities: Basketball Manager 1,2,3,4; P3 3; Powder Puff 4; P3 3; Cheerleading 4; Blood Drive 4

JASON GOLDFINGER  
SETH GOLDRANTZ  
"Papermill Road  
"Never say goodbye."  
"Don’t let it end."  
Best Memories: MS, KH, RC, Ding, Pools, Toni, AM, MA, BR, DI, JP, TS, AG with DM & D, 407, B’s Homecoming, and, of course, all the times with EF  
REBECCA GOLDMAN  
5 Turnbridge Road  
"Keep off our property with a gun if you have one!"  
Best Memories: DC; summer of 88 + me + the guys; weekends with Tom, KG, MO, BA, MD, The Jugs; Bonnie, Jerry, & Alan, and my junker Activities: Hockey 1, Eastside 2,3,4; Gymnastics 3,4; Football Club 4

ALISON GOLDSTEIN  
52 Lafayette Lane  
"You don’t know gold until you’ve got until it’s gone."  
Best Memories: 10-10-87 — Annie, Lisa, ST/ME/  
LC Denny’s; RW/BM; Pink Floyd: CIGNA;  
English 10; Math with Steve; MOOSHKA - Dave

BART GOLDSTEIN  
418 Doral Drive  
"Know then that the world exists for you . . . All that Adam had to eat you could have and can do  
Build therefore your own world."  
Ralph Waldo Emerson  
Best Memories: SAR Midyear Conventions;  
Flyers/Caps Trip; Sigma Mu Rho; Flyers/Delays games  
with Terri Jr. Prom: Z’s apt. Chester,  
Bugsy’s; Denny’s Mort. Genetics  
Activities: Eastside 1,2,3,4; SAR 1,2,3,4; Concert 1;  
Symphonic Band 1; Intramural Basketball 1,  
Basketball Club 2; Peace Corps 2,3; Beach Hockey  
Coach 2,3; Cum Laude 4; Hockey Clinic 4

JESSI GOLDSTEIN  
1750 Trinity Road  
"The best is yet to come."  
Best Memories: Party with my friends Deann,  
Beth, Sue, Peg, and Eric; all the times spent with Kearna  
Activities: DECA 4

REGINA GOLIASZEWSKI  
ANU GOWDA  
9 Rabbit Run Road  
"To remember the past, live the present and prepare for the future."  
Best Memories: Freshman lunch with CE & HB;  
FBLA conference & JA in the Poconos;  
ROTC Symphonic Band AA, SS, NR, MR, WSW, CS, BB  
Activities: String Ensemble 1,2,3; ROTC 2,3,4; Junior Achievement 3,4; FBLA 3; Spanish Club 3; Chamber Orchestra 3; Spanish Club 3,4; Civil Air Patrol 4; Yearbook 3,4; Marching Band 4; SADD 4

BRENDAN GRAHAM  
1 Rabbit Run Road  
"You never realize how important things are until you lose them."

Best Memories: Good times with close friends -  
Shalai, Gina, Jen, Jams at the High + Wilson;  
The guys, CI, KL, posses; LPP, Europe, Grandma  
my girl, Gina, who no matter what I was in,  
always made me laugh; Nice times spent with  
my ex BD  
Activities: Softball 1,2,3,4, Eastside 2; Guidance  
Aide 3; Afro-American Club 4; Basketball 4

CAROLYN GREDESKY  
6 Windgate Lane  
"If we couldn’t laugh, we’d all go insane."  
-Jimmy Buffet  
Best Memories: Allnights; Times with the best of  
friends esp AG + KB; Hockey; Summer 88;  
Junior Prom: Switch; 3 in dark alley; D-dancing;  
Mereedeth 88  
Activities: Field Hockey 1,2,3,4, Lacrosse 1,2,3,4;  
Spirit Week 1,2,3,4; PAVAS 2; Pop 3,4

MONICA GREEN  
194 Eastham Road  
"I won’t forget you, baby!"  
-Poise  
Best Memories: Best times with Danielle and  
Krista; Senior year; Betty, Willma, and Pebbles’  
friends forever!

TRACY GREEN  
JENNIFER GREFFIELD  
35 Cooper Run Drive  
"If you don’t want to be forgotten, either write things worth reading or do things worth writing."  
-Ben Franklin

Best Memories: MB lunch club - ISS; Leather  
maniacs. The “Great Adventure”. Onguries;  
Roots; Bus 4; Musketeers; Darren’s driveway;  
Ladybugs; Tag  
Activities: Cougars 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 1, 
2,3,4; SADD 2,3,4; Yearbook 2,3; World Affairs  
Club 2,3; Intramural Sports 3,4; Cable 18 3,4; 
Photography Club 3; Fall Show 3; Prom Committee 3

MICHELE GREENHAUS  
613 Guilford Road  
"Before we end and then begin, we’ll drink a toast to how it’s been. I’ve loved these days.”  
-Billy Joel

Best Memories: Deadend & all with MO; Sessions  
with LC & VP; Maria G; Great times with KC;  
Charge Summer; KM, KC, MB & BB - LK & our  
ped & everything else.  
Activities: Cross Country 1; Winter Track 1,2;  
Senior Homecoming 3,4; TD 2,3; P3 2,3; SADD 
2,3,4; Spirit Week 2,3; Student Congress 3; Powder Puff 3,4

KEVIN SCOTT GREGA  
1116 Heartwood Drive  
"To produce a smile is to produce happiness."  
Best Memories: Toronto with MM; Florida; Jazz  
in Boston; Koopster with AA + CP; Physics;
AMA: Env Geo with JG
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Lab Band 1,2; Tennis 3,4; Jazz Band 3,4; Wind Ensemble 4

TERESA GRISHAM
1233 Heartwood Drive
"Can I please leave to go to my music lesson?"
"Think pink!"
Best Memories: Tenth grade; 1428 West; May 15, 1988; Times with Andy, Julio, Rector, Brown sugar; Mornin’ buddies

ALYSON R. GRUBER
1021 Bobwhite Drive
"Can I play here and now and the future will take care of itself somehow." - Howard Jones
Best Memories: Best Friends; 4 yrs with best friends CG, KB, AB, CT, RZ, CC; Summer of ’88; OCM with CG; Jr Prom; Cotillion 88; OC; Allnights; Bets with JM; Dancing at Jim’s drive-ins; Caravans with Mr. M
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1,2; FOP 1,2,3,4; Spirit Week 1,2,34, Photography Club 4

JOEL GUNN

JENNIE MAY HACK
1010 Red Oak Drive
"The talent of success is nothing more than doing what you can, and doing well whatever you do."
Best Memories: Great times with LC, GD, MK; And to my best, Mar - Too many to write (need 50 pages) - Thanks for being one of the greatest people in my life, Friends forever! Love ya!
Activities: Wrestling manager 1,2; Spirit Week 1,2,4; FOP 1,2; SADD 3,4; Powder Puff 3,4; Photography Club 7; Mt. Misery 3

DAVID HACKENBERG
3 Locust Grove
"The living dead don’t need to solve word problems."
Calvin
Best Memories: Skiing without poles on Okemo ski resort; Doe Mountain ski resort; Barhopping in Germany; Grand National and Iro-Z; Sailing down the east coast.
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Lab Band 2,3; Junior Achievement 3,4; Swimming 4; German Club 4

DAVID HAENEL
1906 Morris Drive
"The greater the difficulty, the greater the glory."
Best Memories: George Michael with AR; Court with MM; Company; And Linda, with LD; Senior Prom with ts and SR; + : OK; Thanks
Activities: Cross Country 1,2,3; Winter Track 1,3; Student Congress 1,4; Spring Track 2,3; Blood Drive 3,4

KAREN HAINES
12 Lamp Post Lane
"Quarrels wouldn’t last long if all the blame was on one side."
Best Memories: Ski trips south, if yr so weeks; At the beach with Lisa and Monica; Extended spring breaks in Florida; Conn. for weekend; Chinese food with the gang; Fighting with Santaroni and Trout; Hanging out with Craig B, GR, and ND.
Activities: Soccer 1,2,3,4; Lacrosse 1

KARA HALLQUIST
JASON HAMLIN
1280 Sequoia Drive
"Always have an optimistic outlook on the things to come. Be strong. Don’t let other people take away your pride by hurting you."
Best Memories: When I moved to Cherry Hill during Summer 88
Activities: SADD 4

ROBERT HANEY
15 North Green Acres
"I don’t know why! Nobody is perfect, except me!"
Best Memories: Jumping off Dave’s shed; Echoes in the Grand Canyon; 200 Club; Dunk contest; Dumbo

STEVE HANNO
214 Watt Whitman Boulevard
"It’s time to spread our little wings and fly away, far away, where we’re on our own with much to learn."
Best Memories: Carsurfing; Restless knights; RJ, KS, JS, DS, RH, AG, KL; Summer 88; Com Art 99; Hockey; Baseball; Big concert; Jr Prom; Vermont; Wildwood Sking Activities: Baseball 1,2; Hockey 3,4; Demogrope 3,4

SCOTT RICHARD HARPER
280 Embassy Row
"Try me and I’ll show you where the path leads. Rather, go where there is no path and leave a trail."
Best Memories; Class of 87 + 88; RC’s house; Allnights; Shore hangers; Thanks to my best friends you made it fun … Freddie, I’ll always love you

MARK THEODORE HARRISON
500 Fern Avenue
"It is only through the mystery of self-sacrifice that a man can love himself."
Best Memories: Shark; YL; DF; GH; EW; DM; DL; CW; YJ, JM; + crowd; Neil; Bodybag; EH; MG; VY; FUG; Christibalinos; Zoo moaning tigers; Mud - Chris, Heather, GD, ET; Office ladies.
Activities: Swimming; 1; German Club 1,2; Office Aide 1,2,3,4; Weighlifting Club 3,4; FCA 3,4; Photography Club 4; Powder Puff Coach 4

JIM HAUGHWOUT
1633 Bold White Boulevard
"What is the point of possessing ability, if it is not used?"
Best Memories: Throwing it in the air and the day after; The 25 person chain for TW’s number; Summer mornings at the high speed line; Banging at yearbook before home room; The Vector Vigilante Activities: Soccer 1,2; Spring Track 1,3; Eastside 2,3,4; Yearbook Science League 2,3,4; HSA Student Liaison 3,4

EDWARD HEALEY
1816 Berlin Road
"It takes two to make a thing go right."
Best Memories: Winne; 88; Color pencils; Mrs S. - Why do you ask? - Adm Wil Blvd; MG; BMW; YL; Wash; Times with Lee; Mod talk; Chem; "Club In"; Br in SH Activities: Racquetball Club 3

LEE HEISMAN
2252 Delicious Way
"Let’s all say thanks to all of you who I could call a friend."
Best Memories: DW and AH in Abington; LC center field; ED - great times + BFF; Brilliant: Lisa - someone special; Tracy - best friends forever - It’s the way; DM #1
Activities: Baseball 1,2,3,4; Student Congress 4; SADD 4; Spirit Week 3,4

MINDI HELSCHNEIN
3 Kate Court
"I want this party started right?"
Best Memories: Summer 87 with Mark; December 11, 1987; Denny’s New Years Eve with Dennis; Driving around Cherry Hill Shore; George Michael Concert; Summer 88 with Mad Balls; Nils Booby; Fair time with my BF Madeleine and the gang

JESSICA HENDRICKSON
8 Elmhurst Avenue
"Ashes and Diamonds / Face and Friend / We were equal in the end - Pink Floyd"
Best Memories: All the nights I partied with MM + LG - I’ll miss you guys!

SHARON HERBERT
17 Rancocas Road
"Today only comes once in your lifetime - live it to the max!"
Don’t hangovers - stay drunk"

Best Memories: Pam’s party; After Pam’s party; Jr Prom; Mischief Night; Friends at Ron’s 17th birthday; “Do you like parties…” “Trick or treat”; Damn demo dragons Activities: Swimming 1,3; Demogrope 2,3,4; Creative Writing Club 3

EARL DAVID HIEB
209 Horse Shoe Court
"I have one fault... two hands and one mouth."
Best Memories: Ron’s (GC, JR, RD, PP, BF, GF, TP, BC, SE, DB, DK, BG, SS, etc): 20-88 (BIGT) Activities: Baseball 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1; Latin Club 1,2

MARK HIRGINBOOTH
GRAHAM L. HILL
444 Browning Lane
"You can blow out a candle, but you can’t blow out our fire. Once the flames begin to catch, the wind will blow them higher.” - Peter Gabriel
Best Memories: 87 CHEPV Squad; Downs Farms at 2 AM; Echo; sleeping on the beach; The Alarm; YL; Track practices; SL - -’s H - 2; RW; Lake Champion; Sky Jumpers
Activities: Winter Track 1,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; SADD 3,4; Project LIFE 3,4; Blood Drive 3,4; Student Congress 4

KAREN BETH HIRSCHMAN
410 Teasole Lane
"The only soldier now is me. I’m fighting things I cannot see. I think it’s called destiny / That I am changing."
Best Memories: Times with TAM, LG, OSHY, DREW, JES, CC, CONCORD; Cal; Jr home room; The Marsh; 12th Street beach; England; CLC; Golf course; Teak; Hop; Mr. P Activities: Field Hockey; Field Hockey Manager 3,4; Spring 2,3,4; One Acts 2,3,4; Concert Chor 2; Chansons 3; East Singers 4; Fall Show 4

MICHAEL W. HIRSCHMAN
133 Greenwood Road
"When in Annapolis, don’t eat the barbecued meatballs."
Best Memories: Navy 87; The Journeys of Ron and Mike - Books 1,3; Bbq tournaments (living off folk for 3 days); Fun with WA, Haines, Valore, KH, RH, JH, Wags; Summer 88 Activities: Basketball Manager 1,2,3,4; Football Manager 4

MICHELE HODGES
400 North Burrill Mill Road
"Winter, Spring, Summer, or Fall. All you have to do is call and I’ll be there."
Best Memories: Best memories with JK, SW, KK, Big cities AM, SH, Hanging at Gabe’s Slug-ging at FH; Football Ed; Dennis; John; summer with Sha and Stephe; JH and the Bug; SS, DJ, Jet.. Activities: FOP 2,3,4; Spirit Week 1; Football Manager 1,2,3,4; Wrestling Manager 1,2,3; Football Manager 4; Powder Puff 3

WILLIAM JAMES HOFFER
1903 Morris Drive
"Now, let’s think about this."
Best Memories: If I am not for myself, who will be for me? If I am only for myself, what am I? Activities: All South Jersey Orchestra 3,4; All State Orchestra 3,4; Orchestra 3,4

ERIN ROCHELLE HOFFMAN
510 Teasole Lane
"Real friends are rare. We’ve shared tears, hopes, and dreams - thanks for so many memories."
Best Memories: Switching boyfriends with RL; Xmas vacation 87 with AC, 12/13/86; RL + AB 17; B-day; Times spent with RL, LL, MS, MS, RR, DP, MK, PL, DR + special times with AR Activities: Student Congress 2,3,4; FOP 2,3,4; Spirit Week 2; Blood Drive 4; Respect for Drugs 4; Freshman Orientation 4; Photography Club 4

TODD HOFFMAN
1808 Russet Drive
"Make the most of it, for that is all there is of you." - Emerson
Best Memories: Going there with Eggmen: MH, JR, EM, FL, Boston, Juniors, AM, EC with EW; Thuduckers; Track with JS, ES Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Lab Band 1; Raquetball Club 1; Intercollegiate Basketball 1,3; All South Jersey Band 2,3,4; Jazz Band 2,3,4; Sax Quartet 2,3,4; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4

KERRY HOKE
Best Memories: Latin with Scott Weinstein;  In- sight 1 & II; Times with Dayna; Summer Party 87; Virginia; Reunion with Scott Tepper; Times with Karyn; AMC/Mall with everyone.
Activities: SADD; Adopt a Grandparent; Blood Drive

RICHARD STEPHEN HYLAND 207 Horse Shoe Court
"Don’t let life discourage you. Everyone who gets where he is had to begin where he was." - Richard L. Evans
Activities: Concert Band 1,2; Gymnastics 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 3; Demogorgon 3; Jazz Band 3,4; Symphonic Band 3,4

ALISON L. HYMAN 224 Westover Drive
“Lip balm anyone? It’s cantaloupe!”
Best Memories: Purple sneaking with Debbie W; Gonzo with Debbie Y; The bean’s driveway; Kov; The boyfriend; Spy toy sauce; Kate; Ronan’s Ridge with Espanola; Snails and Snails
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Fall Show 1; Concert Choir 1,2; Concert Band 2; Marching Band 2,3,4; Chansons 2,3; Relies 3,4; Wind Ensemble 3,4; Demogorgon 3,4; East Singers 4; Orchestra 3,4; All State Chorus 3,4

MARC ISKOWITZ 104 South Mansfield Boulevard
"A friend will know you better in a second than your acquaintances will know you in a hundred years.
Best Memories: Going irate with Eggmen; TH; JR, AM, DP, Russia; Boston; Mummers; Thud-puckers; Track with TH; Reminiscing with ZM Activities: Soccer 1; Lab Band 1,2; Symphonic Band 2; Spanish Club 2; Sax Quartet 2,3; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Marching Band 3,4; Jazz Band 3,4

ERIC JACOBS 416 Doral Drive
"Buckle this!" - Dark Helmet
Best Memories: CCC with AZ, TB, NG; Talks with DK; Caring with ME, CB, RK; Tennis with JW; CAS with ME 88 Summer 38 Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Math League 2; Stage Crew 3; SADD 4

JOAN JENKINS 27 Filamar Avenue
"A friend is a person with whom I may be sincere. Before him, I may think aloud.
Best Memories: Meeting John Taylor; Going to Omar’s with MC, TS, LC, YC; Driving to school senior year; Graduation Day
Activities: SADD 3,4; Spanish Club 4; Prom Committee

JONATHAN JENNINGS 103 Red Oak Drive
"Surf nixed.
Best Memories: Rocking out with John C. and the gang at the Jhon; "Home Sweet Home"; Alley-oopin’ with Steve H on the courts; Mad libbin’ with Jason B
Activities: Intramural Basketball 2,4; Intramural Bowling 2; Spanish Club 2; Biology Career Club 3

LAURIE JOHANSEN 39 Regent Road
"It is better to have loved and lost, than to never love at all.
Best Memories: MD; Montreal amusement park; Florida trip; Sr and Jrs Proms with MD Activities: Concert Choir 1; French Club 1; Marching Band 2,3; Chansons 2,3,4; Madrigals 4; Fall Show 2

KEVIN JOHNSON 404 Country Club Court
"The past is over, the future’s here, get drunk on memories of yesterday.
Best Memories: “Know what I’m talking ‘bout?”; Wal; D” Man; Druck; Prince; Orpy; Rich; Jamers with the gang
Activities: Gymnastics 1,2,3,4

ROB JOHNSON 102 Carolina Avenue
Best Memories: Sitting in Marketing class and busting on Mr. Fisco, otherwise known as Papa Smurf
Activities: Bowling 1,2,3,4; DECA 2,3,4

KARYN JONES 224 Walt Whitman Boulevard
"Don’t be so busy trying to be something you’re not, you’ll have no time to know what you are.
Best Memories: Car surfing! Times with Muffin, Thumper, and Deb; Marleton; No stopping or standing! THANKS mom and dad for putting up with me; Love ya
Activities: Drama 1; Cheerleading 1,2,3; SADD 3,4; Powder Puff

dEFFREY J. JUDGE 1 Charles Lane
"I’d rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints, only the good die young..."
Billy Joel
Best Memories: Partying with CF, ML, CK, MS, MG, and the gang; Finding work with MS; Lee’s partying with SB; The hainum; College friends MO, HK, DK, BH, EA, JW, RD Activities: Baseball 1; Intramural Basketball 1,2,3; POP 1,2; SADD 3,4; Spirit Week 3,4; Intramural Volleyball 4; Rugby 4; Winter Track 4

BRUCE KABAT 4 Lisa Lane
"Before we end and then begin, we’ll drink a toast to how it’s been – I’ve loved these days..."
Billy Joel
Best Memories: Rto: AC-DC with HR & CD; INXS; Lunch in with LW; Jr, Muhl week-ends; Dr O; Pupska; Denny’s with JW + JS; Skiing Tahoe-Vail, IN - times SF Activities: Tennis 1,2,3; Latin Club 1; FOP 2,3; Racquetball Club 2; Intramural Volleyball 4; Intramural Basketball 3,4, SADD 4

LISA M. KAIN 627 John's Drive
"Take one day at a time because the best is yet to come.
Best Memories: Michael with Rhonda 1; P and P; Decorations at Xmas time - S + S; 12th St Beach; Denny’s: East Stage; Mrs W; Broadway, here I come; Dolly AH Activities: Concert Choir 1; Fall Show 1,2,3,4; Chansons 2, East Singers 3,4; Relies of East 2,3,4; One Acts 2; All South Jersey Chorus 3; All State Chorus 4; Thespian Society 3,4; Freshman Orientation 4; Spirit Week 4; Spring Show 4; Mime Company 4; Junior Miss 4

SCOTT ETHAN KAMHOLZ 27 Pawtucket Drive
"Sumus quod suprasti..." - Garrison Keilor
Best Memories: Mr. Coet getting locked into his hotel room in Moscow during the Wind Ensemble trip to the Soviet Union Activities: Symphonic Band 1; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Student Congress 1; French Club 1,2; All South 1; East 1,2,3,4; All State Band 2,3,4; Eastside 2,3,4; Computer Team 2,3,4; Model UN 3,4; Biology Careers Club 3,4; Biology Science League 1,3,4; Broadcasting 3, World Affairs Club 2,3,4

JENNIFER HOLLIDAY 121 Chaucer Place
"But wait... I don’t get it!
Best Memories: Spending time in Philly; Down the shore with Paula; Fictionality with DH, LK, NJ, MH, WK; Going to RP, Working with Dave and Richard
Activities: SADD 4

KAREN MARIE HOOPES 410 Queen Anne Road
Friendship is a deeper emotion than love... but not as entertaining.
Best Memories: Partying in the "neighborhood"; Summer 88; 4th of July; 88 Mummers Parade; JL, JR, SH, DH, Bubbles, and especially Greg
Activities: Basketball 1

STEPHANIE HORN 409 Barby Lane
"Yesterday is but a dream, and tomorrow is only a vision. But today, well lived, makes yesterday a dream of happiness, and every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Best Memories: Good times with everybody, especially LMK, LED, SLJ, RJS; Bummerlength forever
Activities: FOP 1,2,3,4; SADD 1,2,3,4; Prom Committee 2,3; Student Congress 3; Eastside 3,4

MICHAEL HOROWITZ 1010 Roumfort Avenue
"All we need is our friends and our dreams and a chance to start over again.
Best Memories: The car ride (RW & TM); Slash and the Dudes; Hitler’s Gang; Summer 88; Lalos Sunrise at the shore; Kim’s Surf Nazis; Breakfast with JA Activities: SADD 1,2,3,4; Photography Club 1,2,3,4; Racquetball Club 1,2,3,4; Eastside 3,4; Young Republicans Club 4; Emanuel Cancer Society 3,4

BRIAN S. HORVITZ 1635 Prince Drive
"Life is a sewer - you can only get out of it what you put into it.
Everybody have fun tonight; everybody Wang Chung tonight.
Best Memories: A philipp; A splotch; About 5:00; My 14 year old stuff; Heisser’s back wall; Chapel; My tennis partner and Tovah (a little crazy)
Activities: Tennis 1,2,3,4; Math League 2; Stage Crew 3; SADD 4

RICHARD ANTHONY HOWE 1004 Kresson Road
"I'm lampin’ at the cold, cold lampin’.
Best Memories: When I finally made the basketball team after being cut freshman and sophomore years
Activities: Football 1; Basketball 3,4

ANDRE HU 532 Brian Drive
"A Prayer: Lord, help me to realize that nothing can happen today that you and I can't handle.
"Everything is funny as long as it's happening to somebody else.
Best Memories: Playing Bartles and Jaymes with MF; "Bonding" sessions on DF's driveway; Bikin- ing with "Conan" singing oldies with JP; JP's top twenty; Binaca Wars; Andover Summer 88 Activities: String Ensemble 1; Orchestra 2,3,4; Office Aide 1,2,3,4; German Club 1; Tennis 1,2,3; Photography club 1,2,3,4; Science Lab Aide 1; Chamber Orchestra 2; Student Congress President 3,4; Chess Club 3; Biology Science League 3; World Affairs Club 3

JENIFER HUNDLEY 539 Society Hill
Best Memories: Sitting in Lunch with Bill, Jason, Reem, Rich, Mor, and Kim and Dave Moore and listening to them make fun of everybody in the lunchroom.
DEBBIE HUNTER 5 Hilltop Drive
"It's just like real life; true life; / Living in a dream. / Everything is better. / Now that's the way it seems."
ROBIN LYNN KANDELL 1040 Red Oak Drive "For long you love and high you fly! / The smiles you give, the tears you cry! / And all you touch and all you see / Is all your life will ever be." - Pink Floyd Best Memories: All of the great times with my family and friends. Activities: Spring Track Manager 2.3.4; Guidance Aide 4; Powder Puff 3

TARKYUNG SARAH KANG 1833 West Drive "What higher calling can there be than searching for useless and beautiful truths?" Best Memorials: Tempest, Seaview-Jerseyville; Annapolis (NAVY!); Prom and Sunday brunch; Summer session with "the scholars"; Atlantic City 88 Activities: Orchestra 1.2.3; All South Jersey Orchestra 1.2.3.4; French club 1.2.3.4; Korean Club 1.2.3.4, 2.2.3.4, FOP 2; Yearbook 3; Blood Drive 3; Cum Laude 3; Demogorom 4

JASON E. KAPLAN 1856 Tidewater Drive "Don’t ask me what you’re doing tonight. I just might tell you the truth." - Bob Dylan KEITH LAWRENCE KAPLAN 1557 Lark Lane "It ain’t broke, don’t fix it!" Best Memories: Things go better with age. I had my friends. Activities: Spring Track 3.4; Spanish Club 3; Young Inventors’ Club 3; Young Democrats’ Club 3; World Affairs Club 3

MARA KAPLAN 1803 Rolling Lane "They say that these are the best of times, but they’re the only times I’ve ever known." - Billy Joel Activities: World Affairs 3; French Club 3; Prom Committee 2; Blood Drive 3; American Cancer Society 3.4; Emmanuel Cancer Society 3.4; Daffodil Day 3; Photography Club 3.4; Homecoming 1.2.3.4

NIDHI KAPOOR 2184 Country Club Drive "We’ll look back at the times we’ve had and laugh." - Best Memories: Malayabuyok and the nerves of QPS; Marathon phone conversations with Mad; Darren the dude; Ali-baba; Scooter; Adam; All nighters with Sheri; Deadline!
Activities: Tennis 1.2.3.4; Bowling 1.2; French Club 1.2.3.4; Yearbook 1.2.3.4; Biology Careers Club 1.2.3.4; Tennis Manager 1.2.3.4; Photography Club 1.2.3.4; Cycling 1.2.3.4; Cable Club 3.4; Student Congress 3.4; Cum Laude 3.4

DANIEL P. KARBAECH 223 McIntosh Road "I go to parties sometimes until four, it’s hard to leave when you can’t find the door." Best Memories: All the times spent with Kric Jr Prom with KW; GF, DS, PD, MG, LA, SS, TP, RD, BC, DH, JB; Naval Academy trips with basketball and baseball Activities: Soccer 1.2; Basketball 1.2.3.4; Baseball 1.2.3.4

ELIZABETH KARPIS 517 Garwood Drive "To be great is not to be misunderstood." - Best Memories: Going out with my boyfriend everywhere and anywhere, Living life to the max Activities: Computer Club 1; FAVAS 2.3

ROBERT JAMES KATEVATIS 1205 Folkstown Way "What’s wrong with waiting for waves? Most people spend their whole life waiting for nothing!" - Surf’s crackin’ more lips. Best Memories: All the people I partied with DREW KATZ 1145 Windring Drive "Life is like being a husky in a dog sled race. If you’re not the lead dog, your view of the world never changes. Best Memories: Hangin’ with friends ABC-DEF-GH-IJKLMNPQQRST-UUXV-WXYZ (you know who you are); Rainbow bowling; Jr Prom; Fiver Devills 19/40; grade history; Walks with M & D; Frat trips

ROBYN KOHN 842 Marlow Rd "I’chaim!" Best Memories: CB Connections 16 candles; BBYO; JK French; Lee; LK; JK crush; LC Insight; MK + JH; Lunch; 4 AM study; LF thanks Activities: Copper Mountain 1; Chamoins 2.3.4; FOP 1.2; French Club 1.2; Softball Assistant 2; SADD 1.2.3.4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 4; Creative Writing Club 3.4

CHRISTINE KOKOLIS 1714 Hillsdale Ave "We came as freshmen fearing the unknown. We leave as seniors not knowing what we fear!"
Activities: Football 1.2

TRACY LANGLOIS
1518 Bridle Hill Road
"When you are in love with someone, you want to be near him all the times, except when you are buying things and charging them to
Miss Piggy"
Best Memories: Summer '88; Slurpees with BA; Trap shoes and Dominos with KG; West Center with EF; History with EF, LM; Judaism and Tennis; Scouting for men with ER - our "acci-
ent." Activities: Cheerleading 4

MICHAEL T. LAUSI
11 Latches Lane
"Never put off until tomorrow what you can avoid doing altogether."
Best Memories: 87; 88 Weekends with KB and friends; Oiga; Lakecrete crew calls with TW; RDN, TA, MZ, RP, BE, CS; Freshman box; Parking spot; Red Wine; Pet Store; Prom 88
Activities: Swimming 1; Stage Crew 1.2.3.4; One Acts 1.2.4; Fall Show 1.2.3.4; Spring Musical 1.2.3.4; FOP 3.4; Lab Theater; Photography Club 4

KYLE LAUTERBACH
311 Hadleigh Drive
"The mind is like a parachute, it only works when it is open."
Best Memories: Germany and Can-Can '88; Summer 88 with DM, WM, AM, CK, JC; Track; Goodbye, Master Wong; Midnite wandering with DM; Junior lunch; Dwyer's class; All the good times.
Activities: German Club 1.2.3.4; Lacrosse 1.2; Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; Intramurals 1.2.3.4; German - American Exchange 3

ELIZABETH LAWLER
1935 West Cliff Drive
"For long you live and high you fly, for smiles you give and tears you cry, for all you touch and all you see, is all your life will never be."
Best Memories: Midnite beachin' it with Dink; LB; 88; Skinnies in the Car; Men's Club; Summer 88 with the Clueless Crew; HF-Jill - AR: 3rd Period - CB; Best times with RL-Camel/Weble; HC 87; LC-Bunkmate!
Activities: French Club 1.2.3.4; Stage Crew 1.2; Prom Committee 1.2; Spirit Week 1.2.3; FOP 3.4; Soccer Manager 3.4; Powder Puff 3.4; Photography Club 3; Freshman Orientation 4; Photography Aide 4; Health Aid 4

LEWIS LAZAROW
100 Sandingham Road
"We're not our skins of grime, we're not our dread black iglimpsive locomotive, we're all beautiful golden sunflowers inside..." - Allen Ginsburg. "Sunflower Sutra"
Best Memories: Toronto (Psych); Montreal; Florida (CE); Virginia (NE & DM); oh, well;
BBC, Chem Trek, Ninja, Evil Dead, Byefornows; Chitzen Inen, WITH PRIDE!
Activities: Marching Band 1.2.3.4; Concert Band 2; Role Playing Game Club 2; Symphonic Band 3; Lab Band 3.4; Letterbook 3; Demorgan 3.4; Wind Ensemble 4

JEONG LEE
1340 Bunker Hill Drive
"It is very difficult to do nothing for long because you can't stop and rest occasionally."
Best Memory: Summer '88 with LT; After School Football Game in West Point With L2
Activities: Track 1.2.3.4; SADD 3.4; Math League 3.4

JIN LEE
2004 Morris Dr.
"Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is ours to win or to lose."
Best Memory: South Street; summers; arguments; Junior Prom with HS (and SK); Haverford with LB; Junior Miss and AL's cross underestimation; all English class; Activities: Cogarettes 2; Cheerleading 3.4; Sophomore Mission Committee 2; Korean club 3.4; Juniors Mission Club 3

ALLISON LEES
410 Down Dr.
"Dreaming is believing. Believing is achieving."
Best Memories: Boxers, Stolen boons and get goombah!; Mashed potato night!

MICHAEL LEMONT
29 Manning Ln.
"I once cried because I had no shoes, until I met a man who had no feet."
Best Memory: Weekends with KC, TS, and JJ; Summer of '88; Down the shore with SJ, MS, and KJ; Playing Bill with the guys; Party making new friends Activities: Track 1.4; Student Congress 1.2.5; Intramural basketball 1.2.4; Cycling Club 2; FOP 3.4; SADD 4

KRISTIE LENAHAN
633 Croyden Dr.
"I can't see things through He who strengthens me."
- Philippians 4:12
Best Memory: Dragged through the mud at Champions, got off for mo-ah crew (mooshoopir); OC in April; Library with JC; the Pit; Summer of '86; urrggh!
Activities: Letter Band 1; Symphonic Band 2.3.4; Marching Band 1.2.3.4; Stage Crew 2.3.4; Photograph 3; Photography Aide 4; Cam Lawyer; Demorgan 4

CAROL LEONE
136 Covered Bridge Rd.
"The best is yet to come." - Bryan Adams Best Memory: Times with DP, DB, MC, IB, MS; The orange calendar; MC's babbling; Shore with MS; Valentine's Day '88 with IB, JIM, MB; Lip Sync '87; Dust in the Wind with DP; Falling in mud; Red Wine at Michele's Activities: Homecoming Float 2.3; FOP 3.4; Powder Puff 4.5

TODD LEUPOLD
150 Fox Chase Ln.
"The key to sanity is a dosage of insanity."
Best Memory: Rare chance, Jacob Titz Band; Pink Floyd; Treehouse; Sluggin' and Skin'; Germany; Can; Blues Brothers; Triples at Super Bowl; Herr 17 Activities: German Club 1.2.3.4; Martial Arts Club 1; Track 2.3; Rugby 4

DAVID LEVINE
191 Kresson Rd.
"Hey, hey, hey. Don't be mean. We don't have to be mean. Because just remember - no matter whose you are you are."
Best Memory: Summer of '88 on; Because of Kelly Jackson; Any times with her are my best memories Activities: Science Fiction Club; AD + D Club 1; Computer Club 2.3.4; Letterbook 3.4; Role Playing club (Game Leader) 3; Renaissance Club (President) 4; World Affairs Club 4

MARK LEVITT
1800 Country Club Dr.
"It seems to me that we should age, these fragile times should never pass us by. A time you can never or should cease cause friends together watch their childhood fly."
Best Memory: Times with my BFF, LL, DR, KB, MS, EH; Concord Skimming '88 guys; Shore with DR-GTWG; LD's tab:"I never, SK- firehose; Delaware frat; Activities: Photography 1.2.3.4; French Club 1.2; SADD 1.2; Blood Drive 3.4; Latin Club 3; Powder Puff 3.4

SHARON LEVY
401 Crawford Road
"Meeting again after moments or lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends." - Richard Bach
Best Memory: Pups & Thrift Drums with PD; Newspaper; Bradlies & phone bills with SH; Philip & the roof with AB; Weekends with every-
one; Prom Activities: SADD 1.2.3.4; Spirit Week 1.2.3; FOP 3; Photography Club 3.4; Photography 3.4; Student Congress 4

SUNG LEWIS
FLOYD LEWIS
36 Partridge Ln.
"With God all things are possible."
Best Memory: 8.0.04 (God); Spring 1988 Activities: Basketball 1.2.3.4; Track 1.2.3.4; Cross-Country 3
MATTHEW ADAM MARKOFF
908 Francine Drive
"I am a bucket of emotions waiting to be filled, constantly overflowing, and always empty."
Best Memories: Toasty Campfires; Champagne Breakfast Junior; Prom; Celebration of Barque Parties; every moment with my close friends.
Activities: One-acts 1,2,3,4; Gymnastics 1,2,3,4; FOP 1; Spring Musical 2,3,4; Fall Play 3,4; PA-VAS; Junior Choir; Chess Club; Mine Company 4; Chamber Choir 4; Thespian Society 3,4

CARLO WM. MARO
5 Plymouth Drive
"My toes in the sand, Bud in my hand, all I need is a beautiful woman."
Best Memories: Annual Halloween Parties and every night in between: Party with TFS, BS; choir; Varsity boys; Last party before leaving; Working at the SHOP
Activities: Football 1,2, Track 1,2

ANDY MAROKO
1765 Garwood Drive
"I have become completely numb."
-Pink Floyd
Best Memories: Best Memories: Russia; Florida; Annapolis, Montreal; Rocking the house with the Egenoff GR, TH; DW
Activities: Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Lab Band 1; Concert Band 1; Jazz Band 2,3,4; Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Brass Quartet 2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; Orchestr

SCOTT IAN MARTIN
30 Spring Mill Lane
"Things happen when you least expect them to so that you may really understand what they might happen."
Best Memories: Times spent with BS, HF, GR, CN, CS, JS, AS, WF, GG, RA, PAK, MB, MC, MS, JK, JR, O'Malley, Mr. with Karis; Ball with the fellows; the shore
Activities: Science 1,2, Basketball 1; Intramural Basketball 2; FOP 3; Latin Club 3,4

MICHAEL MASSARO
DOMENIC A. MASSIMINI
6 Rootree Road 18, 19
Best Memories: Summer of '86 in Wildwood Activities: Latin Club 1,2, SADD 1,2,3,4; Mt. Misery 2; Intramural Basketball 2; Junior Achievement 3,4; Bowling 3; Table Tennis 3; Beck Hockey Coach 3,4; Intramural Volleyball 4

JOHN MASTRANGELO
208 Gravel Bend
"In life, remember one thing: Don't touch the woobie!"
Best Memories: Six pack; Swimming with MO; Essinger; TFP's house; Eng.; MC; MS; Sass; KS; Sorting; Lifeguarding at BR; The car; OC; Wash; AB, AB, BB, LD's; JP; G + R
Activities: Beach 1,2,3; FOP 3; Lab Band 1; World Affairs Club 3; Weightlifting Club 3,4; 3M; Volleyball 4; Golf 4

CRAIG K. MATTEO
110 West Riding Drive
"There's a time for fun and a time for work; Thank God high school was a lot of fun." Best Memories: Rehobeth Beach BB with Z at OBEY's by the sea; Going out with MZ, BK, GS, JP and anyone else I forgot
Activities: Football 1,2,3,4; Intramural Basketball 2

CHARLES MATTHEWS
51 Lafayette Lane
"Huh, thanks for calling, I'll be there in ten minutes..." MF
Best Memories: Avalon CA; Villanova; Hartford; MF and SF; McDonald's; J's house; Nordik Wolf
Activities: Rugby 1; Tennis 1,2; Racquetball Club 5; German Club 4

PHILIP MAUN
ERIC MAURER
JASON MAYFIELD
1604 Kresson Road
"While Iumbled, nearly sleeping, suddenly there came a tapping..."
-Edward Allen Poe
Best Memories: Can't remember
Activities: Chess Club 1,2; Wrestling 1,2,4; Football 1; Weightlifting Club 1,2,3,4; SM Club 1; African American Club 4; Roleplaying Club 3

CARA McCARTHY
round McDonald's; Dave from NJ State Fair Activities: Concert Band 1; Concert Choir 1,2, Madrigals 2; Symphonic Band 2; East Singers 3,4; Demorgan 3

DANIÉLLE MINNITI
25 Karen Drive
"The more I date men, the more I love my cat."
Best Memories: Loving Seth Weinberg, "by bawdy chicken face", esp his 17th b-day night at the Cat's Cradle, Old Face, and Pebbles; My life long buddy Sophia; My great family - Inkus, Goobler, Nick, and other friends: PM, JS, B, JH
Activities: DECA 2, Cheerleading 4

JOSHUA MINTZ
403 Downs Drive
"Don't ever worry - because no matter where you go, there you are!"
-Buckaroo Banzai
Best Memories: Russia 87; The monastery; "The greatest day of the band!" The SNC; AC trips; Summer 88; "finding Paradise" by the lake
Activities: Symphonic Band 1; Marching Band 1,2,3, Wind Ensemble 2,3,4; Orchestra 2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 2,3,4; Gymnastics 2; Cunn Laude 3,4

ALEX MITTEN
421 Morris Drive
"Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy? Caught in a landslide, no escape from reality. Open your eyes and see who's really driving your mind."
Best Memories: Bump; Tamp; Sweating walls; Breaking benches; Fun with Sid; Babydoll K; MD - doorknob; K's lakes; Times with KV, CK, DG, BF, LC, BK, DW, DY, AH Activities: All South Jersey Band, Orchestra 1,2,3,4; All State Band 1,2,3,4; All State Orchestra 2,3,4; Chamber Winds 1,2,3,4; Marching Band 1; Pit Orchestra 2,3; Wind Ensemble 1,2,3,4; All Eastern Band

KERRY A. MOHEN
486 Hidden Lane
"Why does everybody call me Mallory?"
Best Memories: NMAs in NY; Summering with Wendy & Ryan; Jack and Sean; France 87; Pizza Nites with LK, JH, WK, & DH; "Young Frankenstin's blank" Activities: Basketball 1,2,3,4; PAVAS 1; Basketball 2; SADD 3,4; FOP 3; Latin Club 3; Spanish Club 2

LINDA MONA
7 Lynford Road
Best Memory: ROB: Summer 88, Homecoming game: Day after Jr Prom; Del's parties; Jen's house; Truck: OC "I know" - Love Linda; MB, KS, JK, FS, friends forever; Parties of 88 + 89; Summer 88

ANGELA MONTINI
"Yo cuzz!!"
Best Memories: Best times with BA, CF, JG, KR, TP, KS, + KR Jr Prom; Jamming with TR and gang at clubs; Summer 86 till now with PJ - I love you!

DAVID J. MOORE
1108 Wall Valley Brook Road
"Try to see each person in life as a brother or a sister, look for ways in which you are alike, not different." Best Memories: Of my friends - Steve, Scott, Jason, Jeff, Martin, Jay, Jason, Matt, Koz, and crew and the times before; JT, JA, TB, TG, DR, KH, and RE and the best times with teen and Jen Activities: Spring Track 1,3,4; Afro American Club 3,4

AMY MARIE MORRISON
113 Lamp Post Lane
"Talent without dedication will get you nowhere."
Best Memories: Bridge 87; JR & English; TK; Lunch with MS & KH; no booz pass; & especially LD and my BFF, AL - I'll always love you Another BFF: Alena Track 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Cross Country 2,3,4; Cum Laude 3,4; Powder Puff 3; Blood Drive 4

DINA MORRISON
40 Kresson Road
"If you work hard enough and love long enough anything is possible."
Best Memories: AB my BF; Always in fun with the crew; Anytime at ABC; My bodyguard MZ, GS, CM, JF, SL, Michelle's 16; Sr + Jr Prom; Shore after prom; Memorial weekend; Summer '88; N. Adams; Allnighters; Thans
HALEH RABIZADEH
9 Chateau Dr.
"The good thing that is certain for man is change. To battle change is to waste one's time . . . to become the willing ally of change is to assure oneself of life..."
Best Memory: SEMDAS etc., 1901 studies with ND etc. Lee Press-on Nails; Afterschool with SM, Times with CB... JME; Israel; Carriage; SAD 12.3.4; Model UN 1.4

JEANINE PÉREZ
GREG PERR
4018 Russell Road
"Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your country..."
JFK Activities: German Club 1.2.3.4; SADD 1.2.3.4; JME: World Affairs Club 1.2.3.4; Model UN 1.4

JACK PETERS
TIMOTHY PHILLIPS
NANCY PILCHIK
1816 Larke Lane
"Chocolate makes the world go round..."
Best Memories: Summer 85, 86; Exeter with MS in '87; Cornell 88; TIGS with TB, MH, MM; Octo-
ber 87 with CB, RK, AF, MM, GP; Philly: "Here goes Mer!"; Brian 7788
Activities: French Club 1.2; SADD 1.2; Prom Committee 1; Bowling 2; Biology Lab Aide 3; Powder Puff 3; Football Concessions 3; FOP 4
MATTIE PODBÉDER
4363 Lynne Lane
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it..."
Best Memory: Math Scramble
Activities: Soccer 1.2; Spring Track 1.2.3; Bowling 1.2; Spanish Club 2.3; Latin Club 3

SCOTT PODOLSKY
5 Dale Court
"Life should be the ultimate playground of your dreams..."
Best Memories: Big C and "P" and 23's; Summer 88 and life with Amo; The gang: AB, LB, BC, AC, JP, PFC; Rotasiner: Times with BC (laxes), lockets; AC (punts); JP; AF, M; D Activities: Soccer 1.2.3.4; Spring Track 1.2.3.4; Student Congress 1.2.3.4; Basketball 2; Eastside 3; Yearbook 3.4; Cam Luade 3.4

DANIELLE PORTNEY
1221 Heron Road
"To each one's own, because beauty is in the eye of the beholder...
Best Memories: All times with friends; Redbud - MC, MB; My couches with everyone; Dirt!!!
Activities: Drumthump - LB; Matleuk - LK; QQ Popcorn - MC; All 17 - MW; All times with BE

JOANNE PRAGER
1394 Bunker Hill Drive
"If things aren't the way you like, like them the way they are..."
Best Memory: Kimber - always remember Summer 88; BBF; To Bam Bam - Jammer in twelve years be there! I love you, Mo!
Activities: Eastside 3.4

Gina G. PRO
512 Balsam Road
"Straight ahead, don't look back. Set your sails for a new horizon. Don't turn around, don't look down...
Best Memories: Vaccination!! Summer 88 in Florida with MP, B & Phil's!!! Best times with best friend JB
Activities: Latin Club 1.2.3; Student Congress 3.4; Blood Drive 3.4; FOP 3.4; Spanish Club 3.4

JENNIFER PURNELL
8 Rootree Road
"Remember Yesterday; Dream about Tomorrow; But Live Today..."
Best Memories: Great times with friends; Soul Train; The Supremes; Cancun 89; OC 87; Mers-
et 88; Hockeys/Lax; "So Unfaithful"; Tree-trimming parties
Activities: Field Hockey 1.2.3.4; Lacrosse 1.2.3.4; Student Congress 2.4

EDWARD V. REGAN III
37 Strathmore Dr.
"Life is short, so live it while you still are young..."
Best Memory: Meeting my girlfriend at W and R with AM, JT, and RK; Playing football; Demoli-
tion Derby at golf course with KS and TD; Zulu Meme Club 3.4; Activities: Football 1.2.3.4; Wrestling 1.1.2.3.4; Track 2.3.4

MEREDITH REISMAN
205 Sandringham Rd.
"551, closed due to snow...
Best Memory: SB-Bargain Hunter; Bunk 26; Bubb; JP-5th; Sr; Long talks; MD; scaring the living... Get up into the grove; The tissues; Trip to DC; ILTC; DF; AS, KS Activities: Spring Track 1.2.3.4; Winter Track 1.3.4; Track 2; SADD 1.1; Yearbook 2; Photography Club 4.5

GINA RICCI
26 Niama Dr.
"Goals are most important in a person's life - for with goals one can dream, and with those dreams, one can succeed..."
Best Memory: Theatre Dept.; Time with: Crew; Weav; Dr. D. M.; Mime; Marrakesh; Junior Prom; Lisa K. and P/P; Laughter and tears shared with: Activities: Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; SADD 1.4; Marching Band Mgr. 1; Cougarettes 2; Drama Dept. 2.3; Mint Prom 2.3; Photo Aide 3.4; Photography Club 3.4; Lab Theatre 3.4; The-
atre Workshop 3.4; Big Brother/Big Sister 3; Thespian Society 4; Demorgon 4

ADAM SCOTT RICHMAN
6 Jodi Ct.
"I see myself as a ladder. When I see myself falling, I get back on and keep climbing...
Best Memory: To Jody: "All of our Great Times and many more to come. I love you always and forever..."
Activities: Intramural Basketball 1.2

Evan Richman
30 Manning Ln.
"Some things to aim at in life first, to get what you want; and, after that, to enjoy. It only the wisest of mankind achieve the second."
Best Memory: SADD 1.2.3.4; Q&R Prom 3.4; Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; Pep Rally; Friendships Activities: Varsity Gymnastics 1.2.3.4

Evan Ringer
1325 Pleasant Dr.
"I'm sailing up... I've got to be free, free to face the life that's ahead of me..." Styx
Best Memory: Cougar's Den-the blast during out... Activities: Cross Country 1.2; Swimming 1; AV Aid 1; 2 Coat Drive 1; Cable 18 News 1.2.3.4; Broadcast Team 2.3.4; Video Crew 3.4; Demorgon 3.4; Eastside 3.4; World Affairs Club 4; Student Congress 4

Robert Ritchie
Mark Rizzi
130 Westown Dr.
"Learning to be arithmetic - joys added, sor-
rows subtracted, friends multiplied, and love un-
divided..."
Best Memory: Good times with LL, FL, and our buddy. We were in 88; Concord; Washington with LL, Delaware; Summer with FL. To my friends LL, FL, MS, KB, VP, EH, MK, WF, FS AS RG: Thanks for the memories!
Activities: Student Congress 1.2.3.4; Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; FOP 1; Homecoming 1.2; Office Aide 1; Blood Drive 3.4; World Affairs Club 3; Emanuel Cancer Society 3

Tricia J. Roland
1141 Winding Dr.
"And we won't forget, forever young, we cele-
brate this heaven through the end of time..."
Best Memory: AMC with MEN & DEB (Wood-
bury); 11th grade English class: Times with Rob; Everyday with CC, MF, DZ, SW, SS, & LS; Cheering 86; Activities: Student Council 1.2.3.4; Photography Club 3.4; Photo Aide 3.4; Football Cheerleading 3; Power Puff Football 4

Philippe J. Romero
1129 Butters Dr.
"Don't help to dream. Just face reality..."
Best Memory: Junior Year; Meeting real friends; Too much Herb Activities: Lacrosse 2; Gymnastics 2
Kimberly Ann Rosa
412 Morris Dr.
"You can be in my dream, if I can be in your dream..."
LISA BETH RUOFF
15 Imperial Dr.
"We've just lost two souls swimming in a fishbowl, year after year."
Best Memory: Both proms with Bill; Partying with AG, BB, BB, ST, KW, KL, KC, KD, DH; Pink Floyd with Ann-Karinna and especially Bill; Car Surfing with AAS; Denny's Activities: Stage Crew 2, Powder Puff Football 3.4; Photography Club 3.4; SADD 3.4

JENNIFER RUSH 34 Regent Rd.
"Everything good in life is either illegal, immoral or fattening."
Best Memory: Red & white striped book; Arizona; Maine; Johnny Long; Spraying Secret; Questions by EZ; PK; Bogger; 9th GR; GM concert; Sweet 16 gag gifts Activities: Dance Memo Club; 1.2.3.4; Softball 1.2.3.4; Guidance Aide 2; Future Business Leaders of America 3; Freshman Orientation 4

WILLIAM RUTHERFORD

NIRIT JUDITH RUBENSON 1015 Roumfort Av.
"Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, it is time to reform."
Best Memory: Sabine; Duckies 'n' squirrels; Di- zengoff '88; Coinchidences; Sking with KK & KK; Camping with SI, DR, & JK; Mon amie at AMC; Reminisce at KA Activities: Fine Arts Club 1.2.3; Photography Club 1.4; Marching Band 1.2; Library Aide 1; Biology Club 4

JACK ROSENBLOOM 1502 Chel Dr.
"Sometimes you get to be a little crazy."
Best Memory: Rocking the horse with the Egg; Going out to McDonald's; 87-'88 with RD; Margate '88 with SA, LR, MG, RR, LS, MF; The Bowling Alley; Homecoming stories Activities: Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; Swim Team 1.2.3; DECA 4

JENNIFER ROSS 15 Downing St.
"Shoot up! It's big."
Best Memory: Parties with the "CORNY CREW" '86-'88 with FS, '86 with MD & MW; DIRD with SH, '87 with LM

JASON ROSSMAN 16 Iankeep Ct.
"Life is to enjoy, if you don't enjoy it, you waste it, and if you go to Jam, until the Jam is done, or don't Jam at all!"
Best Memory: The original toasty bonfire Oct. 31, '87; Coinchidences; Going out at Montreal & Florida; The scent at All-State; GEORGE Activities: Rugby 1; French Club 1; Marching Band 2.3.4; Jazz Band 4; Orchestra 4; Pit Orchestra 4; Chamber Wind Ensemble 4

JESSE ROSSMAN 1 S. Ives Dr.
"You can have this destiny."
Best Memories: My best memories at Cherry Hill East are of me & Jon; Cotillion, Prom; Summer '88; Memorial Day - Linda and Bob; Jr Prom '88; Hangin' out with Stone - CG; Great times spent (Liz); My loveliness Aesthetic mouse Activities: Student Congress 1; DECA 3.4

ANNE SCHOCH 1964 Woodburn Place
"So we are now creating our own destiny."
Best Memories: My best memories at Cherry Hill East are of me & Jon; Cotillion, Prom; Summer '88; Memorial Day - Linda and Bob; Jr Prom '88; Hangin' out with Stone - CG; Great times spent (Liz); My loveliness Aesthetic mouse Activities: Student Congress 1; DECA 3.4

KRISTIN SCHEIDOR 527 Tarrington Road
"Confuse you, No is good but no means.
Best Memories: Roof pack; Wawa; "Do you know what I hate?"; Bahamas, The cheer kind Tawny around the block; Ben Franklin's proverb; Avoiding trash trucks Activities: Basketball Cheerleading 3.4; Powder Puff 3.4; Blood Drive 3.4; Prom Committee 3.4; Student Congress 3; Cum Laude 4; Office Aide 3

TODD SCHULTZ 528 Balsam Rd.
"It is good to have an end to journey towards; but it is the journey that matters, in the end."
Best Memories: Memories of good times and great adventures; Fun with SSM/LC, KC, FS, MS, GG, LL and others Activities: Student Congress 1.2.3.4; Student Congress 1.2.3.4; Spring Track 2.3.4

STEPHANIE SCHWAB 29 Signal Hill Road
"Potential means you didn't do it yet."
Best Memories: Katie, Belinda, and me; Riding (and walking) to Wahoos with KK; Summer; Cherokee, chewing gum, ice cream, and wind surfing on the beach Activities: Swimming 1.2.3.4; Junior Achievement 2.4

ERIK W. SCHUMANN 429 Morris Drive
"Early morning, April 4. A shot rings out in the Memphian sky. Free at last, they took your life, but they could not take your pride."
Best Memories: Warren, PA & Summer '87 with a mighty fine ballellach; Summer '88 at WRA with SLG #24 & the staff; English III with DH Deaver; '87 with SB Activities: Basketball 1.2.3.4; Baseball 1.2.3; Winter Track 1.2.4; Weightlifting Club 1.2.3.4; Biology Science League 3; NJ Math League 3

LISA SCHWARTZ 1511 Chatel Drive
"I always thought I'd see you again."
Best Memories: Thanksgiving '87; Summer '88; Best memories with NS, NP, BD, JB, DB; Best memories: Spirit Week 1.2.3.4; Spanish Club 1.2.3; Form Committee 2; FOP 2.3.4; Latin Club 3.4; SADD 3.4

SANDRA SCOTT 5

JENNIFER SLACK
15 North Woodstock Drive
"Tomorrow is the day making today infinite.
Activities: PAVAS 1, 2, 3, 4

TRACY SLACK
100 Burnt Mill Road
"Why is our memory good enough to recall the details of events that are not good enough to recall how often we have told them to the same person?"
Best Memories: The "Bailey rap"; History with AH and DS; The road trip to College Parks, Malibu; Activities: SADD 3, 4; Spanish Club 3, 4; Cum Laude 4

JOHN SLOAN
25 Highgate Lane
"Nothing is more exciting, the thief he kindly spoke, there are many among us who feel life is but a joke.
Best Memories: OC 88 with SW, FD, NC State with FD; Shore with PM, MF, JP; U of D with SH
Activities: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4

ANDREW M. SMITH
10 Cobblestone Road
"Life is like the sea, it's better to have a lobster on your pants than crabs on your organ.
Best Memories: Best of times with SS, LD, TS, MC, FD, JD, AG, 4W at 2:00; Denny's nightmares; Slam's at 11; Surfing around with FRC, Chunks Activities: Tennis 1; Wrestling 1; Soccer 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2, 3; Powder Puff 1; Field Hockey 1; Prom Committee 4

KRISTY SMITH
24 Inskoop Court
"You'll be surprised how pressures rise the more you keep behind your pride, don't keep your fears inside.
Best Memories: Maggot; 7, 4; SMS, 1-8; Taftscott; Y; PR; Jomco 6; pro-nickel: UB40 - L; RF; Petteway - Jerrins + squash - Library - MD; DS's; CK; CT - RK
Activities: French Club 1, 2, 3; POP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1; SADD 2, 3, 4

IAN SMUKLER
HANNAH SOHN
1027 Red Oak Drive
"Creative resources, adequate intellect, and mild manners is what it takes.
Best Memories: Me and my rice patty field; The prom & etc; 2 cents short of a Snickers bar; Summers in Philly with Appleface; Hard core havens & yummy restaurants on South Street; Pretzels at the Reading Terminal Activities: French Club 1, 3; Prom Committee 2; POP 2, 3; SADD 2; Stage Crew 2; Field Hockey Manager 3; Korean Club 3, 4; Fall Show 4; World Affairs Club 4

EMILY LAUREN SOLOMON
302 Wexford Drive
"In another time, in a forgotten place, your eyes looked from your mother's face.
Grateful Dead Best Memories: LBI; 25, 23, 26; Amy D, Deanna, Wendi, Jody; Forde, Jen B, G, David; Skirving, Skiing, Jen Deben; Barnagaste Light; Sur City Giards: Landover, Stockton; "Have you seen the light?"
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Field Hockey 1, 2; Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; POP 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; PAVAS 3, 4

MELISSA JOY SOLOMON
104 Lark Lane
"Dream and beautiful things can happen.
Best Memories: OC 87; Soul Train; Chem with LV & Mr. K; Supremes; Summer 88; Casenin 89; Laughter and tears shared with LV, OL, JP, SN, LC, EH, MS, KB; See ya!!!!
Activities: Softball 1; Student Congress 1, 2; Cheerleading 2, 3

NICKY SPAGNOLO
829 Stonehenge Road
"Trust me.
Best Memories: Lisa Mazzola Summer 88; Lisa and Nicky forever

FRANCES SUSAN SPELLMAN
518 Garwood Drive
"Love isn't just what you have, it's what you share - you love; Fun with friends, especially LK, LB, MI, DR, KK, KM, TB, MS, JR, Great mornings with TS
Activities: Spirit Week 1, 2; POP 3, 4; Emmanuel College

Cancer Society 3; SADD 3, 4; Prom Committee 3, 4; Freshman Orientation 3, 4; Spirit Week 3; Blood Drive 4; DECA 4; Nurse's Aide 3

RICH SPIRO
1005 Eagle Lane
"The more you sweat in peace, the less you bleed in war.
Chinese proverb
Best Memories: Going beat up by two dumb polish lineman after Woodrow Wilson; Glenn, Paul blocking is the next session
Activities: Football 1, 3, 4; Spring Track 1, 3, 4

CHRIS H. SPRINGFIELD
131 Weston Drive
"They call Alabama the Crimson Tide, call me Denoon Blues.
Stanny Dan
Best Memories: Going out with JP, TJP, MF, PM, GM; This Bud's for you! The Ranch; The top J.; Buffet, L-Z; Boy; Backwoods; and Twistcaps

KENNETH W. STACKHOUSE
33 Kresson Road
"You're only as good as your equipment.
Best Memories: Skiing with Barn and Maastro; Football; Shore at JL; Demolition Derby with RD; Brigs; Golf course; ER notes at JSU; All the years with EB, TC, JM, TP, SB, JC, JS, LA
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2

BRIAN STANFIELD
DAVE STANKIEWICZ
176 East Esham Road
"Everyone is entitled to my opinion.
"If you don't like the way I drive, stay off the sidewalk.
Best Memories: The 180 spin I did in my car during the Dunck contest on camera Activities: Basketball 4, Spring Track 4

PAMELA STEINBERG
1012 Peacock Lane
"This is the time to remember, 'cause it will not last for long.
The are the days! To hold onto.
"- Billy Joel

JOSEPH STERNCHOS
315 Pleasant Drive
"Education is the period during which you are being instructed by somebody you do not know, about something you do not want to know.
Gilbert B, Chesterton
Best Memories: Jr Prom; Summer 88 with TH; Every Friday night senior year at track with TH and SS
Activities: Soccer 1, 2; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4

PRESTON STILT
JASON B. STOUT
229 South Brookfield Road
"Dogs still can't vote and neither can bears, but if they could vote, they'd vote graciously.
"- Jerry Seinfeld
Best Memories: Making the grade - junior year!

JODY STRAUSS
13 Downing Street
"Don't worry, be happy!
Best Memories: The famous family vacations with KK, The space adventures in the "good old days" with Heidi Ho, T2, KK, SS
Activities: Marching Band 2, 3; SADD 3; Junior Achievement 3; Powder Puff 3; Bowling 4

ELIZABETH SUFRIN
39 East Riding Drive
"Be the best preparation to do good tomorrow is to do good today
Best Memories: Jr Prom, Trip to Lehigh; TERY, YWCA, a great party; Hunting Outlaw; Chillin' with SD, KJ, RH, AG, MM; RL, Working with Woosley, Druck, King, Z & TC; Hershorn; Summer Camp; Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 1, 2; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3

TAMI DANA TOBIN
1918 Country Club Drive
"No matter what they say it cannot be a sin to feel the way I do.
Best Memories: Times with KAR; Platt; Unfuful; AK, LK, LC, KK, LR, Hicho; Concord; Cal; Grand plans; About last night; Ponzio, LBI, NYC; Golf course; Schnapp nite; Hal's baby; 10 min. max

CHRISTA TOMLIN
Sandra Lane
"Before we end and then begin, let's drink a toast to how it's been.
Best Memories: Anytime with my best friends, esp AB; "All-nighters"; the DB with KB; OB; Hocks; Louie's Merriestead 88; Carvings; Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4

MAIL ANNE TRACYK
12 Sandrington Road
"Stay same inside insanity.
Best Memories: Governor's School; DODI; Madrigals: Man of La Mancha; All State; Southmen; Ramones Concert; Rocky Horror; Jason Activities: Concert Choir 1; All South Jersey Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; All State Chorus 3, 4; Fall Show 1, 2, 3; Chamber Singers 2, 3, 4; Madrigals 2, 3, 4;
LYNNE VASSEY

SHASHI VISHAKANTA
11 Anders Drive
Best Memories: First grad; Frank imitations with Sunil; Away matches; Summer 88; Philly with "da boys"; Beer + Beer in 88; Tempie; Talented Show; New York with Toast, V. & B
Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4, Spirit Week 1; Spanish Club 1, 2; Biology Careers Club 2, 3, 4; SADD 2, 3; Latin Club 3

KAREN VITOSKY
21 West Split Rock Drive
"Imagination is more important than knowledge."
Best Memories: Trips; Sweating walks; Broken bench; Combat boots; Boardwalk; Sputtering demons on the fish; Tampas; Times with AM, DW, CK, DG, AH, AM
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4

EUGENE VODOVOZ
15 Regent Road
"Live it up."
Best Memories: BS, MH, JW, SW, JK, Bert, JW, JR; Parting; Best summer of my life; My true love MD

LISA REENE VOLTAGGIO
1539 Chalet Drive
"I always thought I'd look back at my crying and laugh but I never thought I'd look back at my laughter and cry."
Best Memories: Hanging out with MS, KB, JP, LC, SN, JL, DS, JB, BS; Cancun 88; Killington 88; Chem with MS; Leibig with JP (and TG); Kimball Metta (7); Rona's party 10/17/86; Senior Prom 86
Activities: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Congress Representative 1, 2; Powder Puff 3, 4

STEPHEN VOZZELLI
1801 Berlin Road
"Life is just a seed that blooms into a bud in the chambers of your mind."
Best Memories: Being in love with Stephanie; Starting in new school; Making friends with everybody; Laughing at nerds

KRIS WALKER
1313 Markress Road
"A friendship lives forever in the memories that were shared."
"It's all fun and games until someone loses an eyeball."
Best Memories: Hanging out with Dan Karbach there to share all the best times with; 5/20/86; Grover; The shore; Tennis court; Hockey rink; Fuzzy; Minigolf; Ice skating; true great times we spent together - I love you always.
Activities: Powder Puff 3, 4

DEBRA WALTON
408 hendll Drive
"Winning isn't everything - but wanting to win is."
Best Memories: The fat farm; Sue; The Dead concert; "The rate ate the fish"; "The walls are melting"; That wonderful day at the Yacht Club; my cantaloupe;
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Bellies 4

CHUNG-WON WANG
524 Kings Drive
"Don't even mention losing to me. I can't stand to think of it."
Best Memories: Chess Team + Nationals; Band and Debate Friends; Dog named Kyla; Debating people; AC + her family; Being arrogant to chess players and teams; Karpov; Cocky included Activities: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4; Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Certamen 2

EMIL WANG
5 Lucille Lane
"It matters not whether it straight up the grade / How charged with the weight of the scroll / I am the master of my fate: I am the captain of my soul."
Best Memories: Summers 85-87; Going crazy in HK; Letting loose in L,C,T; & Dr. Dwyer; Hanging out with TH; Biking to AC; Going to AP; Picking up HH in Philly; Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Winter Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Congress 2, 3, 4; Model UN 2, 4

TONI WANG
1918 Graydon Avenue
"If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in ordinary times."
Best Memories: QPS weekends with JK; La Mancha; Shore with NC + CB; Montreal; Florida Trip with YK; YC; Horror movies in the dark; Butters (haha) with SK; AI
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Marching Band 2, 3, 4; FOP 2; Vocal Workshop 2; 4; Earl East Sociology 3, 4; Junior Achievement 4; Cum Laude 4; East Singers 4; Bellies East 4

ERIC WARAAS
116 Barcroft Avenue
"I stand at the entrance to a new world I can see, the ruins to the right of me will soon have lost sight of me. Love rescue me."
Best Memories: JK Champion; Bear Mt 5; Maine 97, 88; Prom; YL; Sr. Highs; "Denny's";
17; INXS Activities: Cross Country 3; Racquetball Club 2, 4

CARLTON WARREN

ADAM WASSERMANN
1261 Liberty Bell Drive
"If you can't shine them with brilliance, baffle them with bull."
Best Memories: LH and DH in Abbington; LH and DH and DI;
Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1; Intramural Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 2, 3, 4, Certamen 4

JASON T. WATSON
46 Partridge Lane
"Take me now: I'm so tired."
Best Memories: Birth with MNL; Musilike with TF and JG; JK Champion 88; YL Champion 88; YL; Skimming - Day and night with TF; Shore; Singing with JG, TF, MG; Hockey with CJ; Skiing with TF Activities: Racquetball Club 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 4; Lacrosse Club 1, 2, 3; Photography Club 4

JOSHUA WEBER
521 Country Club Drive
"Life moves pretty fast... if you don't stop and look around once in a while you might miss it."
Best Memories: Movie nights with JS, Me and Dice; Denny's; OC ski-ball; Studying with D; Tennis with ED
Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1; Blood Drive 2, 3, Intramural Basketball 1, 2; Eastside 3, 4; Latin Club 4, 3; Powder Puff 3, 4

VERONICA WEDGWOOD
5 Westbury Drive
"If we couldn't laugh, we'd all go insane."
Best Memories: AB, DM, CC, SS, HS, AB, DC, AB, CC, AG, CT, JF, JF Prom'77; Summer 88; Sr yr; Ski trip 88; Driving with Belli
Activities: Tennis 1; Spring Track 1, 3, 4; Student Congress 1, 2; SADD 1, 3, 4; Yearbook 1; Prom Committee 2; Blood Drive 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Spirit Week 3, 4

SETH J. WEINBERG
311 South Cranford Road
"Life's a piece of cake when you look at it, so always look on the bright side of life."
Best Memories: Wall and Idol with AS; Wilks Barre; Going out with DM; Jelaskan with JG; FD; Volleyball with Wax; Dawn from Delran; Kicking with ES, FS, PS, SH, AS, GW; Activities: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 2

SCOTT LAURENCE WEINER
1809 Russet Drive
"If I like this thinking big. I always have. To me, it's very simple: if you're going to thinking anyway, you might as well think big."
Best Memories: Manhattan with Miss Teen USA; AC; prom party in penthouse; Phila; "Late Night with David Letterman"; frappe; shopping; Acapulco, sun, tequila sandwiches, nightclubs; Cherry Hill; Activities: Tennis 1, 2; Soccer 1; Junior Achievement 1; Guidance Aide 2, 3; Young Republicans'
"Wish you were here."
Best Memories: To EF; SG my truest friends; To RJZ N RS thanks for everything; To EF; SW friends forever; To Barry I love you; May all our dreams come true.

ALAN J. ZAPP
411 Darwood Drive
"LeRoy, boy, we gotta get you a woman."
Best Memories: Cable television with Matt Zapp; NG, EZ, TB, BR, DB; Akiba 86; JCC 87 + 88; 84 WYSP
Activities: Soccer 1; Swimming 1; Tennis 1; Intramural Basketball 1; Wind Ensemble 1; Football 2; Wrestling 2; Baseball 2; Jazz Band 2; Basketball 2; Cross-country 3; Track 3; Orchestra 2; Ice Hockey 4; Intramural Volleyball 4; FOP 4; Marching Band 4

THOMAS ZAVORSKI
LARRY ZAZZO
105 Society Hill Boulevard
"The first stop to madness / Is the excess of sadness."
- Thomas Campion
Best Memories: NBC; "Excuse me, I have the floor." DOH; Atlantic City; The golden falcon; Sci-Fi Guys; Governor's School; Metaphysical lunch conversations: "It's a clock!" Little Ry
Activities: Spanish Club 1; Concert Choir 1; Wrestling 1; All State Chorus 2.3.4; Madrigals 2.3.4; Science Fiction/Fantasy Club 2; World Affairs Club 2; Chamber Singers 2.3.4; Debate 3.4; All South Jersey Chorus 2.3.4; All Eastern Chorus 4

BETH ANN ZEBERLEIN
389 Borton Mill Road
"Found my true friends / High School Days are gone / Friends never end / They'll just live on."

Best Memories: XMas Party; Brenda Renetti; Adventures with B + M; Allnighters; The Bash; DK 3 DK alley; E bottle; The lost show... more to come! Thanks, girls! Good Luck!
Activities: Student Congress 1; Field Hockey 1.2.3.4; FOP 1.2.3.4; Lacrosse 1.2; Powder Puff 4

RYAN ZEGER
415 Queen Anne Road
"The time is gone, the song is over, thought I'd something more to say."
- Pink Floyd
Best Memories: Growing up with CP; Summer of 68 with the gang; Cruising around; Ski trip with AP, DI, Pink Floyd with DD, AF, JB, TM, RM and MB houses
Activities: Football 1; Stage Crew 1; Ice Hockey 3.4

KYM ZELLER
59 Harrowgate Drive
"The world is a comedy to those who think a tragedy to those who feel."
Best Memories: Best of times with Jodie - BFF - I love you; Anthony, thank for everything! MP - I'll miss you!
Activities: Diving 1.2.3.4; Powder Puff 3; FOP 3

DAVID A. ZELLNIK
327 Provencetown Road
"I think I'd rather be the sun, that shines so bold and bright / Than be the moon, that only shines in someone else's light."
Best Memories: La Manche; the Spirit; Annapolis; Jr Prom; MOTHES; From A to Bb on a rug
Activities: Spring Show 1.2.3.4; Marching Band 1; One Acts 1.2.3.4; Chamber Singers 1.2.3.4; Fall Show 2.3.4; Madrigals 2.3.4; Mime Company 3.4; Thespian Society 3.4

PAM ZEMBLE
1785 Hillsdale Drive

"Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes / I'm afraid it's time for a goodbye again."
- Billy Joel
Best Memories: TP with AR; MLF in library;
"That's your boyfriend!" Lab with JK
Activities: FOP 1; Broadcasting 3

PEIFEI ZHOU-CHOW
MICHAEL A. ZIELINSKI
1411 Autumn Lane
"Remember the Zulu: If adversity really builds character, what a personality I must have."
Best Memories: Bumbling Bo + Fish; Summer 88; New Years 88, 89; Great Adventure with DM, LV; Kickin' em with BK, JF, CM, GS, Dels; Jr + Sr Proms; Shore trips; Jock girls
Activities: Football 1.2.3.4; Skull Team 3; Golf 1.2.3.4

REGINA C. ZIPPEL
18 McPhelin Avenue
"A fond kiss and then we sever / A farewell, alas, for ever."
- RB
Best Memories: 9.5 - 9.6; Kimbo; Shore; JC; CR - Camp "Johnny Long" Arizona; E + W book; SB
"I'll walk home," I'm going. Maine - where are you from? CM; "Joey"; TFA; HI, SW, GI
Activities: Field Hockey 1.2.3.4; Basketball 1; Softball 1.2; Big Brother/Sister 3; Lacrosse 3.4

DANIEL ZMUEDA
1231 Sequoia Road
"The most important thing in life is persistence."
Best Memories: MF 12/28/88 and everyday; TQ - Avalon 86; NW - Hey Honey! GD - Nice! JS - WMNR concert!
Activities: Swimming 1.2.3.4; Softball Manager 2.3.4; FOP 4; Blood Drive 4
Best wishes to our daughter, RAVENA who has become a bright and shining rising star. Jesse & Vivian Baskerville

Dear Michele -

We are so very proud of you. We love you very much and wish you all the happiness there is.

Love,
Mom,
Daddy,
Tricia,
Debbie

Dearest Erica,

We love you so much and are very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad & Pam

Dear Lee,

We've shared wonderful memories together, watching you grow into a sensitive, caring young man. Your determination along with your accomplishments have made us swell with pride. For some, there are no limits! Just keep believing in yourself. Thank you for making our dream a reality.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Dynamite

P.S. Call me before 12:00! What!??!

Congratulations to ALLYSON BLAKE and the Class of 1989

We love you!

Mom and Dennis
Dad and Tina
Jenny and Stephie
When your dreams come true,
Then ours will too!

Congratulations
to the
Class of 1989
from the
Cherry Hill East Home & School Association

Jane Belli, Kathy Haughwout, Laurie Zellnik
Presidents
SPECIAL OCCASION DRESSING FOR PROMS GRADUATIONS WEDDINGS

JAY WEST

151 Kings Highway E. Haddonfield, N.J. 08033 (609) 795-0424
Congratulations to

KRISTIE
AND THE
CLASS OF 1989.

We are so very proud of you!

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Lenahan

To LISA LADOV -

We wish you the very best of everything!

All our love,
Mom, Dad and Joshua

SCOTT -

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!

MUCH LOVE,
MOM, DAD, DAVID
AND JENNA

Congratulations FRED!

- now if we can just get you through college!

Love,
Mom and Dad

DEAREST TERRI,

WE WISH YOU GOOD LUCK ALWAYS.
WE LOVE YOU SO MUCH!

CONGRATULATIONS!
MOM, DAD & SUSAN

Dear Melissa,

May your live always be filled with the joy and happiness you have brought to ours. May all your hopes and dreams come true.

Love, Mom and Dad
KRASSAN & KOVNAI

wish you
the best!
VAN'S GARDEN
Specializing in Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

Tel.: (215) 923-2438
923-2439

Private Party
Take Out Orders
121 North 11th Street
Philadelphia, PA. 19107
Visi-Tron, Inc.
1805 Springdale Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
U.S.A.
TEL: (609) 424-0400-2
FAX 609 424 8469
Kevin Van Osten, proprietor

Racquet Shack
Tennis and Racquetball specialists
ECHELON VILLAGE PLAZA
1134 White Horse Road
 Voorhees NJ 08043
(609) 627-9563
Stringing while you wait
Demos, Grips, Accessories

Howard Photography
HOWARD GLICKMAN
Freelance Photographer
(609) 424-0074
(609) 424-7540

Peter J. McCorkle
Owner
Conestoga Texaco
Certified Mechanics for Professional Car Care
500 Goodyear Tires-Vector, Arriba, Tiempo
NJ Inspection License No. 3334
Route 70 & Conestoga Drive
Marlton, New Jersey 08053
983-7840
983-9854

Unisex And
Layer Cutting
No Appointment
Necessary

Bill's
Woodcrest Barber Shop
Woodcrest Shopping Center
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Phone: 429-9553
Bill
Barb
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri,
9 A.M. - 6:15 P.M.
Sat. 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Sue P. Chen
President

Gary Brooks
609-662-5305
Gelmarc Distributors, Inc.
Restaurant and Institutional Equipment and Supplies
2328 W. Marlton Pike
(Route 70 & Union Ave.)
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002

Best Foot Forward
Fashions for Ladies & Feminine Footwear
Clover Shopping Center
2081 & 2083 Route 70, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(609) 424-8264 Kolman Diamond (609) 424-5722

Fancy Dancer
Discount Dancewear
Springdale Plaza
Springdale and Greentree Roads
Cherry Hill, N.J.
(609) 751 - 2922

Creative Design
Vitamins Cosmetics Books
BULK AND PACKAGE FOODS
(609) 662-4244

Nature's Earth
NATURAL FOODS
2107-09 Rt. 70 W
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
Track Town Mall
(Opposite Race Track)
Fifty-Four-Hundred Condo
Two Bedroom Apartments
5400 Atlantic Avenue
Wildwood Crest, New Jersey 08260
SIL PISTOIA, MGR. 609/729-6586

The Balloon Factory
Haddonfield Rd. & Martin Ave.
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002
609-665-7621
Evenings: 609-665-1921

Stephen Schnell
Magician for All Occasions
Specializing in Childrens Parties
983-4187

To SCOTT PODOLSKY:
We are so very proud of you and all your accomplishments.
Congratulations, much happiness and continued success to you and all your friends.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Alison
Old friendships die,  
Let ours stay forever young . . .

Kathy Blumberg  Lisa Cohen  
Heather Golden  Sandra Scott  
Annemarie Sklencar  Kris Walker

"Do I have a Linde'?" - life support system - "I never . . ." - Anne & San lip sync - "'Thi-Than" - "I feel full", LC - "Drive me home, Don" - "I need air", San BEEP BEEP, Lauren perfume - Kathy, side of 7-11 - "I'm straight" - Kris leaves early; GF - chandailers - McDonald's pictures - puke in I.e.'s car - yesterday's sponge - "Shot-gun" - plastic nose-Alf buck in a truck - new friends - Mary Jane - Eddie Murphy-RAW - old lady hair - it must have been ritz - "i like your fat" - Nana - "I shot the sherry", San - powder puff practice - America - cheerleading (lockerrooms) - naughty girls - pink jockeys - "Baaaa-bbyy", KB - Lisa's sad songs - Skinny skinny bo skinny - Hellowaan, All - fuzzy fluff Kris - twig face - spaghetti-Kathy - the Jersey Devil pinched my cheek - Lim squat pictures - snoop and Bernard - Ted negatives - B.J. Queen - Michael Angelo's V-eyes - Who brought the camera? - Denny's Pictionary - Olga's - the Diamond Diner, football games - "excuse me but you have some tissue on your sneaker" - "a little skid accident" - "p'diddle punch - Columbus Flea Market - matza-HG & AS - Let's look in the trunk - "I don't remember" T.P. - Chad, $3.44 - Anne $ - Where's Blackwood? - Cheese soup - Snoring-S.S. - "Did I bring enough money? - "I'm perfectly comfortable on the bathroom floor" - When are you getting your damn kar-bach? - Hullo, my name is Bobby - Kermy - flopping Lindas - Kerrie:umbrella - powderpuff - you're a 10, Ker - you're in "M" track:H.G. - friends, how many of us have them? - "running" - my hair might tork up - old hag Dorina - Sample baby - Peeping Tom - "I see Stu" - exterminated - Halloween parties - slugfests - 10 bones a day tsszzzz!! - Tricia psych analysis - are you Indian? - Barry Reeb - sculptures - Andy Dew - Cambodian - Why would you say that? Pollyanna Cas: whips and chains - cousin faye - "I'm on a diet" "B" - omars - K & D never fight - H.G. & S.S. - Bet - Heath gets snaked and wormed - KSB tequila - experience the fruits - Jr. Prom decked - Banana - Senior year ski trip - leather stop sign - Wizard of Oz - Sleeping Beauty - D.O.L. - Krotch - Jam - Margate summers - you egged my car - 9309 Monmouth - nursing trip - english picture - gingerbread - Frankenstein - "Lisa, where should we go to lunch?" - Kathey kicked everyone out - Inspiration Point . . . that way! - Do 8 and get 8 - Eddie Munster's child - I got a 1250 - I want men here: H.G. - Peachy c'mere - Ari - scags - "Peaches is gonna die" - K.B. and K.W. - Comma comma Calendar girl!
CONGRATULATIONS
1989 GRADUATES!

JCPenney

“CONSIDER A CAREER IN CREDIT”
JCPENNEY CREDIT SERVICE CENTER

4 Echelon Plaza
(Next to the Camden County Library)
Vorhees, N.J. 08043
(609) 772 - 3114

(201) 756 - 3332

GRIGSBY NUT KITCHEN
Quality Snack Products

475 Watchung Avenue
Wachung, N.J. 07060

VANCO STEEL PRODUCTS INC.
QUALITY FASTENERS & HYDRAULICS

590 A White Horse Pike
Ateco, N.J. 08004
609 - 768 - 9300

STARRY EYED

a galaxy of
BOUTIQUE JEWELRY* GIFTS
* ACCESSORIES

310 N. Haddon Avenue * Haddonfield, N.J. 08033
Dear Howard,

The very best of times to you for now and always!

Good luck in college.

You are great!

Love,

Mom & Dad,
Stacey & Jon Fichman

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF '89

EAST COAST
SALON SERVICES

Joseph F. Marcelli and
Marianna Marcelli

926 Black Horse Pike
West Collingswood Hts.
New Jersey, 08059

SETHE -
WE LOVE YOU!

Fox & Lazo INC. REALTORS®

Jeanette S. Weinberg, GRI, CRS
Broker Associate
Fox & Lazo Gold Club

70 Tanner Street • Haddonfield, NJ 08033 • (609) 428-2500
FOOTBALL GAMES • PROMS • COTILLION • HOCKEY • LACROSSE • SOCCER • OE PLEDGING/TEA • TREE TRIMMING PARTY • ALLNIGHTERS • NOSHERS • “PIGGIN’ OUT” • 7-ELEVEN • OLD MILL • MAGIC CARPET RIDE • DANCING • 3 IN A DARK ALLEY • SHORE TRIPS • DINA’S LITTLE JAMMERS • FIGHTS AT CABANO’S • TOOTLES • LOSING IT • SCRUBBIN’ JV • MOOCHIN’ • BB GAMES • TIKI TOWER • CABOAT • GI’S SHOT GUN • MIDNIGHT MASS • WEXFORD V-BALL • CARAVANS WITH MRS. B • BECK PIT STOP • CARAVANS IN CHRISTMAS GRANNIE • WAWA CUPS • A.B.’S ULTIMATE WIPEOUT • WALKING • D.C.’S HOUSE • LUAU • BENETTON BOY • JOCKETTES • TURK 182 • MOORETOWNING • JIMMY BUFFET CONCERT • STEVE MILLER • LOST DEAD SHOW • “WHERE’S ENRIQUEZ?” • HOTEL PARTY • HALLOWEEN PARTIES • VITO’S • I SPY • POWDER PUFF • HOW MANY CAN YOU PUT IN A CAR? • HOMECOMING REJECTS • WOULD YOU EVER ... I WOULD NEVER • GOSSIP • “WHAT, WHAT, WHO?” • EAVESDROPPING • SWEAT PARTY • BEDTIME STORIES • FALSE ALARM • GUYS • A GREAT LEARNING EXPERIENCE • OUTTA CONTROL • BRUCE & MARTIN • PASSING OUT • SHM’S • WAIT, I DON’T GET IT! • 18TH STREET • “I KNOW” • ENGAGEMENT PARTY • VENTNOR WITH M.B. • YOU CAN’T DO THAT • “OH MY GOD!” • HANG’N’ MILLERS • “RAHHH” • SLOPPY • ANSWERING MACHINES • THE OLDER MEN • THE W & C AT STACEY’S • BURGERS UP THE SHIRT • B- GAMMON • RIDE TO T.S.C. • “SHE HIT ME IN THE BACK, THE ---!” • WRESTLERS • ACCIDENTS • FASTER AEROBICS • HAZEL • CHRISTMAS CAROLING • THE DRIVE-IN • GROANS & MOANS • 12 MINUTE RUN • CHAIN SMOKERS • TIMES AT ZEB’S • BELL’S 2 MONTH JAMMER • $60 • T.L. IN L.B.I. • GOOK! • THE EXERCISE BIKE • BANDAIDS • CRASHIN’ WEDDINGS • TRIPLELIN’ IT • STRANGE-HEADS •

**THE BEST OF FRIENDS**

... LAUGHING, CRYING, AND SAYING GOODBYE!!!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Sis “BOOMER” Bah!

We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.

With much love from
CONGRATULATIONS EVAN!

Love,

Mom, Dad & Corey

To: Nicole Marie Palmieri

You have made us so proud!

Congratulations to you and the Class of 1989.

Love,

Mom & Dad

To our son

CHRISTIAN SPRINGFIELD

with love and pride. May a bright and successful future be yours.

We love you!

Mom and Dad

Dear Amy,

This occasion gives us the opportunity to tell you how very special you are. We wish you all the luck and success in the world.

You will always have our love and support in anything you do. Go for it!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Michele, Jeff, Rocky & Buster
To STEVE LOBEL -

Congratulations on your past achievements. May all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom and Dad

DEAR MARCHING BAND SENIORS -
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE TIMES THAT YOU DID REMEMBER TO HANG YOUR UNIFORMS PROPERLY!
WE'LL MISS YOU ALL - ESPECIALLY ....
ANDREW  CHUCK  KEVIN
MARK  CAROLYN
LOVE, MOMS

Another accomplishment on the road to success!

WE LOVE YOU DEBBIE
Dad, Momi, Betsy & Howie

To KERRIE:
my daughter - my friend
our sister - our friend
We have laughed together, cried together, fought together -

But always we have “loved” together.

We are so very proud of you! Be happy - the future is yours!

Luv,
Mom, Steven and Brandon

Congratulations to our daughter

NIDHI KAPOOR
and the class of 1989.

We wish you much success in the future and a very happy and healthy life.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Grandma and Alok
To *Chrysalis*

CONGRATULATIONS!

With love,
Dad, Mom, Meson, Ritchie

EBY L. BANAS, M.D.
SPECIALIST IN NEUROLOGY

CONSULTATION BY APPOINTMENT
354 - 1568

ONE MAINE AVENUE
CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY 08034
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND 
GOOD LUCK 
TO THE 
GRADUATING 
CLASS OF 1989 

From the CABANO FAMILY
Dear Jackie -

We’re very proud of you and we love you very much!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Suzanne and Greg

To Christa Tomlin,

Remember . . . who you are, what you’ve accomplished, where you are going . . . because, as beautifully as you’ve succeeded, the best is yet to be.

All our love,
Mom and Dad

CLASS OF 1989
May your smiles always be bright!

Arnold Burt, D.D.S.
6021 Mansion Blvd.
Pennsauken, N.J. 08109

663-0915 665-5069
FAMILY DENTISTRY

Dear Derek,

You have made us very proud! We love you.

Mom, Dad and Lara

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE HEIM FAMILY
WALT PAUL

LESLEY -
THERE GOES MY BABY!
BEST OF LUCK
MOM, DAD, NATALIE

HEIM’S
INTEGRATED
WHOLESALE FOOD DISTRIBUTOR
PRETZELS • CHIPS • SNACKS • PICKLES • OLIVES

218 POWELL STREET
GLOUCESTER, NJ 08030
PHONE: 456-3630
OUR ONLY LOCATION
HOWE'S

ACCOUNTING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICE

Executive Office
4401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19140
(215) 455-5900
FAX NO. 457-5269

Hours: 8:30 - 4:30
Monday - Friday
Dear Anthony,
You made it!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Cindy & Roxanne

Best of Luck to
LEE DIAMONDSTEIN
on your graduation and
on your future.

Mom - Dad - Michael

Congratulations TODD B.
You're the greatest!
Best of Luck in all you do.
Lots of love,
Mom, Dad
Andrew & Craig

Dear Stacy,

We are all so very proud
of you for a job well done.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mike, Barri,
Ilya & Maggi

P.S. You too, Ellena

Congratulations and
Best Wishes to
FAITH
and her B.F.F. -
Melissa, Dayna & Lisa
We Love You,
Mom, Dad and Zachary
Candy Cantelli -

Thank you for coming into our lives. You are a ray of sunshine making us very proud in all that you do. There is nothing that you cannot do - go for it!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations to
KAREN MARIE HOOPES

Your family is very proud of you.

Go forward in life with Success, Love and Happiness.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Michael & Kevin

All of us at
AFFORDABLE VIDEO MEMORIES

wish success and happiness to
BECKY GOLDMAN

Dear Melissa,

Your finest days are yet unknown! All our love and best wishes - now and forever.

Mom, Dad and Craig
Congratulations
and
Good Luck
to
DREW AND THE CLASS OF '89
from the
CAT'S MEOW

Liz! You've done us proud!
Love, E + Liz
We are so very proud of you Drew and we wish you and all of your friends much success!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Melissa

All the wonders of the world await you, Alison and the Class of 1989! Best of Luck!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Lauren
Dear Aly Boober,

For your first five years you walked on your hands and we were always looking at your feet. Then you finally stood right side up and we were excited to think that at last we'd meet. But you ran so fast and so far that you were merely a blur. We even asked the doctor if she could find a cure. Well, the pace slackened just enough for us to really get to know you and all we can say is we're glad for the day that we were lucky enough to have you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

BEST OF LUCK
TO
MINDIE & JODIE

We love you!
Mom & Dad

Best of Luck for your Future . . .
We love you Pokey.
Mom & Dad

Congrats!
O.X.
Loryn,

To our very special woman on this very special day...

Wishing your life is filled with all the happiness and joy which you deserve.

May your future be as exceptional and rewarding as you have made our lives.

We love you.
Mom & Rich
Johanna & Josh

Congratulations “Ed”

Love, Mom & Dad
Doug & Kevin

BEST WISHES FOR HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS TO DAVID HAENEL AND THE CLASS OF 1989

To KENNY CUTLER,
We are so very proud of all you do.

Congratulations on your graduation. Good Luck in college ... and always.

With love from your family.
Thinking of the good times we had, when all our days were good and none were bad.

Reflecting on some memories - I'm feeling sort of sad, thinking of the good times that we had.

"WE HAVE NO CLUE, BUT WE HAVE EACH OTHER"

Pam
Wendy
Jay
Mike
Amy
Eddie
Kathy

Dina
Beth
Jayson
Gretchen
Mark
John
Amy
Tommy
Dear Nirit,

Congratulations on your graduation.
We are very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Donna

Congratulations, Fran.
We're all so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mimi, Mark, Marcia
Jay and Brittany

Jodi Ellen-

You are a shining example of what a daughter can be - love and laughter, beautiful and good, honest and principled, determined and independent, sensitive and intelligent.

You are a shining example of what all parents wish their daughter was and we are so very proud of you.

Congratualtions
Mommy & Dad

Mindie -

Congratulations!!
I wish you the best of luck in everything.
I'll always love you.

Eric

Good Luck
Van!

EWAST

CWANGER BROTHERS ROOFING
1818 MORRIS DRIVE
CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY 08003

wish
LISA
and The Class of '89
GOOD LUCK!
To our Carynelisa,
May you continue to bring joy and pride to those whose lives you touch!
Love always, Mom, Dad, Eliot and Dolly

CONGRATULATIONS TODD

With all our love, Mom, Dad, Scott, Brett and Blake

(609) 795-7279

“A CUT ABOVE”
PAPERHANGING
PAT BULICKI CHERRY HILL, NJ 08003

ELMER-
YOU ARE A CUT ABOVE!
Keep up your awesome kegging at NC STATE!!
We love you! Dad, Mom, Chris, Rick and Bri

For my daughter, DINA MORRISON and her wonderful friends -
May the brightest of your dreams come true, the best of life be yours always. Touch the world!
Love, Mom

the WHITE HOUSE
45 KRESSON RD.
CHERRY HILL N.J.
609 795-6133
ANTIQUES COLLECTIBLES AMER. ART POTTERY

APRIL WOERNER PROPRIETOR
Dearest Geekaramb,

Hello dare girls! Gee, is Christine still waiting for her pizza? Maybe she should order a cacaboli or a frutata. Oh, I heard that Death killed the clock. Is he okay? Tse, tse! Norma's coming. Mm-m-Could I go for some Chick or Cinnabon. Maybe we'll bump into Colonel Sanders and his Chicken Littles just one more time. Uh, oh, better clear off the top bed. Let's go to calculation vendation servation and buy some goombay. It's da Battle of the Network Shows. I am not your Casanova. I saang. What's wrong? I don't know! Here come de buggies - guess we can't babaang bang baboosh boosh.

Well, gotta go!
Please call me at 1-800-OK-CABLE.
Maybe we can get together on Mildramorial Day.
I'll converse with you later.

"Click"

Wendy Friedman    Mara Kaplan

CONGRATULATIONS TO SCOTT DRUCKER

"Number 1 ALL-AROUND BEST GYMNAST ON THE ALL-LEAGUE SQUAD"
(Courier Post & League Coaches)

Your determination and ability to overcome injury and succeed where others give up will remain with you for all future endeavors.

WE'RE VERY PROUD OF YOU
Mom, Dad, Stefanie and Grandparents
CONGRATULATIONS
and GOOD LUCK
to the CLASS OF '89!

Fred and Elaine Fleisher
and family

DAVID MARC LEVINE
WE LOVE YOU
AND ARE SO
PROUD!

Dear Don,
May you always follow your special dreams, may you make the most of every day and find happiness wherever you are. Congratulations on your graduation. We love you.


Dad, Mom, Jerry, Brian, Ilyse, Hope, Deb and Nanna & Paul
JAMI -

May all your

DREAMS become
REALITIES.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Miki,
Frosti & Iggi

Adam,
Missing you
I plan to do
Remember everything
We've been through ...
And that
I love you.
Jennifer

Dear Michelle,
Since this picture was taken, many troubles
and years have passed. Much success and hap-
piness await you in the years ahead.

Love always,
Mom, Dad and Karen

'WAY TO GO
DEBBIE WALTON
YOU DID IT!

we are finally free ... GOOD LUCK CLASS OF '89!
Love & Lust ...
CONGRATULATIONS
PHAEDRA

GOLDEN NUGGETS
MODERN WESTERN
SQUARE DANCE-CLOGGING
CLUB
division of
Rainbow Cloggers
Clog Dancing Instructor & Caller
Joan Niemczak
1764 Hillside Dr.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

Good luck, Phaedra, you're a wonderful girl.
Best wishes always.

Love,

Lynda
ST, LC, AG, AB, RW - Thanks for helping me through this year. Sorry I had to leave. Love, Witchette.

Yo, Jay, Mel - Thanx for chumming after every party. Also the birds and cards.

Zig Susan was a shock to everyone. Thanx for everything. Remember Chester.

Cone, it was the vacation that made us studs. Thanx for the mail. Chicks, Bart, Thanx for all the rides. Never forget the great times in Chester.

Tracey and Beth - don't forget the great times we had in the Great Duster.

To everyone else that knows the Fox, I'll miss you and wish you a great life.

To Terri - Thanks for 4 years of help. I'll miss you. Love, Mrs. Haran.

Dink - All I know is that he's not too short - he's too tall! Guess who's in the car next to us? "J & D" We're the guest - but you're the best! Love, Claf.

BL - Candy Corn - Yuk! Don't listen to the rest - skinny is best! Love, Claf.

Nard - Yo partner! "I guess it would be nice", youse is awesome! Love, Claf.

Amy 2 - "How 'bout on the 2nd date?" Tanning is good for you! Love, Amy 1.

To Kim K-You've been a great friend and I will always love you. Howard.

To Steve & Regina: Good luck in the future. I hear wedding bells. Howard.

To Victor & Steve: Psst - the sounds of summer. You gotta love it! Howard.

To Marci S. - I loooove looking at beyootiful girls! Love you always. Howard.

To Regina Z. - Keep your kings in the back row. Love you always. H. Tu and C.B.

Tricia, Monica - It wasn't my fault we got lost in Camden! Love ya. Debbie.

Pillsbury Dough Boy - we weren't going 90 mph coming home from Virginia! Deb.

Day - remember the Mall, AMC, Denny's, Domino's, their men, car rides! Deb.

Scott W. - I guess we were like husband-n-wife in some ways! Love, Debbie.


Sayre, Steph - Her elbows are brown, she's on hands-knees alot! Debbie.

Ali, Lisa, Kris - Lunch was really interesting! I learned alot! Love, Deb.

Tricia - You weren't too scared by the drunk lady in Woodbury! Love, Deb.

S.W. - even though you don't share the feelings, I still love you! Me.

Steph - What are you laughing about? Photo-n-Math was great! Love, Debbie.

Scott, Tricia - Thanks for visiting me at DD; it saved my sanity! Debbie.

To Nidhi & Shomita - My best wishes for much success. Thank you so very much for all your help! You made it happen! Love, Mrs. Hopp

Stevie B. - I was trying to get the book! Leather is the best! Jen.

Reg - remember our fights with chairs and our late night talks? Jen.

Shana - Think of Wildwood - men - phone calls - foul words on the video! Jen.

Steve B. - you have the ugliest hands! Jen.

Reg - How's the black bug? How's RLM? How is my friend, the love man? Jen.

Reg - Have you found the red & white book yet? Do you like him or are you still confused? Jen.

To Terry Tsai - Thank you for all your efforts - over and above the call of duty. I'll really miss you! You were much of our success. Mrs. Hopp.

Vick - I'm gonna miss those 10 BR weekends out with you - Kit- Luv, Mara.

Loni - If I wrote all "R" memories, I'd use the whole page. Thanx for 'em. Love, Mara.

JB - Tootsie Roll, your foot, "What chew, lookin' at girl" - Thanx for times, MK.

JR, SS, CS, CC - Thanx 4 the laughs in my car on the way to school - Mara.

Jeff, "Nothing's gonna change my love for you" - I love you - Mara.

Alison, Rhonda, Erin - remember our awesome lunch talks - Mara.

Wend - I could never have made it without you - It's finally here - Luv, Mara.

Dave - Don't get the nite I lost you and drove your car away. Luv, Mara.

Mersh/Mersh/ Mersh/Mersh/ Mersh/Mersh/ Mersh/Mersh/ Mersh/Mersh/Mersh...

Hey Tyrone! Yeah I'm talking to you, ugly ... great! great sandwich. Luv, K.

To the Four Horsemen and the rest of the 1989 11-0 State Champs - Congratulations on a super year and Good Luck - Campy.

To Ed, Officer Wood, Coach Wood and the Rest of the Period 3 guys!

To B"Jack"K, S"ooo"LE, the Delster's, SZ, 5-minute, J, "bark at the moon" F, DM, the C's, JB, KB, KW, Fletcher, Fast Eddie and all the members of the OML Club everywhere - thanks for the memories - Dave.

To Patty: You've meant more to me than you will ever know.

Love, Howard.

To Nicole, Marci & Duenas - You've made English awesome.

Thanks, H. Tu, U2MP.

To SB, RZ, JR, SW, VB and the Class of '89 - Good Luck, God Bless you. H. Tu.

Z - Who's the horse behind (over?) Cathy? Secretariat, of
Terry, why don’t you get a real calculator? -Ken
To Darren, Scott & Mike: Quit screwing around with my eraser! -Ken
Bri: You’ve been more to be like a brother than just a friend. -Ken
Maverick: Limit yourself to one girl, willya!! -Jester
To the bonding buddies: (That’s all you get) -Andre "The Silent One"
Terry: You’ll be hard to forget -but I’ll do my best. Kiddin. -Andre
Darren: When’s the Jewish/Oriental wedding? -Andre
Revolta: Dance!!! Dance, you babe-magnet! -Andre
To Lauren, Derek, Billy and Josh: Thanks for a wonderful -year. I'll miss you guys. -Andre
Deeart Chrys: When I looked in the store, I discovered the girl of my dreams. -Love always, Andre
Mike, Andre, Darren, Ravi: You’re the four sweetest guys I know. Don’t bond with anyone else!! -Love, your bonding buddy, Chrysalis
Jen: Let’s face it. Undivided male attention is great! -Luv, Crow
Selson Blue: I guess friendship is worth the sacrifice. -Dandruфф
Terrence Trent: Can you believe it’s been three years?! Time flies when I’m annoying you! Remember writing notes, orchestra, Erwin and me! -Fram
Mad: You have made my life so wonderful. Your caring, sensitivity, and intriguing self had made me head over heels for you. I can’t imagine life without you. You have never failed to make me laugh when I was sad. It is going to feel strange not having you with me all the time. I love your walk, teeth, and smile. Your eyes are not too bad, either. Success will come.
Tanya: missy rmbr -erishere cheeringbus ridespaslesofam greenecandengame - u fell! Jr. Prom, lovesofyourlife - I hope we can be friends 4-ever. -Kristingly
Steph: taptapt60, ms. belluvuboh yagotya huvitoni "t'ayeaahudo bobboryords arenicectou soxxkristin, uaregeiti morebeautiful everyday rmbr - ppp, skatting, crutches, dietary raisincookies, porch, bkndens, wablock, big-topdown, proms, pottery, trashtrucks, wawa, bahamas, iluvu. My best buddy! -Love, Kristin
To ZAM: Calc study sessions G’day! Caveman ughloypies, nerve! Yeah! -PS
To SJHH: Kj wasn’t the girl for you! Use the whip cream! Daddy’s home. -PS
ZAM: I got da motta! Cavalcade! Angie will never refuse! Iwing lo! -DS
SH: You made my life complete - I’m a dad ... Uh, I mean HAM - no! -Love, PS
CL: Weibshibid! Hubshchfalien! Our hero loves Colorado! All movies! -PS
KA: Thanx for the signs! Rubberband rules! HA! Frank! KM is mental! -PS
ZAM: Silent but deadly! Here it comes boys and girls! Da Alp Rap! -PS
NK: Why is it that every party we go to involves someone undressing? -MF
MB, SA, LZ, NG, RG, MS, TS, and, of course, Battlin’ Bob: We are Debate!
TT: God might not be dead and gone, but he can answer Raj’s question VERY well!!! I still say we should have shot him, though! -MF
DF: Pineapple pizza, stupid sophomores, and the stripper - a memorable year! I told you we’d find the right ones! -Furl
MB: I’m not thirsty now, but you will be until you stop missing opportunities! How about JN or MF or even SP? -GS BB! -Stilleto
Huey, Dewey, and Louise: It’s springtime for Hitler and Rose is dead but Avon, Sylvester, and Kaonics live on! -Caduceus One
EJ: Remember, chemistry, telephones in morning. Keep in touch. -CE
AG: Remember La Cucaracha, sleepover parties. Keep in touch. -CE
AS: Thanks for the proms. See you in Wildwood! -CE
Yo Shmo: rebemmelk koobroaq, onaip dna gnignis retfa loookoax, rouy evari, did uoy teg eht ytnoM ohnyP eivom?, fi rousy rethtm stel uoyo, esaelp peek ni chonq. -CE
H Rhapsody: Remember carrots, midrasha car rides, oh Mendelssohn, your list with italicized and highlighted
names, you'll always be a great friend. - CE
Niall: We've been through it all! I can't get the phone off my ear! I love you! Don't get too wild without me. - Mad
DF: The MAD-DAR team is awesome! - Mad
MF: The candy cane's still coming! Thanx for not reminding me, though. - Mad
Patty: Where's my shrine dance? The Almighty gets pretty ticked. - MR
Jen: Gym is so hard! Don't you think he goes with her? He's definitely in the top one percent? - I love you, Mad
Ali: Jumpropping anyone? Stay just the way you are cause you're perfect. - MR
Emil: You're something to brag about. Friends forever. Luck with everything. Don't drive the girls crazy. - Mad
Terry: Oh ... uh ... yesss ... it feels so good! F me, yes, please ... Your toys
EH, MK, AB: You know I'll miss the sixth conversations ... - Rhonda
AB, DF, EH, BS: What can I say? Our RFS conversations ... really classic. - RL
Lisa: A lot of "memories" of a true friendship - I'll miss you. - Rhonda
Allyson: Greatest times - yet the best is yet to come. Friends forever. - Rhonda
Beth: Always as close as Hilltop is to Westcliff. Le meilleur amie. - Rhon
HC: Opposites (?) attract! - RL
Erin: Never will I find a closer friend. I'll miss you. - Rhonda
SL: Wear black, be strong! Long distance isn't as bad with a friend there to help! Hope y'all have a good summer - friends are forever. - Steph
Lisa K: We'll be there opening night on Broadway! - Love, Steph
Boom Boom: Good luck to a great locker partner! - Love, Beep Beep
To ZAM: That's the worst smellin' -- I ever heard! Vermont here we come?
DS, SJH, CL: AAAH! Don't kill me! Fish toooody! No stopping or standing!
To DS: Lime cream! Ello! Hallow! You are dead! Under the table. 38 Special
Grumpy Wetchy (GD), Bethorama (BL), Computer wizard (JW), Pam (PD), Pea Pod (JG), Claflster (AC), Bering (AB), Watz (JW), Dink (DD), Morganou (EH) & Nard-ass (WN) — You guys are the best! I love you all! Forever friends, Marci Mouth
Amy S: Thank you for being my best friend! I love you, Roger (or is it Tony?) "Winter, spring, summer or fall . . . Always&Forever, Marci (your twin)
TB: You're awesome! Remember Entrecon&Tigs! La Prima Geeka Chica! Love, MS
Senioritis-all the fighting was worth it! 2nd place! Prissy Girls! Terky shuffle! We go together! "That's what memories are made of!" Love ya, Marci
NP&MS-History (Bird&Ritz), English, Wed. dinners, G's porc, friends forever
Andres&Howie-English was great! "I love looking at byootiful girls" MS&NP
JW, JS, ME, EJ, TB, DE: Here's to winter break movie nights!! Love, Dice
Yo Lech! You been to cactus? eh? PV in 88! Ya gotta love it! Luv, Canni
DB: You're the greatest, the best! I love you, Candice
Mindalene & Thelma — uh oh, Montee's back! Blech! I love you, Candice
Carolyn, CJ, Car, Lyn: Tootles chiquaetta, porqua? Stop laughing! — Luv BBTF
Christa: Do we have to go down this mountain? Vito's bathroom. - Luv, AG
Annie See: Don't you want me to give you a ride? Lock the doors! — Luv, Grubs
Chissy: Tell Brandy I said hello, but not Crystal, Cabanobobo. — Luv, AG
Z: I'm taking Snoopie to the prom! — Luv, AG
Stacey: Please walk me to the door, your dog'll attack me! — Luv, AG
Dina: Twistin' the night away, Dina she's not home she'll call you back.
Alibabab A: Let's wake up Caroline and tell her the bus is here! — Alibabab
Amy, Clueless, Rusty: You don't have one set of your car keys? — Luv, AG
ZE6 & Bethanne: Johnson, Heritage, East. Don't forget DB and splashing water!
Kristy B: Drivin' to Towson, Gimp you're on the wrong side of the road!
KB & CG: You are the two best friends I could ever have, I love you and I will miss you so much. We've had the best of times! — Luv, Alyson G
From Pilsbury Dough Boy to Debbie: Best memories "Insight!!
Karin: Repower, picnic, Daynas pool partying, Webber's. — Love, Cous
Brewsky: Bourbon, Boston, Watch that garage door. — Love, Herbie
Ruff: Thanks for the Sophomore Cotillion. — Love, SAT
TJ: Jr Prom, Randi's, hot tub. — Love, ST
Robyn: Prom, Sat mornings, underwear. — Love, Cous (PS — 3rd + 4th)
LC: Best memories. — With all my love, SAT
Ken: We've been through so much I feel like we are brothers. It was really an honor for me to be such a great friend of yours. To every person you interacted with you made them realize life is not just a money-making, simplistic world. You have made us all more caring with your own predecessors. Success will never leave you. In God we trust. I pray you a great beginning for my best friend.
Gretch: Summer 88; LC, HC, Nip, KMD; What else can I say except bunkmate! — BJ
Dink: Midnight beachin' it and LBI will never be the same! — Love, Bethala
Clay: Hey you NRXIC bich - it's better to be what ur awaits! Love, Bethala
Beringe: Hey ameech! Cookies to photo to English. What's next? — Bethala
Missy: Our 6th period health talks were great! Thanks! — Love Beth
Marci: Magenta man, Dodie duck, FOP. Does it sprout wings? — Love, Bethorama
B Group: Thanks for all the great times and stories. — MY
CC, GC, PH, SW: Trip home wouldn't have been the same without you. — MY
Adam: Can I match blue pants with white socks or white pants with pink socks and a purple sweater, or, oh, I don't know! When is my next fashion lesson? Oh, I know! Argyle rules! Lovley, Nid. PS - where's my free breakfast?
Mad: Have you started your paper yet? Time for another all-nighter! Yeah right? No, I don't think so! I hear ya, Madahari!
Mel: Hey chick, where are the animal crackers?
Darren: When are you going to teach me to "yeah" and "boo" like you?
Hey Mike: Guess who? Now, how the hell do I do this problem? —
Patty: What's up? Nothing!!! So, where are the wontons? Ophelia, Ophelia!!! You are so divine! I can't take my eyes off your sexy legs! You tempted me so with your provocative poses! Briannel — Nid
Andy: Come on! Come on! Your parents will never know! — Love, Nid
John J: You've got to get loose and let your hair down! Go after that stripper and dance the night away! — Love, Nid
Scottie Pie: How do you feel about panty hose? Don't turn red! — Love, Nid
Brian: Swathmore girls are ugly but lucky for you the guys are cute! Ralph will be tired but Cathy and Jane won't cause they're better. Thanx for all the wonderful memories. I'll remember and love you always. — Madhavi
SA & ML: It's been a great decade. We've been through a lot — camp, the tour, even Pre-Cal. Keep in touch. — DF
CB, AH, MY, RG: I'm installing track lighting on my driveway. — DF
KH: The ninja eraser flying through Calc and PreCalc. Keep in touch. — DF
Puri: The parking system, pineapple pizza, and parties. — Surprising — DF
AF & JG: Clean up and drive slower. My hair is still shoulderling. — DF
Ken: Ejection. Dipping: Ninja Combs of Death; sweets; erasers; All State: "Improvise, Adapt, Overcome!"; "the mind focused, the body unleashed!" Keep in touch ... we'll go pumping together. — Semper fi, Ter
Andre: Hans and Franz; answering machine; Conan, Maverick, 'nova; "You want to sleep when?"; 'String Ensemble; taking it four years of math. Keep everything normal. Keep in touch and remember "Fatigue is just a state of mind."
— Ter Fran: It's felt more like eternity, but I think I might have enjoyed it. Don't forget: messages, orchestra, long talks,
missing shows, and so much more. Friends forever (well ...
) - Love, Terrence Trent

Ish: Take a good look at the things around you. Tomorrow they may not be there; ST: TOS, ST: TNS, IMF;
"Honestly, Officer ...", "Day 5!", hidden meanings with NG;
(see page 12) - love, you just ask her?"; Warr 20 fly-by - Ter

Lieber, Dar, Scott (Boys in Back/candy sales); Kuoemister, DL, SW, PL, SG, AC, MS, RL, KH, SL (orchestra); DT, MT, BT (roomhome); Fug, SP, BC, R, JG, CB, ZM, JC, AS, AL, SK, AM, PC, NG, JR, JW, EL, RL, RS, PL, MY, LL; and nobody else has run into: Best of luck in whatever you do and thanks for making these memories they are - Terry

To the Big Dept: I'd color this with my Carylolas, but I'm not allowed. So I'll show my now-reformed remedial skills another way: A, B, C, D

He who can, does. He who cannot, teaches - George Bernard Shaw. But he who does better, does it on the back board -
The Boys in the Back

"Yawn" - a monument to all math students.

Terry-bob, Ken-man, FL, Andre, BJ, RL, RG, JD, FS, Freddie, DB, Furl, Jen, Cone, my By class, Yearbook, and Scott and Darren (the indomitable Boys in the Back): Thaxn, for making the unbearable bearable, the unfun fun, and the boring, well, not-so-boring; for making school what it was to what it is - ML

BC: I am sorry that I cut up on ya, but I just couldn't resist.

-Luv, PY

L. Cheng: There's no ice in Ca, so how can we fall? Keep in touch. - Luv, PY

J.S: Studying's admirable but on Fri? You're such a dork! - J/ K Viki

MS: Guinea pigs don't whine, they whimper. - Luv ya, the Ultimate Whiner

Nid: Nothing's up, but what ever is? Thaxn for being you. - Luv ya, Patty


Amo: From RH 86 to 2/23/87 to now, thank you for everything! - Love, Scott

Madabout: Travelling in Pj's - lazy bum! Greenfield and Reddy rest. - Jen

Patty: No more 'rettes! Not uh! 21 Jumpstreet time (N & S); DC Park. - Jen

Lew: Thanks for all the rides! Hope mom stays cool! - Jennifer

Melvin: Twelve years in one line; QPS: Can I see your private drawer? - Jenny

Toni: Arguments galore! I want my pictures back! Spaghetti. - Love, Jen

HS, HK, SA, DF, LL, LB, RG, KL, AH, AL, TW, PY, NG, ML, HR, MR, MY, TT, NK, CB: Thanks! - JG

Alibaba: Thanks for the real family! Remember NWSAPB!!! - Love, Jenniferpoo


Donna C, Mel, Ali: There will always be the memories. - Love, Jennifer

Zach: I need a hug! - Jennifer

ML & KC: Thanks for the great laughs and good times! - TS

GG, MS, KP: Wanna hear a joke? - TS

FS & LL: Thanks, I love you always! I'll definitely miss you! - TS

AC, DD, AB, GD, WN, MS, KP, TF, JN, JY, MN, JG, MG, EH: The Clueless Crew. I'll miss you. - BL

Dink, G, Gadh: Thanks for all the great 9ers! I love you guys - Bethala

Rhonda: Time went so fast - Camel/Weble, Elic, WC&B, BFF, pinky promises, Jawo shore! - 6 years wasn't long enough! - Thanks for everything! - Love, Beth

Class of 89 - Get out of my way. Path of Glory take me out of here!

Mr. Gordon: Curved motion Smash! Smash! Mr. Pinszer: Eigenwhat?!! Mr. Carr: Yea, right! - Manish

Jane: Thanks for PreCalc, Physics, Calc! The triangle. Physics is phun! - Manish

Chung: Mandatory enthasiasa Trek trivia, the discman, horserace, check! - Manish

Terry: Amok Me; Forbidden Zone; Warp 9; bike pump - our property; pen twirling; Allen bash; FI trip - "No, Yes! No!"; rat centrifuge; senior cut month; TGIF - AAAH! East pride; Physics phun; "Is that yours or mine?"; "I want my orange juice!"; life, liberty, and ...; the "p" word; HP vs Mac;

Hamlet White Day - Manish

Navin: Stop laughing! 21 gun salute, the Admiral, nrd, "I want my orange juice!"; Debate - Manish

Ken & Andre: Hans and Franz, the egg, answering machine mania, pump pump. - Manish

Larry: We are Debate - "The Lobotomist", Religion = ?, Gordon - monkey lab - Manish

To DF, ML, Debate, HK, HS, JG, JXXZ, LL, MY, FL, KL, HR, AF, Eastside, and others too numberable to mention: Boys in the Back, We are, DC, and assorted stuff. - Scott AH, KL, DC: Don't forget Andover '87 with DB, TS, CC, ES, and Boston. - RG

AH: QPS lab partner, Andover '87, Boys' State '88, the best secretary I ever had. Get some sleep, big guy, and keep in touch! - Ravi

SA, MB, MF, NG, LZ: "We are Debate!" Don't just win ... - Ravi

CB, DF, JG, AH, MY: Don't ever bond without me in DF's driveway. - Love, Ravi

To the team: Don't get the won-tons; Chinese food rules; Sheh sheh. - Ina

To LF: Thanx for "sharing a locker" with me. - Locker buddy

To the senioritis: Calm down chill AC, AB, LF, WN, MS, JM, JY, BR, GH, MH, EH. - Ina

SK & TW: Here's to 1kar! Warrior. FA&DD pig outs, talks and trust. - AL

KL: You know me the best. Friends forever. - AL

CA-good luck in your future plans Sherbet-You the best! Slack-does your jacket smell like a babysitter? Steve-10 minute wonder!

GD-Thanx for all the good times that I had with you and the gang.

KH-Thanks for your help, I couldn't have made it without you-Love SS

VW-Thanx a million for the FOP help, it was the best FOP party yet-SS

MS: Lots of luck next year at UM, have tons of fun there-

MF and DZ-Thanx a bunch for being there when I needed you-love ya, SS

Ina: Thanxs for "sharing a locker" with me sheh sheh!! Lisa

SM, IL, AR, and SG-The best gym class ever! Love LF

MS: Melt the world-Hells! Love Lysol disinfectant spray farewell (Lyce)

MF: Yoooooooh! Mirelda! No more "25 after"! Love ya! LF

KH: Oh my God! I can't feel my scalp! Remember: Don't eat the wontons LF

Senioritis: "We'll always be together" in my mind! Love ya Lisa

To the team: Don't ever forget the dream season!! LF

AB, AC, MS, IL: How 'bout on the third date when he meets your parents? LF

Mike Yu: Thanks for prom, carriage rides and the wooden horse Luv, A.

Alison Hyman/Stein enjoy you Dad's freezer and my brother Luv, Becca

Ed I love you 4-ever! Your the best good Luck! Love always your wife #71

Woz goo luck w/ A.S. Youre a great friend! Luv your other half - Carrie

Amada- If ya'ever need a pulling hair session ... revenge, D'roller coaster, bagel w/your C. Cheese? 'll miss you & these times so much! - T

Lita & Laine- Love Dust, Naughty girls, picnics! Our shared passion, sec, guard. May the starlit mem'ries & all that jazz continue! 'Tina

Erin, to my "Rag Doll", best of luck in college! Lave always, Andy

To Erin, you've filled my life with happiness. All my love, Andy xoxoxo

Knock-knock else, are you in there? - K.K

Thanks for not killing me with your driving-K.K

I love you honey-your stink sister

Ewwwh! Steph, what's that smell?- K.K

If you stand on your head your nose will get clear-Love K.K

Becker: You've always been there and with the right answer! Booker

Amy: goin' back to Cali? Take the aqua net! Krist

O mighty one: Let's try to remain emotionally stable, O.K.

Bonkers

Cris: May there always be an english muffin in your breakfast!! Kirst
Opus - I love you - Wumpus
Hey Old-Man Baby!! Remember bus rides, XX, and Cumberland!!
Amala, It's sportin' the "cuz" look today!!! Ha! Ha! Love, Candala
Rop! Rop! Rop! identity, yitzirah will always be a part of us!!! Love, Candile
J&D- if it wasn't for you, I'd still be a Candile! Thanxx!! Love, Dice

Octogen I-I love you!! You are the best-elephants&clowns 4-ever Love HJT
SL-"OO" ZOPhonecord snowball fight anyway, You're a great friend Luv CBD
GT Calif hair attack NFWT Tyroene Painting Duneferaser mixing drinks
BJ TD JW DC Thanxx for being there-I love you guys!!
handouts O"Luv-CBD
DD AB JY AC saranac KP. Partys at your house YL-DF GH FF TF JW GD yehh!
LG SM CS Fishtailing the shore Col's house B-ball Prom "I never" Luv CS

Brian-DBK-Steve is that a chevette? Skiing Kov's class
Xmas tree xuv Col

Sci-fi guys forever! David, Greg, Henry, Herm, Larry, Phil, and Randy!
AG - Twisting! #1 matchmaker - me! Pizza Hut & afternoon movies! Love always, Din
Ge - It's not Dina! Don't forget 9th grade! Love, Dina
BK - Good New Year at RS's House! Always good! I love you - Love Me (Boy Crazy)
BK - I may like to play but you know me like you too! Love DM

KB - Air Conditioners & sticky sheets! Champion sweatshirt - Beastie Boys DM
AB - Oscar's and Washington College, where? Love Sister Dina
GD - If UB40 is ever in town - call me! "Comin in from the cold" - AB
BL - Imagine a baby coming towards your face - fast!! - AB
SL When in Texas will you write me as often as camp? - I'll miss U! AB
Senioritis: AC, LF, MH, EH, GH, IL, JM, WN, BR, MS, JY; We did it! Yeah! AB
Lisa K "Blindate ATOC" Getting "D" Shore to good times Love KBK

SW, FD, JS Gonna miss you guys! Seth thanks for the pictures Luv Kerrie
Michele H: To good times-I'm going to miss you. Love ya, Kerrie
CM - Well cuz, we've come a long way & thins turned out awesome! Love Mother
JE-I'll never get the night you tried to kill me, we're buddies now! DM

SS-You made it w/out 5 min! Late night city trips! Noshers! I love you a lot! DM
DC - No more midnight rides! No lates! No car probs! I'll miss everything Luv DM
BZ-2 Wheels at Del's Park PLO. C! M-Town Parties! Life's a beach - Tan Funny Luv D
CC-You're the only one that makes me see logic! Always need U! Love Dina,
Sharron - Hey, do you like parties?? Remember Roy's & Mistchef Night?
Amy - What a year? Wasn't English boring? Oh well.
Babalo!
To all my friends in CHE Thank you for all Remember me I will be back!

Familia: Sois la mejor familia del mundo. Ser buenos con mama. I love U

Marta: Te quiero y pase lo que pase siempre tendras un amigo en mi. VES8

Oce y Eva: Sois los mejores amigos que tengo. Os quiero.
Jilipollas Ja, Ja

Carol L. Movies with Bro Maggots Hfoot Thanks Luv ya HKB

My little Lissa Shore 88 Judos Timothee Los Amigos Blind dates Luv Ya KBK

Jennie Times from 10 till 18 Muppets Brocket me with some Broomsticks Love Kizzie
Shari Beth Gonna miss ya Great Adventure Getting "FU" Love Kerrie
Michael EG Shore 88 Big Al VD's Garage getting "SD" To good times Luv KBR
Kennie Shut up Steph! I've always wanted to say that to you!
To good times Luv KBK  
Mony, Been to Woodbury lately? How's Mike? Love ya, Tee  
Jay BFA  
Stephnie M, Goodness, Gracious! Great Balls of Fire! Love ya,  
Trish  
Debbie, Woodbury, AMC, Dunkin Donuts, They're  
everywhere! Love ya, TJ  
Vince, It's been some year! You deserve a break today! Love  
you, Trish  
Amy-What's your favorite gas station! Ha ha! Love ya! Chris  
Kristy-How's it hanging?? Look out for froggie! Luv ya Chris  
Was it worth two months! Love ya Chris  
All the girls! Best times ever had were w/you & the guys!  
Love, Dina  
BK-All I have to say is I love you! Love No. 1 fan - I love  
#24! Love 4 always DM  
All the girls! Best times ever had were w/you & the guys!  
Love, Dina  
BK-January 23rd-Who kissed who first? DM  
CT-Milkbone Dog Biscuits-Ya know or is it well, ya know!  
Chris  
The Boy Next Door-When ya sellin the yellow beemer! The  
Next Boy Next Door  
"Z"-I see London I see France But I didn't get to see your  
underparts CC  
BK (Potsey)-Sausages just don't cut it any more! Puddles  
CG-1st grade to 12th-Big little O-David Shockley! Chris  
Daddy Longlegs-Remember those days? I luv ya!  
White-lightening  
BK-Thanx for the cat but mostly, thanx for you! Love Anim  
imal  
BK-You are mean&krotten but I still love you - DM  
"Z"-Too much to say so I just say thanks for all you've  
done - Luv DM  
CG-It's our little secret, shh! Love Dina  
AB-We've laughed & cried but now we say good-bye! You R  
the best Luv DMBF  
AB-The MF lives! Sniff, sniff, Do you smell something? Luv  
always Dina  
AG-Brandi says hi! I'll have your brush tomorrow I swear!  
Ha! CC  
Dawn-Yeay I know what you mean! I feel the same way! CC  
Alyson-we'll just take the snowmobile!, Chuggin in the B-  
room-Love, CT  
Carolyn-you'll always be my twin! Keep laughin', I love you-  
CT  
Amy-you brown-eyed girl!, Get a clue!, Silver bullet nites-lip-  
stick-CT  
To my other half-thanks for the sweat shirt! Have fun next  
year!  
Res-"Can I talk to the tall blond?" the three mile walk!  
Kathy M. six great years! Remember, you made the right  
choice. SW  
Jen Pricenton, Baileys, "NTCEmusic" PD, AS, TF, TP  
Carrie-Remember New Years eve "He is biting my lip"  
Andy-ToBadIt Didn't WorkOut. Didyou Everknow? SW  
Jennifer-I had a heart attack" The pictures of the 30 fibm in  
our Bikinis.  
CT, DM, ACB CC, SS, BZ, DC, CHC, AB, AG, KB, CG-  
Thanx for all the good times, putting up with me, & Beeing  
the best friends "ever" I Luv you guys-Anne  
Z-I never cry-all I've had something in my eyes! Thanx for  
being there for me! I luv ya-Anne  
LC & JP-I'll never pass on the right again! Thanx for being  
such good friends & long live the "Granny" Luv Ya both  
Anne  
Dalarwoman-always remember 3rd per breakfast and the  
membo board. How is your stepmother? Anyway, call me  
and tell your Lifestory sometime Luv SP  
Chris- Cabanwagon, spying, scheming just hangin out, Didn't  
we have fun? AB  
Glenn, Z Feef, Graigobrian - keep on smilin guys Love ya  
happily ever after.  
Hey you guys - What, who, what, are we clueless or what? I'll  
miss ya! Amy  
KM-Thanks for "Thanks for". Hope you soon do better than  
\$8&CL . -AL  
SH-Keep on writing and hope youse ceeed as a teach from  
GSC. -AL  
Lucky-may yur obit cum tru & hopfule yull remem wat dow/  
d fems .-AL  
JM-GoodLuck @ Coll. wherever. -AL  
LZ-GoodLuck @ HarvU. &@ whatever you intend to do. -AL  
PS-Is KM ment? Idonno but KJ's BJ's are deflating, So I  
here-.AL  
SH Thanks for the memories-AL  
Big Bro- Sorry about the abuse. "Are you passionate on  
purpose?" Thanx for being there and know how much you  
mean to me. What else are little sisters for? Keep in touch!  
Always with pride, Tina.  
KSG- you will always hold a place in my heart. Keep in  
touch! Tina.  
Mal- How can I resist those curls! or guys who get me  
addicted to RPB-C's? member "somehow I doubt you'd  
miss me"? Keep in touch! Always. T.  
"I'm not. I Was how much. . . cured" cept one thing-still  
crazy about him! Create action? May you gain weight &  
friendship continue always!  
ARM- Remember not wanting to be derogatory? My last  
chance to say you will always be uncle Andy and very  
special to me. Keep in touch! Tina  
Steph, congratulations to the best sister in the world. Good  
luck I will miss you! Love, Becky  
Stephanie-4 down 4 to go: good luck at college. Just don't  
tell them about "the lone ------!" congrats and good luck, Love,  
your big bro  
Sarah- wish your future be as bright as you are. Always  
have faith in yourself. We are very proud and wish you the  
best, Love, Mom and Dad.  
Norma-believe me! No more trips to Kresson Rd-Don't get  
lost! Sidney  
Lauren-What a year! What a friend! I will miss you alot!  
Wendi  
Lemont-What can I say? You made my senior year one of  
the best! Wendi  
Drew-thanks for being a good friend-maybe we could do lunch!  
Wendi  
Al I guess it was better late than never! You are a good  
friend! Wendi  
Dayna-you are a great friend and you deserve the best! Stay  
sweet-WF  
Newmy-Did you see the light go on? Holy, Holy, Holy. See U  
on Nassau-WF  
Dave-thanks for being there! You are a great friend. Love ya  
lots-Wendi  
Allyson, Erin, Rhonda Finkwhitman-I love you guys! Stay  
sweet! Luv, Wendi  
Ali/Lis-I love you guys forever, thank you . . . Annie  
Linda-if I'm in a bad mood, what time of the day is it? Love,  
Annie  
Tep. Cutler-thanks for hiding me! Ha on him! Luv ya always,  
Annie  
Bonks- you know who I think is sweet . Really, Really?  
The list, WMH, I don't know!! Trying to impress, RPBBC  
times, having my mix signals."on the cuff", Live your own  
life! Now guess who. Keep in touch always!  
Mighty-should I just name them? So many "can't talk now"s  
and laughing hysterically, N. yrs., EngI, I, "What, starts  
with a P?" Always, cris  
Linda-Tally-ho! Good Luck at NCS. Give them that HBBF  
power! Karen  
Tod (Toddy-Toddy)- I love you!! You're the best! -Karen  
3 Musketeers-MB, ND, AC-Lywyilion always remember the  
times we've shared AC, ND I Love U Both Love always  
MB, GR, MB-HB's forever.  
The Gang-ANDDMYR, SPARKH SHFBASM JIGERP  
KKTS - Groundations-Promas-DG, GM-Random-DM  
PS you'll never be Billy KM Al thanks for the tip KM  
Danny "Ficklepickle"-You're the best thanks for the  
memories- Love- Missy  
Danny-Thanks for always being there when I needed a friend!  
Love ya Missy  
Neal G- Here's to the wonder years! Love, Missy  
FUG- UR a GR8 friend! Perms 2 problems, u were always  
there. Love, Missy  
Yoooh! Lisa F. We have 2 knock down a house that seperated  
Luv & U-Missy  
GIA-Hope U get 2 use a computer at school-I LoveU-  
Stickmama Missy.  
Jason-Thanks for being there for me. I love you! Love, Lisa  
Jason-Thanks for making my senior year the best! Love, Lisa  
To FL&FL Thanks for the memories I love you guys! DR  
To FL&FL with who else But you guys I love you always!  
LL
AM: Goody Moogly Googly! Wa-Wa Boom! Ugh achug woosh! Love Always, JM

To the senior national council: OOGy-wawa forever! JM

JC: Thanks for everything over the years! I'll miss you. Love JM

Ang: It's over! No more computers! Let's go to the Comedy Works! JM

To the 5th period lunchtable: Let's head for the beach—we made it! JM

Marc: Good Friends are hard to find and yet harder to keep. Thanks, Luv TB

Blake: Okay the phone conversations about Richard and Carm were ex TB.

Newman: I've gotta love ya' yours truly aerobic ricecake face! Luv, Tracey

The three other JAPS-Elijah, WKends, J.K's car, aerobics ricecakes laughs! TB.

Koffler: Laughin & jokin' all the way to ... 7-eleven. Hal later. Tracey

The RFD groupies: Fun and games with Elijah! How herendous! Luv Bunker

Kimanda: You guys are the greatest when your in school! Ha! LUVYA Tracey

Samantha: Your hair is like straw! friends&ricecakes forever LUVYA TB.

Seymour: I think it's time we reveal our secret friendship Love Ya Buch!

Eddie: It's taken you a while but you! We finally understand-Tracey

Kristy-beware of afternoon screwdriver's!-Lola

Anne: thanks for the memories and all the fun! I'll miss you most—CT

To AC, AC, AC, DJ, LB, SA, CZ, CG, JS, JF, DVB: No wonder we couldn't have a small get-together! I'll miss all of you and I won't forget the memories, Love - Kristy.

Car - No matter what people say, we know I'm the angel and you're the Devil. KB.

Aly, Thank you for being the best friend ever! I'll miss you so much. KB.

Anne: We're the only big girls who cry - sinks are much safer. Love, Samaa.

Christa: Anu you Lola? Come on! We have to go back to our "dates" - Screwy.

Zeb: Don't think about it, don't talk about it, and don't she'll hit you!

DM - Sticky sheets, sick aunts, Oscar's and 40 year old men for you & Anne. KB.

Amy - Cumb, guys, butts to window - do you want to drive my car baby? Kris.

Z & F - You guys hit me one more time, I'll kill you. KB.

MD - My basement, the couch, our long talks and what did we do anyway?

Melissa: Next year I'll miss sharing a locker with you and being managers of all those games, especially basketball - Heather.

Jodie, You're a great friend and I love ya! - Heather.

Kathy: Well it all started Freshman year in gym class and it's lasted 'til senior year and they have been the best 4yrs. ever. Eric, Brad - it's a mink man limo to the shore and many others. I'll never forget you. - Heather.

Lisa, Thanks for all those long talks, lunches and Chess King. KB, LC, AS, KW, SS - Thanks for all those awesome weekends and for making my senior year great! - Heather.

San-Anne, Summer of '88', minutemen, our outhouse and blazin' BBQ - Heather.

Anne - all those rides to Washington Twp. were great! I'll never forget you or buggin' in the bungalow with Jason and Barry - Bushkey, Love ya' H.G.

Kris, Thanks for all those great times at your house. I still love your bathroom floor! I love you lots, Heather

Ilana - never forget the ski trip, all those fun times? Love ya, Heather.

Hey Sporto, remember the cops & the 1 motorcycle rider. Don't forget me.

I definitely won't forget you. We've had some great times.

Snuffy, we had so many great times & went through to many problems together. But we survived. You are my best friend & I will never forget you. Love, Barney, Alf, "XP", Fred. Pugsley, Lerch, Wilbur, Fletch and duck.

Witchie, I'm out, you have about 2 years left. I love you! Love Witchie.

4th period lunch - MZ, DK, KB, AB, LC, JS - Thanks for all the laughs! Love, Jen

Anne & Christa: Thank you. All of the enjoyable car rides! I love you! Jen

Donny & Steven: you guys are great! I love you both! Love, Jennifer.

MS, SN, LV, JL: Thank you for all the great memories! I'll miss you! Jen

Leeann: Hey Lady! Thanks for everything! I love you! Love Jennifer

Bert: don't forget Pigberts, Mr Laviow, Biff. Bug-eyes and Guns N Roses. I know I'll see you around. You better call me. Good Luck! -Bart-

Wilbur, I had the best summer of my life with you. You will always have a place in my heart. Thanks for being there. Remember Brian's and all the late nights up at the station. I'll love you forever. Always, me duck. I + S been almost two years. And I'm not a baby anymore. -Michelle-

Patty: No matter where you ever find yourself in life, never forget the times we had in California. — your dorm buddy, Ken

Sarah: Now that you've been Pres. for the last two years, don't ever forget the little guys like me. — Love Ken.

Morning crew-pour some suger on me-it's 7:59, we can make it! Love Dink

Barclay girls - you are all soboofiful! Love, DD

Claf-have you made eye contact? Quote of the year-HC '88

Obsessions! DD

Sea isle weekenders '88 - Spaghetti on everyone's lap! - DD

Hey Wog! "What can I say!-Marry Me!" Heffers! Love, George of the jungle

Jim B. L'The wheaties guys-thank for keeping me awake in WillTree's "Class", I'll miss your singing and special effects.

You better remember me and my anxieties - the athlete of the week from La Isla Shomita.

Koko-after 6 yrs, Always remember - to `keep it clean, keep it clean; press going bowling at 9:00 in the morning; all the work we did tried tc for yrbc; and of course, me. Better keep in touch or "I'm not going to play with you." I hope you get a life in college, good friends are hard to find.

Actually I'm still looking - SHMO

In the earuness I, tried to take your hand, but it was nothing at all.

CBD-You have meant so much to me. Thanx for touching me deep inside S.

Danielle: old yeller. I just had to say it. You're an awesome friend as well as cutting up parner. All of us have had some great times together but I can't seem to think of any right now. Love, -Kim

Tamelia: We started out with moo moo cow food and we are still friends. Just don't say anything. We've had a lot of memories together-Tex History, JSS syndrome (I still have it) Cotollion and others I don't want to mention here, Love, Kim

Barb: you and I started with the cousin from Hell but I've realized you're the better half. You've listened to me complain quite a bit and I am glad we're good friends although you got a 1370. I had to mention that. I also hope that you and Danielle aren't laughing over MT. Rushmore anymore. Love, Kim

Buch: What can I possibly say to you? I've known you too long to bring up best memories. You're a great friend and you have always had the best gossip. I want to mention J.G. and L.S. but L.S. would probably beat me up. Love, Kim

Ryan: I don't know what to say to you writing in the back of a yearbook. I have had so many great times with you no matter what happens. I would make this funny but I don't think it would be appropriate. Love, Kim

CZ (undecided gapper) seen any suicide slides? Love ya, Andrea

Legenda: Hey it's raining! We must be going out tonite! Love, Annie

Al-I feel like a slurpee! Now all we need is a J! Love, Gummy

Al-then he kissed me. Like, like ... "Like this?" Smak! Love, you know.

Yo guys-Next time we go to breakfast, let's come in separately! Me

To my CC buddy-how much trouble can we cause there?

Enuff! I'm sure! A.

Al-not another summer Sunday night of driving around???? Annie

Melz-the sheep-ah took a tuurburulant trip ... How repuualive! Love, Annie

AG-the 1st song was ... the last was ... I member CN! AB
Hey A-think she really did fall into the trash can? Love, A.
A-li-push start on off on off or pull start ffshtfshiff? Annie
Hey applehead! What’s Ammatta you ay! Love, Annie
Annie Patel, caaann I heelilipp yououuu!! Alison Patel
Jason (Stubs) Wilma died today — January 5, 1989 Love
Always, Alison
Stubs — It’s the weekend! Love, Alison (sure!)
Robyn-hey, thanks for always being there for me. I love ya.
Alison
Scotty-if I hear a tapping on my window, I'll always know it's
you. A
Heath-Margate 88-Jason and Barry! Margate 89 better be
better Luv, Ann
Brody-Remember this, “this cant be M track” Love always,
Annie
LC, SS, HG, KW&KB. Thanks for all the great times, I'll miss
you all! Luv, Anne
San “the good thing about it is . . . ” Love, Anne PS Wanna
goon swim on a rug!
AB&SS-Don't ever forget the adventurous threesome-CG
CC-Here’s to the cabot and don’t forget big “G” little “O”-
-CG
Studmongers-Thanx for cool times partying, laughing,
Diceyman, and more Sam
Fellow Seniors the time has come to go insane and party!-
Sam
TB-Horrendous one-your hair feels like straw. Im gonna miss
you-1 U-Sam
Koff-From third to twelfth we made it. It’s disgusting, I Love
it-I U-Sam
Monger-Your job made me fat and you made me laugh.
Thanx for both-1 U-SA
TB, JK, SF-Thanx for dealing with MC, SM and the rest to
come-u Guys-Sam
Serano-Hi honey! Junior says ‘hi’ to daddy! (so does John!)
Love, Shar
Carolyn G-Do you like parties?, Bon Jovi, Roy’s&Miscieh
night. Love, Shar
CA-Intimate commands? Sounds kinky to me! Love, Shar
Doug S.-Krueger rules! Punkinhead is dead! Love, Shar
Robert Kazzaz and Stevenson are for ever in Hamburger Hell!
Love, Shar
To all my friends-Thanx for 4 great years. I’ll miss U all!! Luv,
Mindie
UNF-To the best of times: Moo Zoo, JSS syndrome, Cotillion,
I guess you’re not eating, trek to Studmans, the Turtles are
coming. Jerry with a G, gym and who gets the sex, raw, our
talks, Dick and Jane, Thanx for the best memories, and to
our predicted futures always Tamalia
DW-To the best of times: the road to self actualization, don’t
worry I've fought fires before, Dick and Jane today, wings
and fingers, New Years, my lips are swelling, got my cake
and I can eat it too, have you checked the children, the
turtles are coming, on the wings of love, his dad, trip to
Hitstra, Boyfriends from Hell, what Prat? Don’t wear the
sweatshirt! Things you always wanted to know but never
asked. To our predicted futures, T. SQ
Why was the sink full of ice, why DPD we brush our teeth in
the tub?
Tap Tap 189 ImBi, Bob your socks are great K.S. your
beautifully g-Lidy!
From Crutches to raisin Cookies to chewing tobacco to
graduation BF SC to Kristin my son’s favorite Aunt Love
Steph B “JR”
BBG, AV, OC, VW, “Gatby’s” the Bongo room, “Manuals”,
Balama Mama, tackle BB!
Rob all I have to say PS, “No I do not have any more black
pens” SC
Stefanie Scafario, lock your keys in the car lately? Mindi
Stef Hope we stay friends. We had some pretty good times.
Mindi
Stef and Di our great weekends! Friendly’s and Denny’s, the
Big Beef. MH
KIr.-Charles Lindbergh, maybe it’s a Benetton sweater! Love,
Amy
Tina-Naughty Girls, picnics, Martinelli’s cider for two Love,
Amy
Mosey-Seaside Heights sights, the Dating Game, the time I
fell in 6th!
Aim-God Bless America-the dream lives on!, Brick 1,2,3, or 4!
Love, Amy
Alaine-Football game talks that says it all! Love, Amy
Blac, DD, AB, KP, MS, WN, PD, ND, MG, MN, JY, JW,
JG, EH, FP: ALL THOSE GREAT TIMES: clueless
summer, so what are we doing tonight, four peas in a pod,
19ers, beww & ehh, NYE at M’s, recovery at W’s, scavenger
hunt, Proms, outlets, YL: HC87, LC88, LC89, Bio w/C & D,
Bun嵛ates, the shore, LBI, Tears of Endearment, PIZZA,
Denny’s, Polo, my attitude!, EB & Gap, rumors, Cooper
River May 29th at the LAKE! I love you guys & I will
never forget our memories together. Friends are friends
forever. Love - Gretchen
DEB! Hey A, we passed. Sure- Honk! Honk! Got ya back
Kathy, Luv, Moe
Kat Pat! Hey, where did Kirsten and Dave go? C’mom, d’ya
think? - Margga
Frog - What’s this? A secret compartment? Hello! Why, it’s a
Kermit! - SM
Kevin Pat! Woobie Delaware men? Wild West - Going
downtown, 129th Street! - SNM
Col! Close what door? Don’t worry, it’ll go down. Love ya
forever, SM
BL, AC, DD: we are four peas in a pod, 19ers forever, candy
corns, VC, Fudd’s. I love you three! GD - GADB
KP: EB & Gap, Hahne-attack, sloppy 2nds, did you have a
kid? N? Mom rag talks! I love you - GD
EAL: Thank you for being my bunkmate and special friend &
for being there when I needed you. GPD
MS: It’s better to be a magenta man than a no hablo espanol
Pizza Boy! Mel sis, C-B! GD
AC & WN: allisonness is bootiful! Dat is all! DD: I hewed
you is a fateful ink! Twoo!! GD
Claf, KatPat, Dink, BM, Nardass, Amech, Kaiser, Crash: you
girls are the best! Love, GADB
TP-Snoopy I’ll always love you Bears and Freds forever
Kathy!
KW Jan. 19, 1989 - We will both get in Villanova - or we
won’t go! KB
GR Good times & bad, we’ve had them all, almost sisters I
love you KB
San, the man is waiting for you at college - find him! I love
you KB
Del alright - Bye you’re an awesome friend I love you Kathy
Colin! The crutch pad is only an aye. size - kinda small Luv
ya, Susie
Lisa F! I saw you standing in the rain! Forever young - sure!
Love ya, Snake
Brandon! Thanks for the rides and your 3 night jammer!
Love, Susie
April! Never forget us 8-12th, nor those ’96 graduates! Love
ya always, SM
To all who understand: Do I have a Linde????
H&G gimmin and scummin, Genesis concert, Ken’s gear son,
stop sign Love KB
MF Where’s Johnny Buck? Congrats on the penalties record.
Sheesh! JC
MG & LC You guys shoulda stayed in Per. 1 Calc! The third
crimey
AT: 82382387 1121128 I will always be your friend. Please
don’t forget me. Love, G
JJJMMTEF: You guys are very special tome. Thank you for
the great times! Your favorite rag - GD
GD-Thanks for all the memories and all the J0-Brawls, JK!
Summer 23 – MN
Oulettes-You guys I will always remember. Never forget the
great times. MN
Jen-I’m like Dominoes, I deliver! Love always, Mark
To the boys-Long live the good times - You guys are the best
Newk
To BA from MG Remember talks in CW I’ll miss you next
year!
Amy D. That man is a perve! I’m talking about EF!
The hillside posse lives forever! Good luck you all! TCKD
RMD RB-MG
To RB from MG-Keep rising to the top-you can do it! I have
faith
Breakfast Club:Shanice-Sherrell-and Swanaria! From MG
Mindie-Thanks for always being there-I’ll miss you-l luv you
Jid
Kyam-I’ll never forget the great times we had!-I love you! - I
love ya - Jodie
R U Def?-Don’t forget our great times that week! I luv you
guys! Jodie
Heather-We’ve been friends forever! I’ll miss you next year!
Luv-Jodie
Kyam-I will not be defeated, Princeton, West parties, and
many more-Luv, Jid
Regibo, Kimbo, Jen, Berkie: Johnny Long is lurking, so watch
out.

Vicki P: Never forget ladies night. How did we ever get home?

I'm going to the chapel, I'm going to the fair to see the senorita.

Vicki & Jes: Partying without you will never be the same. I'll miss you Car.

Amy B: If we mark in the circle, they can't score CB the gok

Mer-Thanks for putting up with me for an extra year! I love you! Mar.

To LA, TF, CF, BC, SL-You guys made 1st Pd. C math bearable-bookworm

Mer-Don't b-u-r-s-t-e-t! Always remember McDonalds dinners, Avasishi, Dan (how could you forget), the "Phantom of the Opera." Good luck next year wherever you decide to go!

You've been a great sister & friend - Mar.

Fox, Cone, Bart, and Segal ... Never ever SALAMAT! (JM)

To all of you in Wilma's class, Have a yabadabadoo type summer.

Scary, are you confidentiality tough? Not me, I've changed.

(Summer)

Danny, where's all of the orange and black? Oh, you must have lost.

Jose, Hope you had a great time here. Hasta Luego amigo.

(JM&MF)

Listen everybody, Merill, Stan, and Gene, and the chief, will never die.

TB, SA, SF, JK-Aerobicrice cakeface, Cavey's girl. Icecreamadly, JK! I love u's GN.

SM-He's a hamburger dude! I hear you knocking, but you can't come in.

GN

CS, SG, RF, SM, MS, BS, AR, AS, and Jake! Let's go BBQ'ing at JF's! Later dude GN.

Hey friends! What's VP? RRRRRUMSON! Did you see the light go on??? GN!!

Hey Jake! What's up dude? Let's go four wheeling! GN.

Hey Ewe! What's up? Let's go four wheeling! GN.

Mike L: Can you please tell me where Ellenville, NY is? -DH

Rubes: Let's wrestle or go to snack at country club diner-DH

Mike and Wendi: Remember McDonald's and Power 99 FM-DH.

Tod B: How about spaghetti at my house?

Ahington with was and Hesia, Hey Adam can I drive? - DH

Lisa-Thanks for being there for me through out the years!

Love ya Anne S.

San: "Did ya hear?" Ha Ha I'll never forget you lapsycing!

Love ya Anne S.

Kris: "You forget you Q!" Love Anne

Beth Z: Never turn you back on anyone especialmente LM! Love ya Abby2AMS

Lon-remember all of the songs we sang in Psych? TMAX! Love Anne.

Krista-I'll never forget the Junior Prom, Fraggle Rock!! Love AS.


To my friends-thanks for being there. I love you 4 great years-Kat Pat Sue! We've had some wild times everywhere, let's keep it up! Kat Pat

Craemer-glad U came back! Let's go over to John's and play cards-Love K.P.

Gretchen-glad we got so close this year-lets go to work!-love Katach

WO-Made it thru tough times & pulled thru, we'll always be friends KP

Dina-let's go pickles or anything else we can find-Love Hefer

Twin

The gang and Colleen-thanks for a great B-day, May-15-88&Spaghetti-KP

Dina-I love ya you are &will always be one of my best friends-Love KP

Moga-Gun, Hook w/ chipcoughs, come on, ya think, whered Kirta&Dave go-KP

Wog meet any tall, dark Baloney climbing strangers at PSU

Neffer

Moga-Wooman-Let's go to Delaware- get scammed on wild, wild, west-Kat

GMTB - I love you now, and forever! yours, Ken

Missy-Hey! Well I finally have the house all to myself. Yea! Luv Ken

Hey Bud, what happened to couldve been-everyrose-HappyNewYear LuvUnowH0

Danny-good luck in school! your future sister in law?? Kenzie

GB Throughout the month was the best ever! KeepInTouch.

Im Going To Miss U! LoveKAF

Hey Kenny C: 'That's such a dumb move" KC&TS Thanks for the memories ML.

CCraig S: Let's go to Fudds and throw some elbow punch M. "Spike" Lemon'T

Wendi F: You are a great friend ... beam me up Scottie!

Love Michael L

Yo Car Pool Crew-DR, AL, JR, AP, BG-Keep it on power 99

Next Year Love ML

L.K. You made my 4 years great. You're the best! I love you! M.G.

MO- I love you! Never forget all of our awesome times. - M.G.

V.P.- We've had so much fun! Thanks for being ther for me I love U-M.G.

K.K.-all I have to say is - V.P.'s garage! I love you! - M.G.

K.C.- Thanks for all the good times! I love you! - M.G.

R.U.DEF?- Let's go shopping for hot green! I love you! M.G.

Hey sporto, remember the cops & the 1 motocycle rider. don't forget me.

I definately won't forget you. We've had some great times.

Love Oofus.

Snuffy, we had so many great times & went through too many problems together. But we survived. You are my best friend & I will NEVER forget you. Love, Barney, Alif, "EP," Fred, Pugsley, Fitch and Duck.

Witchie, I'm Out. You have about 2 years left. I love you!

Love Witchie.

Lewis — Head-Bangin’, ear-deafening concerts, CC soccer team, "Parties", Evil Dead, Peace, Baby, Yearbook?, Ole, Petty, Jokes, Good Luck, Dude — Phil C.

TT-Zelda, Tiger, Chemz, Summer at Rutgers, Yearbook office—Party Down-Phil

Alaine-Remember fun lessons and not being heard?? I love you, especially your sexy duck call!! Thanx for letting me help you on your homework?? - Good Luck, you ROTC babe! It's been life — Luv, Phil C.

Hack—Symph Band. Evil Dead,Florida Trip, Gims Knives, Flying Chickens, Fallen Trashcans, Spilled Soda, Running through Epicot-Good Luck, Bud!-Phel C.

JID-I'll never forget all of our times. I'll miss you! I Luv U-Minnihe.

Brod-Hey Ducky, We made it! Thanx for all the memories.

ILUVU BFF-Minni

Cl-Don't babble, RU DEF?, Thank God it's over. I'll never forget you- Mind

Dan-never get the fun, laughs, tears, guns, couches, or the popcorn-Minnihe.

GG, CS, SM, JF, MS-You guys are the best. Mal, Milky, Party! Luv ya-Minnihe.

LC-Best friends since 3! I promise I'll be your maid of honor

Love, AB.

AS-To my favorite member of the gang! Best of luck always!

Love, Alison

Ally-Sneaking around would never have been so much fun w/ O you! Luv, Ali

Pam-I know it! Let's go out for Chinese food! Teach well!

Love, Alison.

Heis-Thanx for all the laughs! Good luck always! Stay horny!

Love, AB

MF-Memorable eating is the best activity but the others are fun too! AB.

Senioritis-We Go Together! AB, AC, LF, IL, MS, BR, JM, JY, EFH, GH, W, m the best WN.

Good-N-Bad, Happy-N-Sad, You're da best I love U-Dink, AB, Claf-Friends-WN.

Cathy Fischer-Good times 7th-10th grade-EF.

Monica Weiss-Haunted house-EF.

Jen Ross-IOU 1,000 dollars for lunch freshman yr. EF.

Lisa Colam- Pepperoni pizza and cigarettes in below zero weather-EF.

Tracy L- Lets get some butts!-EF Hypnotize me, hypnotize me!

Jessi G- Double dates, we're come a long way! Well make it!

Love, AB.

RJ-Memories from 8th grade! Thanxs! Love, ER.

Loryn Z- Walking to Woodcrest; Ray: Relaxing; Loryn made me do it! ER.

To my love Brian: Love you forever! 88-89, Erica

Annie S.- We are superior! Love, ER.

Dayna Fuchs-Fridays, potato skins, lesa burger! Love, Erica

Mer: What can I say? We've been friends for 3 years, know everything about each other, and still haven't totally
sick of each other. Now that's friendship! It's been really great. Good luck! - Nancy
J.G.-Don't forget all of our fun times! I love you! M.G.
Jason-F-Sorry about the rosy hair. Love you! Chriissy
AB, RL, BF, RS, Ask me anything about RFS and I'll tell you! Erin
RL-I'll always remember what a gr8 friend you've been & the fun we had-EH
AB-Remember-Lovers come-N but friends R 4ever. Thanx 4 being there-EH
Lisa&Lee-I know I owe you one more time. I love you both, Allyson
Erin, Rhonda, Mara-Lunch won't ever be the same w/our "talks" Allyson
Lisa-Friends like U R haerd 2 come by we'll B BFF! I love U, Allyson
Newwa-It's been a crazy year and friendship but its been
great-I U-Sam
Mon-Weve been thru it all and made it. Thanx for the great
times-I U-Sam
Debbie-We had crazy times in margate and in the car from
W-W-I U-Sammer
Girls-An insane year: Vitos, shore, secrets, talks, laughs, and
memories-Sam
EW-When are we going for that milkshake? Thanx for all the
help. Luv, LC
KH-Whatever happened to our weekly breakfasts? Oh well, I
LUV U! LC
RL-Thanx for the memories. I love U!-LC
T2-Thanx for all the laughs & great memories-but whose
baby is it? LC
To my maid of honor-thanx for 15 years of memories. I love
ya! LeLe
AB-I'll never forget the time . . . but the good times will go
on! luv, LC
LH-For all the little things you do . . . I love you! Someone
Special
My Best Friend-Thanx for the good times-The Vicious Power
Hungry H-uh
Ally I love you so much Good luck at GW I'm going to miss
you Love Jen
Rhonda-123 switch! Thanx 4 the gr8 memories We'll b BFF I
Luv U, Allyson
Erin-Thanx 4 a gr8 friendship & terrific times I Luv U,
Allyson
Al-Down the shore or 2 NB? Wherever we R, friends 4ever! I
Luv U, Allyson
Randy&Erin, Rick, Bill-I'll miss the RFS talks- Allyson
Jen Thanx for all the memories! Never forget all the laughs!!
Reg
Steven You made my year very, very special! I love you!
Love Regina
Cara We've been through alot! Don't forget Mc'Zips "Hey
Jeney" Pa Reg
Howie you are mine! I don't care what they think! Love a
Pest (RZ)
Steve Remember: Holy Moly Bumble Bowly What? Ahhhhh!
Xxlove Regina00
Joie-now we know about Whips and Chains-I'm going to
win the bet! RZ
THB: We are done! Adventures, Bensalem W/MFDG,
Westites, Skiing/W/GH, American RFDW/numbers, Driving,
Cafe Face, Denny's? Malibu, BIO, Payless, USY, CMDRSS.
All the good times, Syracuse, Kentucky-Chinese style! I
Wuv U, UR Bestest SP.
Greggie-Thanx you for helping me and being my friend I
Love ya Stephie
JK- BIO/Chem, UR Hair? PF-SB, Pizza, Denny's, Lip Sync,
Sluggin' Mongers, SEV's
Hey! Hey! Hey! Learning Stick, All the good times, Ithaca,
LV Ya Gk Monger
SA: Kentucky-Chinese Style! ShoreW/JKTB, Lip Sync,
Eating, UR Bartending, Driving UR car! Late night talks,
fixin UR hair, cookin, good times lv ya SF
Belly- Yo Gurt, How's ur Mouse!? (Ha, Ha) I'll never forget you
MF-ing-CG
Z, CM, GS, JP, &BK-Thanxs for the great times-We'll miss
you! Love, CG, AG
DM-We'll keep it our little secret! (ha, ha) Love-CG
AG&VB-You guys are the best; I love you and I'll miss you so
much! Love, CG
Fluffy-Here's to the ski trip & sliding down the slopes! Love,
Fluff
KB-Stop bippin in my ear and don't forget frosh yr. at AB's!
love, CG
LC, JP, &FT-Priscilla, priscilla you open that door . . .
Grapes, Grapplin-CG
AG-That's cool, that's cool you don't have to if you don't
want to-CG
Steph-Number 15 is coming and I'm going to be winning.
Dottie
Steph-I only have one thing to say to you-and you will like
IT-LOSER.
Mindi-Had fun on New Years-I don't understand these
games! Di
Mindi-Do a jump to the left-Steph my house summer 88-shut
up Frank! Di
Steph, Mindy, Kenny, Ellen are you sick of X's, tired of
fights-join WM
Diane-out of order due to skippy-clean it up with 409
surprise.
Diane-360's KD EWW Calendar men DI? Mindi you pick sick
movies! Love, Stef
Mindi-Do you know what the triple alliance is yet? You're
such a dork!
Wendifer P. Kearnhead-Had fun at your house with you, Rob
&Tim. Steph&Di
WAM-Mindi, Diane, Kendra, Ellen remember our motto
forever love, Steph
Diane, Mindy, Robbyseye, Kennyandellen-Mozz sticks and
sauce Di-Pizzaden
CG Thanks for letting me fall out of your car going 10 mph.
Stacey
AB-4wheelin in the forray w/ the normal 500 of us on
Browning Stacey
AG-Who's idea a present for the bus? 8th gym sure was
interesting SS
Chriissy-got a complex marshall really we don't hate you-Stacey
Banana-he has a flash light he must be an official-LBI trip in
Brew-SS
Claire thanks for the best friendship even when I wasn't
deserving SS
Noshers crew-got the bread, got the butter. Thanks for 88
summer. SS
Al B-Lets go road trip spin to Mantage and pass some
cemeteries-SS
B2 get lost at a dead show lately? Thanks for sulkin w/me
girlfriend
DM-Belind, Smokin Joe's, and BlackBMW were fun-can you
set me up? SS
Linda thanks for helping me out in adjusting to this palace.
Thanks for all of the great things you do for me. Love
always, Jason
Erica-Thanx for all the fun. Chinese at 4am, hypnotism,
tennis. Tracy
Mindy: Sorry we wasted last year. Good luck at college.
Luv, Tracy
Teri-Glad we're so close again. You are a great person. Luv
ya, Tracy
Brian K.- What can I say? I tried. Good luck at school. Love,
Tracy L.
Erica: You are the funniest girl I know. I'll love you forever.
Tracy
You Baker. What is this? It's disgusting. I love it. Love, Koff
- ler
Bucker. Call me crazy but is everyone frenziated or what?
Shosh. Jen
Tommy B-Oh I don't know uh ----. Did you read Calvin
today? URA liar. Jen
To the fearsome foursome. Obnoxious? Us? Remember all the
insane time. Me
Heis-oh that's it, you must ride him? Luv-Trac, Jen, Sam, 
Binx
N-N-N-Nilmbm Jeeez Z-Z-Z-Zodiac QB
To Ed, Dave, and JW: Thanx for making it the greatest year
ever.